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ABSTRACf 
The primary purpose of the study reported herein is to present methods for us-
ing estimated project benefits as the basis for distributing the capital, operating, main-
tenance, and replacement costs associated with the proposed Senegal River development 
program. The problem is complicated because the Senegal River is an international 
stream, so that it is necessary to consider not only the various economic use sectors 
involved with the program, but also the three separate countries of Mali, Mauritania, 
and Senegal. 
In attempting to meet the primary objective stated above, the report proposes an 
economic model which estimates economic benefits of the development program for 
each of various use sectors. These benefits then are distributed to each of the three 
participating countries. In order to demonstrate the use and capabilities of the model, 
the results of several computer runs are included in the report. Each run is based on 
specific assumptions concerning such parameters as commodity prices and rate of pro-
ject development. The model is based on sound economic principles, but at present 
there are many unknown factols and conditions associated with the proposed river de-
velopment program. Thus, the model results contained in the report are of necessity 
based on many assumptions. For example, the project configuration itself was assumed. 
However, at the present time the model is capable of providing some indications of the 
relative sensitivities of the economic system to various input parameters and system vari-
ables. 
Four commonly accepted cost allocation methods are examined and of these, one 
method, the adjusted separable costs-remaining benefits method, is recommended for 
adoption in future cost allocation analyses pertaining to the proposed Senegal River de-
velopment program. In this connection, as project configuration, costs of production, 
and other input quantities become more clearly defined, cost allocations suggested by 
the model will become more accurate and realistic. However, it is emphasized that the 
relative benefit streams from the proposed development program to each of the parti-
cipating countries will be continuously changing in terms of the constantly shifting 
picture of (1) world prices and (2) the rate of development for project utilization with-
in each of the countries involved. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF THE REPORT 
Introduction 
The allocation of waters of international streams 
has been a problem from earliest times, but the serious-
ness of the problem has increased immensely in re-
cent years. As long as the means of controlling and 
utilizing waters common to more than one country 
were relatively limited, it was often possible for each 
country to develop its part of an international water 
course without noticeable effects on the other ripar-
ian countries. Recently, however, the upsurge in 
popUlation and growth of industry and agriculture 
has greatly expanded demands upon available water 
supplies throughout the world. Internationally, con-
troversies over the allocation of water supplies were 
further multiplied by the sharp increase in the number 
of countries which followed World War II, such as oc-
curred with the break-up of the great colonial areas in 
Asia and Africa. 
The development of an international river basin 
is usually best furthered by adoption by the interested 
countries of complementary plans which jointly pro-
vide for optimum exploitation of the common re-
source (International Law Association, 1956). Forma-
tion of such a scheme can result in a high degree of 
interdependence between the countries in question, 
with works in one state supplying uses in another, with 
joint construction of works, and with the proper func-
tioning of the whole depending upon coordinated 
regulation and operation of the works in the general 
interest. Such interdependent development, which is 
frequently essential for boundary streams, and often 
is highly successful on successive watercourses, in-
volves coordination through a multilateral commission 
with administrative and sometimes judicial powers. 
In the case of the proposed Senegal River development 
program, the nucleus of an administrative commission 
of this nature already exists. Some time ago an inter-
national planning organization for the river was form-
ed called Organisation des Etats Riverains du Senegal 
(OERS), which consisted of representatives from the 
four riparian states of Guinea, Mali, Mauritania, and 
Senegal. Subsequently, the OERS was dissolved and 
a new organization, Organisation pour la Mise en 
1 
Valeur du Fleuve Senegal (OMVS), was formed in 
1972, consisting of Mali, Mauritania, and Senegal to 
continue the functions of the former OERS. This 
organization has broad planning authority, and under 
its direction many studies of the Senegal River basin 
have been undertaken which involve a wide range of 
social disciplines. Although much broader in its scope 
of activity, the OMVS is roughly equivalent to the 
International Columbia River Engineering Board 
(ICREB) which formulated the Columbia River Treaty 
between the U. S. and Canada and which was signed 
in 1961. 
The advantages of an integrated approach to de-
velopment are very apparent in the case of the Col-
umbia River Treaty. In tlus instance most of the un-
developed storage sites were in Canada and the natural 
hydroelectric power sites were in the U. S. little pro-
gress was made so long as each party insisted on the 
maximum benefits to be derived by developing only 
on their side. Once, however, the parties became will-
ing to share in both the costs and the benefits of stor-
age reservoirs in Canada and plants in the U. S., a 
constructive solution of great benefit to both coun-
tries was achieved (Sewell, 1966). Forarrangements 
such as these to be feasible, it must be possible to 
rely on the absolute dependability of each country 
to fulfill its obligations as spelled out by the inter-
national agreement. 
As a general proposition, riparian states benefit 
most by the integrated and cooperative development 
and operation of an international river system. Each 
state has an interest in join t development, but at the 
same time each has separate economic, political, and 
judicial entities which must be taken into account. 
Thus, each state has a duty to every other co-riparian 
state to respect that state's right to an eqUitable share 
of the total benefits of the river system, and its right 
to participate fully in the determination of its share. 
A major difficulty associated with the integrated 
and joint development of an international stream such 
as the Senegal River is the formulation of a basis for 
sharing the costs required to build, maintain, and oper-
ate the joint aspects of the system. At this point, it is 
necessary to clearly distinguish between cost alIoca-
tion and cost sharing. The rules of cost allocation have 
been developed based on a combination of economic 
and equity principles that are fairly straightforward 
and generally accepted. Cost sharing is the manner in 
which costs actually are shared by the users of the pro-
ject, wi'th costs not necessarily bein~ allocated in ac-
cordance with benefits. Differences between cost al-
location and c.ost sharing plans result from administra-
tive policies basedupon social considerations. This 
report deals with cost allocation procedures. 
In a study for Boeing Services Internation, Inc., 
(Riley, 1974) three basic approaches to cost allocation 
under all international river basin development scheme 
are outlined. 
I. Trade off or alternative use meth9d. Toidenti-
fya primary use and to evaluate or apportion costs 
charged other uses on the basis of the degree of inter-
ference or disbenefit which they cause to the primary 
use. For example, if irrigation were identified as the 
primary use, the cost assigned to other uses, such as 
hydropower and navigation, would be based on the 
disbenefits or reductions which these uscs caused to 
the irrigation use. This method of allocating costs on 
the basis of water use is sometimes referred to as the 
trade off or alternative-use procedll;re. 
2. Use-sector analysis method. To allocate costs 
on the basis of the degree to which each use requires 
the services or advantages of the system. This approach 
has the advantage that there is no need to establish a 
use priority. In effect, costs are assigned to each use 
on the basis of its level of utilization of the works. 
3. Economic sector analysis methQd. To allo-
cate costs on the basis of the projected economic 
benefits associated with each of the proposed uses. 
This approach is related to economic returns rather 
than to water requirements or demands upon the sys-
tem. Thus, to the extent that the economic values 
represent total benefits, this approach responds to 
the principle of benefits being available to users to 
pay project costs. 
The Boeing report (Riley, 1974} deals at some 
length with Methods I and 2, which essentially repre-
sent procedures for assigning the costs of the works, 
first to various uses (irrigation, navigation, flood con-
trol, and power); andsecolldly to various users (the 
three OMVS member states in tlus case). The Eco-
nomic Analysis Procedure (Method 3, above }was not 
addressed by the Boeing report primarily because of 
time and data limitations. The purpose, then, of the 
study discussed by this report is to complete the. task 
begun under tht' earlier study by presenting proced-
ures for allocating the costs of the proposed Senegal 
River development program based 1)11 an assessmen t 
of anticipated benefits (Method 3), including a COIl-
2 
sideration of both short term and lon~ range benc-
fits and those of a primary and a secondary nature. 
The selection of thc method to be used in any 
particular instance is dependen t upon anum ber of 
considerations, among them being simplicity in terms 
of known conditions, flexibility to changing situations, 
and equitability of application to all participants. In 
a general sense, a successful cost allocation (and for 
that matter, cost sharing) policy and procedure should 
meet the four following basic principles. 
1. The method adopted should ensure that ade-
quate performance incentives are provided for all pro-
ject participan ts. 
2. The procedure should facilitate the obtain-
ing of loans. Potentiallendors need assurance of the 
stability and good intentions of parties to whom they 
loan. In the case of the proposed Senegal River de-
velopment program, the lendors will need to be as-
sured of the solid unity of the three participating 
countries. This unity of purpose and action is essen-
tial to guarantee repayment. 
3. The cost allocation method and cost sharing 
should be equitable among economic sectors and the 
participating countries. A guiding principle is that 
no country, economic sector, business, or person 
should be made worse off by having the project de-
veloped and being assessed a portion for repayment. 
The development of the project and the repayment 
mechanism should lower the economic status of no 
one, that is, everybody should be at least as well off 
as before. 
4. The cost allocation method and repayment 
scheme should provide for efficient use of the capital 
and other resources required by the project. For ex-
ample, care must be taken to avoid any penalties for 
full and efficient utilization of resources made avail-
able by the project. In other words, the additional 
benefits from full and efficient resource utilization 
should exceed the resulting additional costs, includ-
ing repayment costs. 
Objectives of the Study 
As already indicated, the primary purpose of 
the study reported herein is to examine various pro-
cedures using projected economic benefits for dis-
tributing the capital and operating costs associated 
with the proposed Senegal River development program. 
The problem is complicated because the Senegal River 
is <Ill international stream, so that it is Ilecessary to 
consider not only the variolls economic use sectors 
served by the program but also three separate coun-
tries, namely Mali, Mauritania, and Senegal. Clearly, 
the success of an international program of this nature 
is depen dent upon the stability (or solidarity) of ar-
rangements between the participating countries, and 
it is, therefore, highly sensitive to political conditions 
both within and between the participating states. 
Much progress already has been made in the direction 
of stability through the formation and successful oper-
ation to this point of OMVS. However, in internation-
al negotiations, national prestige and sovereignity, 
rather than economics, always play large roles at the 
bargaining table. For this reason, the success of such 
a strongly international venture as that proposed for 
the Senegal River will require a considerable subver-
sion of nationalistic elements for "the good of the 
whole." 
In attempting to meet the primary objective 
stated above, the report proposes an economic model 
which estimates the economic benefits of the develop-
ment program for each of various use sectors, and then 
estimates the benefits for each of the three participating 
countries. In order to demonstrate its use and capabili-
ties, the results of applying the model to several situa-
tions are described in the report. Each situation is de-
fmed by specific assumptions concerning such para-
meters as commodity prices and rate of project devel-
opment. The model is based on sound economic prin-
ciples, but its application is complicated by the many 
unknown factors and conditions associated with the 
proposed river development program. TIlliS, the mod-
el results contained in the report are of necessity based 
on many assumptions. For example, the project con-
figuration itself was assumed. However, at the present 
time the model is capable of demonstrating some possi-
ble cost allocation procedures and of providing some in-
dications of the relative sensitivities of the economic 
system to various input parameters and system vari-
ables. 
It is emphasized that all cost allocation propor-
tions suggested by this study are based entirely on 
projected economic benefits from the proposed de-
velopment (taking into account both separable and 
joint costs), and are not intended to constitute cost 
sharing and pricing policy recommendations. Except 
as they are incorporated into input data and/or model 
operating criteria, political and institutional consid-
erations are not reflected in the model results. As 
project configuration, costs of production, and other 
input quantities become more clearly defmed, cost 
allocations suggested by the model will become more 
accurate and realistic. However, it is emphasized that 
the relative benefit streams from the proposed devel-
opment program to each of the participating countries 
will be continuously changing in terms of the con-
stantly shifting picture of 1) world prices and 2) the 
degree of project utilization within each of the coun-
tries involved. 
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The River Basin 
Physical characteristics 
The Senegal River is truly an international stream. 
The river, which is 1800 k:m long, is one of the largest 
rivers in Mrica (Senegal-Consult, 1970). As shown by 
Figure 1.1, the river rises in the north of GUinea, 
crosses the western part of Mali, then for the rest of 
its course to the Atlantic Ocean it follows the border 
between the Republics of Mauritania and Senegal. The 
drainage basin contains a total surface area of approxi-
mately 290,000 k:m 2 and this total is divided between 
the four riparian countries about as follows: Guinea 
31,000 km2, Mali 155,000 k:m2 Mauritania 76,000 
k:m2, and Senegal 28,000 km2. Situated between 
latitudes 10°30. and 17°30. north and longitudes 7° 
and 16°30. west, the basin consists of three distinct 
regions, namely, the upper basin, the valley, and the 
delta. The upper basin is the runoff or water supply 
region, while the two lower regions are generally areas 
of net consumptive water use. The highest point in 
the basin is 1372 meters above mean sea level. Aver-
age channel gradients vary from a maximum of about 
2 m per km in the headwater streams to less than I cm 
per km in the delta region. 
Precipitation (rainfall) is the source of supply 
for the river flows. Rainfall quantities vary consider-
ably throughout the basin, ranging from an average 
of 2000 mm per year on the southern section to 250 
mm per year in the northern section. At a particular 
location rainfall amounts also vary from season to 
season. Average rainfall quantities for the entire 
basin have been found to vary from one year to an-
other by 20 percent. Average monthly precipitation 
qU311tities are high during the rainy season, and are 
practically nil outside this period. In the south, rain-
fall occurs from April to November, whereas in the 
north this season usually extends for the three months 
of July, August, and September. River flows reflect 
precipitation quantities, and thus vary conSiderably 
both throughout the year and from one year to the 
next. The average runoff coefficient at Bakel (ap-
proXimately 800 km upstream from the river mouth 
and generally accepted as the point of division be-
tween the upper basin and the valley) is 18.2 percent, 
but this number varies considerably with rainfall char-
acteristics and antecedent soil moisture conditions. 
The average annual discharge at Bakel is 771 m 3/s, 
while the 100-year peak flow at this location is 10,700 
m3/s. The average monthly discharge at Bakel is 
3,423 m3/s in September and 10 m3/s in May. 
Existing water uses 
At present the waters of the Senegal River are 
used for agriculture, navigation, and in a limited way 
for municipal and industrial purposes. 
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Figure 1.1. Map showing the location of the Senegal River Basin and isohyetallines of avera}!e annual pre-
cipitation (in millimeters). 
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1. Agriculture. Most of the cultivated lands lie 
in the valley and delta regions downstreams from 
Bakel and comprise a total of approximately 120,000 
ha of "recession" crops. These crops are grown on the 
river flood plains after the recession of high river flows 
each year. In addition, controlled irrigation now is 
being practiced on some small pilot projects in the val-
ley and on an area of about 17,000 ha in the delta 
region. Of this total, 1,100 ha in Mauritania and 
11,000 ha in Senegal are being irrigated by controlled 
surface flooding techniques and one crop is being pro-
duced each year. The remaining area of approximate-
ly 5,000 ha is in sugar cane, and is under fully con-
trolled pumped irrigation in the Richard Toll area of 
Senegal. 
2. Navigation. The navigability of the lower 
portions of the Senegal River channel is dependent 
upon water stage. Thus, during periods of high flow 
the river is commercially navigable as far upstream as 
Kayes in Mali. During periods of low flow, naviga-
tion on the river is limited to the portion of the river 
between Podor, a distance of 275 km upstream from 
St. Louis, and the river mouth. 
3. Municipal and Industrial. Present demands· 
upon the river for municipal and industrial supplies 
are very low. In addition to supplying small communi· 
ties situated along the channel, the stream does pro-
vide water for Kayes in Mali, for Rosso, Rogue, and 
Kaedi in Mauritania, and for the Senegalese communi· 
ties of Bakel, Matam,Podor, Richard Toll, S1. Louis, 
and Dakar. 
4. Power. At present no use is being made of. 
the Senegal River to generate hydroelectric power. 
However, the three OMVS countries are interested in 
the hydroelectric power potential of the river. An 
agreement regarding the allocation of benefits and 
costs of a river development program should address 
the question of the distribution of hydroelectric 
power made available under the program. 
Approach and Procedure Adopted 
for the Study 
The general procedure followed in the course 
of this study was to assume a particular project con-
figuration and water uses and to develop appropriate 
economic data relative to this system. This procedure. 
is outlined in the remainder of this Chapter. 
Assumed project configuration 
and water use 
Because of the wide variations in the discharge 
rates of the Senegal River, some form of regulation is 
needed i11 order to distribute the flows more uniform· 
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ly, and thus to increase the utility of the river to the 
riparian countries. The problem then is to formulate 
an integrated development plan which will provide 
benefits to each of the participating states, and in 
which each is able to share on a fair and equitable 
basis. With these principles in mind the OMVS coun· 
tries have agreed to construct the Man an tali Dam on 
the BafingRiver ih orderf6 provide a regulated river .. 
flow at 300 m3/sec (minimum) at Bakel, and ulti-
mately to generate 100 MW of firm power. The 
agreement also covers the construction of a salt 
water barrier dam (Diama) near S1. Louis to prevent 
the upstream intrusion of salty ocean waters into the 
fresh waters contained in the lower channel of the 
Senegal River. On the basis of this agreement, it is 
assumed in this study that the potential benefits of 
the propos~d.Sen~galRiyerpr9j~~tl!r.e~VlOse associ-
ated with the following uses of the water." .. 
1. Generation of hydroelectric power. At pre· 
sent most electric power within the riparian states is 
generated by diesel engines. According to figures 
developed by Mr. Wright Hiatt of US AID (February 
5, 1974), the cost of diesel electric power at that time 
was approximately 60 mills/KWH as compared with 
hydropower at about 6 to 8 mills/KWH, with all costs 
of the associated hydro dam being assigned to the 
power. The cost of hydropower is quoted at the gen· 
erating station so that costs associated with the dis-
tribution network (in the order of $50,000 (D. S.) 
per kilometer) would need to be added. Hydro' 
generating capabilities will provide a much needed 
additional source of energy for the OMVS states. It 
is recognized that the projected firm power output 
(90 percent probability level) from the Manantali Dam 
is not large in terms of expected ultimate energy de· 
mands in the region. However, without this energy, 
the exploitation of mineral resources in Mali and Sene· 
gal probably would not occur, and thus the power will . 
provide the necessary catalyst for an economic stimu-
lus in the region. 
2. Irrigation. The two dams initially being con· 
templated will provide controlled irrigation for a total 
of approximately 305,000 ha in the valley and the delta 
regions, including about 40,000 to 50,000 ha up-
stream from Bakel in Mali. The irrigated lands (po-
tential) downstream from Bakel lie within the borders 
of Mauritania and Senegal. The Diama Reservoir at a 
level of 1.5 m amsl, without the Manantali structure, 
would provide for the irrigation of apprOXimately 
50,000 haunder doubie cropping in the delta region. 
A reckoning of irrigation benefits from the pro· 
ject should account for the possible agricultural dis-
benefits from flow regulation. The high flows which 
occur during each rainy season provide water for the 
irrigated agriculture which now is practiced in tl1e 
valley (flood recession agriculture). However, these 
flows will be maintained by planned releases from the 
Manantali Dam until sufficient land under controlled 
irrigation is available inside the perimeters. In addi-
tion, it is possible that the river regulation might 
cause losses: 1) of production on range and forest 
lands which are now subject to annual flooding, and 
2) in the yield of fish .from the river. The extent of 
-the disbenefits of these last two items (if any) is not 
included in this study. 
3. Navigation. A regulated flow of 300 m3/sec 
at Bakel would enable vessels with draughts not ex-
ceeding 1.5 m to reach Kayes in Mali during the entire 
year. Even so, some channel improvements would be 
necessary (Bayrard, Norbert, 1974). Because Mali is 
landlocked during dry-periods of the year, navigation 
in the river is of prime concern to that country. An 
agreement has been reached between Mali, Mauritania, 
and Senegal whereby Mali would be provided unres-
tricted use of the river for navigation purposes. Be-
cause the Manantali Dam and reservoir sustain the 
river flows during low runoff periods, a portion of the 
navigation benefits logically should be assigned to the 
cost of Manantali. 
4. Flood control. The Manantali Reservoir will 
provide flood control benefits to the downstream irri-
gated area, and it is usual to assign these benefits on 
the basis of flood damages prevented by the reservoir. 
A flood control assessment to the Manantali Dam and 
reservoir is given by the Senegal-Consult Report (Vol. 
5, pages 5-10,1970). The perimeter dikes for the irri-
gated lands have been designed to resist the 1 OOO~year 
flood as modified by the Manantali Reservoir. Flood 
control benefits will accrue primarily to Mauritania 
and Senegal. 
5. Municipal and industrial. As urban and in-
dustrial developments occur within the river basin, 
the benefits which accrue to this use will continue to 
increase. The project will provide some immediate 
benefits in terms of improved water supplies (both 
quantity and quality) to the cities of Kayes, Bakel, 
Matam, Richard Toll, Rosso, Podor, Bogue, Kaedi, St. 
Louis, and Dakar. It is likely that the municipal and 
industrial supply benefits from the project would ac-
crue mainly to Mauritania and Senegal. However, in 
terms of the expected benefits from other uses of the 
project, municipal and industrial benefits arc small, 
and therefore are neglected in this study. As an aside, 
it is recommended that future Illunicipal water supply 
systems. should be designed to provide a minimum 
flow to communities such as. these of 200 liters per . 
person per day. 
6. Other potential uses. Un der project develop-
ment, opportunities will arise for use of the river for 
purposes other than tllOse mentioned. Among these 
are recreation and as a carrier for municipal and in-
dustritl waste discharges. At this time, however, these 
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uses are envisioned as being somewhat peripheral and 
probably should not be considered by present delib-
erations involving an allocation of benefits and costs 
between the riparian states. 
In accordance with precedent which has been 
established in international negotiations of this nature, 
no syste:n of use priorities is assumed. Fortunately, 
some uses, such as navigation, flood control, and water 
supply, tend to be complementary. The need to regu-
late the river in order to provide a more uniform flow 
for water supply and navigation purposes leads to the 
constructi on of reservoirs that also provide flood con-
trol by the storage of high flows. Other uses, such as 
water supply and hydropower, tend to be conflicting. 
F or exam~le, if a release from i he Mana n tali Reservoir 
of 340 m Isec (as opposed to 300 m3 Isec) were required 
to meet an additional irrigation demand, some loss of 
firm power at Manantali would result if the additional 
water for irrigation were taken from those waters which 
under present plans are committed to the development 
of firm power. Some (or all) of this firm power loss 
could be regained by increasing the height of the dam 
so as to make more water avaJiable and increase the 
head. Thus, a trade off situation between power and 
irrigation exists. The construction of a second head-
water dam is another alternative which no doubt will 
be considered at some time in the future. 
Project information and 
economic data 
A study involving the estimated distribu tion of 
economic benefits (and therefore costs) from the pro-
posed Senegal River development program requires 
much data. The earlier study for the Boeing Company 
(Riley, 1974) distributed both separable and joint 
project costs on the basis of ultimate projected water 
uses. The study reported herein involves the added 
dimension of the economic value of the water in these 
uses and therefore requires estimates of project devel-
opment costs and system operating and maintenance 
costs both during and following the completion of 
project development. The study requires estimates of 
economic benefits and rates of project deveiopmen t 
and subsequent utilization, both by economic use sec-
tor and by country. As might be expected, informa-
tion and data demands are high for a study of this 
nature, and in many cases information currently is at 
best vague and tentative, or simply not available. In 
an effort to obtain as much information and data as 
possible, many reports and otller documents were 
examined and these are cited throughout this report 
(see "References Cited" section). In addition, meet-
ings and discussions were held with technical and pro-
fessional personnel from the OMVS staff and from 
government organizations lind agencies within each 
of the three participating countries of Mali, Mauri-
tania,and Senegal. Helpful information and. direction 
also were obtained from profeSSional personnel of the 
U. S. Agency ofInternational Development both in 
Dakar and in Washington, D. C. Table 1.1 is a listing 
of the major discussions and meetings which were held 
by the writers during the early investigative phases of 
this study. 
sitivity of the benefit allocation result (model output) 
to the various economic parameters and processes 
involved in the system. Thus, priorities are suggested 
for obtaininj!; the additional data and information 
needed to provide meaningful benefit allocation esti-
mates from time to time throughout the entire life of 
the proposed project. As indicated, much of the data which are used 
for this study are only tentative, other information is 
based on the "best judgment" of the writers from ex-
aminiations of available reports and technical discus-
sions with knowledgeable people. At this point the 
emphasis, however, is on the techniques proposed for 
estimating net project benefits and on this basis for 
allocating the total costs of the proposed development 
program between the participating countries. The de-
velopment program is still under study and very much 
subject to change. Some of these changes would sub-
stantially affect the cost allocation (for example, the 
distribution of the irrigated area between the partici-
pating countries). The data presented are used pri-
marily to illustrate the methodologies proposed and 
for the training of local personnel in the use of the 
techniques. The data should not be interpreted to 
reflect final project configuration. As suggested ear· 
lier, the study also provides some insight into the sen· 
Economic analyses 
In contemplating a procedure for estimating 
benefits from the proposed development program, a 
wide range of possible techniques was examined. These 
procedures range from a consideration primarily of the 
physical uses of water (Riley, 1974) to the formulation 
of sophisticated economic models. Several possible 
economic analysis procedures are identified in Chapter 
II of this report. An economic model was adopted for 
the study which simulates the streams of benefits and 
costs accruing to the various economic use sectors and 
to each of the three participating countries. Thus, the 
model provides a picture of benefits by use sectors and 
country at any reqUired point in time within the pro-
ject planning horizon. The model, its application, and 
results are presented in the remainder of this report. 
Table 1.1 Activities of the study team for the assembly of information. 
Sept. 9 AID & 
USBR 
Sept. 10 USAID 
Sept. 11 OMVS 
Sept. 11 OMVS 
Sept. 13 OMVS 
Sept. 16 OMVS 
Sept. 17 OMVS 
Sept. 18 Senegalese 
Dept. 0 f Ener-
gy. Mines & 
Industries 
Sept. 18 Senegalese 
Government 
Officials and 
others 
Location 
Washington, D. C. 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Connnents 
The meeting was attended by Harold Gray, Leo Mastrofini, and 
Harry Petrequin of AID, and by JoeCutschall of the USBR 
Discussions involved the background and scope of the study. 
Orientation meeting with Norman Schoonover, Director and 
Glenn Slocum of the USAID Mission. 
Orientation meeting with Mr. Sakho and several other members 
of the OMVS staff in Dakar. 
Orientation meeting with Mr. VuVan Tai. He suggested that Mr. 
Oumar Ba, Head of the OMVS Planning Section, should be our 
primary contact person with OMVS. 
Meeting with Mr. Oumar Ba to discuss a strategy for obtaining 
information for the study. 
Meeting with Mr. Konar6, OMVS hydraulics expert, to discuss 
development and operating plans for the Manantali and Diama 
dams. 
Meeting with M. N&iaye and Mr. Ibrahima Ba to discuss dam 
construction schedules, irrigation, drainage, river navigation, 
and other aspects of the proposed river development program. 
Discussions involved mainly the availability of energy from 
Hanantali, and the planned development of mineral resources 
in Senegal. Mineral development will affect both the naviga-
tion and the energy sectors. 
Meeting with Mr. O. Fall, Technical Advisor, Ministry of Rural 
Development and hydraulics; Mr. Mbenque, Investment Division, 
Ministry of Finance; Mr. Mbacke (an attorney). legal advisor, 
Ministry of Justice; Mr. EI H. Sene, Director. Department of 
Water and Forests; Mr. Saibott, legal expert. OMVS. the main 
topic of discussion was the scope and possible impact of the 
cost allocation study. 
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Table 1.1. Continued. 
Date Agency or 
(1976) GrouD(s) 
Sept. 20 SAED 
St. LouIs 
Sept. 20 Documentatio 
Center, OMVS 
Sept. 21 ---
Sept. 22 SAED 
Sept. 22 Senegalese 
Sugar Co. 
Sept. 24 Senegalese 
Ministry of 
Trade and 
Sept. 24 Senegalese 
Director of 
Plapning 
Sept. 26 OMVS 
Sept. 28 Malian 
- 29 Government 
Officials 
Oct. I Mauritanian 
Government 
Officials 
Oct. 2 OMVS 
Location 
St. Louis 
St. Louis 
Valley 
Dagana 
Richard-Toll 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Dakar 
Bamako 
Nouakchott 
Dakar 
Comments 
Meeting with SAED officials and others to discuss agricultural 
developments (current and planned) for the Senegal River basin 
Present in addition to the team members were Mr. Cis~okho, 
Secretl'lry-Gent'rnl SARD; Mr. Glenn Sln,'lIm, AID; Hr. [hrflhlOi lIa. 
OHVS. 
Visit to the Documentation Center, and physical ",odels of the 
Diama and Manantali dams 
In the company of Mr. I. Be of OMVS the study t~am overflew 
the basin to Matam. At Matern the philosophy of the small 
perimeter developments was explained and a pilot perimeter 
development project was visited. 
In the company of Mr. I. Ba of OMVS the party visited the 
Dagana perimeter development, where the Director, Mr. Fedlor. 
explained the details of the~oject. 
Mr. Navaro of the company's administrative staff explained 
the operation of the company (farming, proceSSing. and mar-
keting) and its plans for the future. 
Meeting with Mr. Babacar Faye, Director of Mines and Geology 
and his deputy Mr. Mody Diouf to discuss the planned develop-
ment of the mineral resources of Senegal. As a result of 
this meeting some additional information subsequently was 
obtained from MIFERSO (a mineral exploitation company organized 
with Senegalese Government and private <'apital). 
In the company of Mr. Saibott, OMVS and Mr. Glenn 8lo<'um, 
AID, the team met with Mr. Adama Diallo, Director of Planning 
for the Senegalese Government. Projected development plans 
were discussed for the three economic regions of Senegal, 
namely the Casamance, the Central Region, and the River Basin 
Meeting with Ibrahima Ba and Mr. Ndiaye to discuss (1) plans 
to visit Bamako in Mali and Nouakchott in Mauritania, and (2) 
arrangements for the final meeting with OMVS officials on 
October 2, 1976. 
In the company of Mr. Oumar Ba, OMVS, and ~ir. Glenn Slocum, AID, 
the team held discussions on the proposed river development pro-
gram with planning, legal, economic, and engineering experts from 
the Malian Government. 
In the company of Mr. Oumar Ba, OMVS, and Mr. Glenn Slocum, AID, 
the team held discussions on the proposed river development program 
with planning, legal, economic, and engineering experts from the 
Mauritanian Government. 
The study team attended a meeting with senior OMVS officials. The 
team discussed its understanding of its mission, presented a tenta-
tive outline of its report, and suggested a time schedule for com-
pletion of the study. 
lIn addi tion to the meetings and other activities listed in the table, the study team reviewed lOany reports 
and documents during the period Sept. 10 to Oct. 2, 1976. 
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CHAPfERII 
APPROACHES TO COST ALWCATION: THEORETICAL AND 
TECHNICAL BASES FOR STUDIES 
Introduction 
The procedure of dividing total financial costs 
among the responsible parties in a development pro-
gram is called cost allocation. Once it is determined 
that a multipurpose or multiservice project is economi-
cally justified, then the costs of the project should 
be allocated equitably among the economic sectors 
benefitting from the project. Each purpose will pro· 
vide a service to one or more user sectors. Henceforth. 
in the report "project service" will be used as an acTl" 
nvm for "project purpose". In the case of the Senegal 
RIver development program. it is necessary for the 
cost allocation to proceed one step further. namely to 
I h. participating countries. In discussing the need to 
allocate costs, a distinction must be made between 
prolect evaluation and cost allocation. Project evalu· 
ation deals with the estimation of benefits and cost~ 
in order to determine project justificatilln Cost allo· 
cation is concerned with the distributilln of total pro 
ject costs among the various user sectors and countne, 
served by the project Complications arise because 
joint costs (those which cannot he directly assigned 
to any purpose or country) in a multipurpose and 
multinational project must still he allocated. Regard-
less of the method used. the cost allocation scheme 
should meet the four basic criteria outlined in Chap· 
ter I. 
Gittinger (1972) proposed several guidelbes for 
implementing these four criteria. including the follow-
ing' 
1. In general, no project service should be as-
signed costs in excess of the value of its benefits. or 
be supported by the benefits of another purpose. 
Thus, the costs allocated for irrigation water should 
'1ot be greater than the contribution of that water to 
the irrigation benefits of the project. Similarly, as a 
general rule. no service should be subsidized by an-
other purpose. That is, power users should not be 
charged high rates to make irrigation water available 
at a low cost to farmers. 
2. All costs incurred for a single service gener-
ally should be allocated to that service. The costs of 
irrigation canals, for example, should be wholly al-
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h:ated to the irrigation service, and the costs of trans-
mission lines entirely allocated to the power service. 
3. The lesser of benefits or single service alter-
native cost establishes the maximum amount which 
can be charged to anyone service. No service should 
be assigned costs which are any greater than those 
which would be incurred if that service were to be 
supplied by the most economic alternative single-
service project. Thus. the alternative single-service 
project establishes the maximum amount which can 
be charged for anyone service. For example, it is 
not equitable to allocate to the hydropower compon-
ent a cost more than that of the alternative thermal 
plant which could provide the same electrical service. 
4. The sum of the allocations to all cost centers 
(each user group assigned a cost) should equal the 
total cost of the proied. 
5, The allocation process should be straight for-
ward and simple enough to be easily understood. 
6. The charges resulting from the cost alloca· 
tion should be established sufficiently in advance to 
provide stability to the market for proiect goods and 
services. 
-: The dIrect financial responsibility allocated 
to each user determines the price charged within the 
user group or economic sector for project services. 
It is emphasized that the above guidelines as out· 
lined bv Gittinger may reasonably be violated to 
achieve other broad policy goals. Prices for some pro-
ject inputs and outputs may be established at higher 
or lower levels than would result from the above 
guidelines in order to encourage production, regulate 
use of resources, or for other policy reasons. The reo 
payment responsibility thus might be all or part of 
the project costs allocated to the center on the basis 
of benefits. The guidelines by Gittinger are consistent 
with the four general criteria given in Chapter 1. 
Country interests and political agreements might 
dictate alternative cost sharing formulae for the Sene-
gal River basin development (alternative to that of a 
traditional cost allocation approach which follows the 
above gUidelines). To propose cost sharing recom-
mendations which deviate from the results of a cost 
allocation procedl,lre would reqUire a further major 
study and a considerable input of planning and admin-
istrative policies. It would be necessary to examine 
I) the socioeconomic characteristics of the three coun-
tries, 2) their long-term economic and social objec-
tives, 3) the nature of the project outputs, and 4) 
the transaction costs of various methods of repaying 
project costs. For example, the countries might 
choose to subsidize certain services either internally 
or through foreign assistance because of long-term 
economic development or income redistribution ob-
jectives, public goods characteristics of certain ser-
vices, or high costs of collecting revenues from cer-
tain users of project services. A cost sharing scheme 
which deviates from cost allocation principles might 
result in a loss in economic efficiency in order to 
achieve other objectives. 
In this study, the writers have attempted to pre-
sent traditional cost allocation methods which follow 
the Gittinger (1972) guidelines referred to above; 
that is, those costs which are incurred for a specific 
service and which are identifiable and separable for 
that service are allocated to that service. The joint 
costs (those that cannot be separated by economic 
sector, service, or by country) are allocated according 
to an appropriate portion of expected benefits. The 
total cost allocated to a service (separable plus allo-
cated joint costs) is used as a basis for calculating user 
fees as service charges. In this way, each use sector 
is allocated a share of project costs based on assumed 
and/or expected benefits. The resulting cost alloca-
tion represents a good starting point in subsequent 
cost sharing negotiations, with deviations resulting 
from planning and administration policies and deci-
sions. These considerations must be addressed by the 
users (countries) involved and, therefore, are beyond 
the scope of this study. 
Definition of Costs 
For the purpose of this study, project costs are 
taken to include: 1) the costs of planning and installa-
tion; 2) the costs of project operation, maintenance, 
and replacement; and 3) interest costs. 
The above costs are all readily iden tifiable and 
cun be estimated for inclusiolJ ill a benefit-oriented 
analysis. Other categories which might be regarded 
as project costs, but which because of insufficient 
data are not included in this analysis, are: I) The 
costs of external project diseconomies, such as increased 
incidence of water-borne diseases; 2) the associated 
costs which private p:trties must spend in order to rea-
lize project benefits,mch as travel to and from the 
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place of work; 3) social costs arising from differences 
between the true social values of project inputs and 
outputs (those values would be indicated by prices in 
a truly competitive economy) and values of project 
inputs and outputs indicated by actual prices. The 
actual prices might be influenced by price controls, 
monopolies, or other administrative or market con-
straints. These differences can be either positive or 
negative. 
Installation costs may be allocated separately 
from annual operation, maintenance, and replace-
ment costs. The installation costs normally are in-
corporated into cost sharing agreements prior to pro-
ject construction according to predicted project out-
put. Cost allocations may be adjusted from time to 
time during the life of the project as required by 
changing conditions. 
Categorizing Costs 
Once a formula for allocating costs is established, 
it needs to be incorporated into a legally binding cost-
sharing agreement. The very need to allocate costs im-
l-'lies that it is impossible to attribute them precisely to 
the sectors where benefits are expected. Thus, as far 
as possible, separable costs are assigned to those sec" 
tors using a project service, and the remaining joint 
costs then are allocated. In this logical procedure, 
costs are divided into divisions or categories as illus-
trated by Figure 2.l. The "tree diagram" of this fig-
ure divides costs into four major categories as follows: 
I) costs which are separable by economic sector and 
country; 2) costs which are separable by sector but 
which are not separable by country; 3) costs which 
are not separable by sector but which are separable 
by country; and 4) costs which are joint to both sec-
tor and country. This scheme is both mutually ex-
clusiveand exhaustive, so that all costs must fall into 
one of these four categories. 
The category of totally separable costs is identi-
fied first, since these costs clearly should be allocated 
to the sector and country in which they are invested 
and to which the benefits accrue. Thus, the sector 
and country which receive the entire benefit stream 
from a given investment should be assessed the entire 
cost of that investment. Equitable distribution of 
cost reqUires such a division in that the beneficiaries 
pay the costs. 
The second category is that of separable sector 
costs which are joint costs to countries. In tins case, 
sectors can be clearly identifi<!t\ in terms of costs, but 
those sectors serve more than one country. For ex-
ample, an electrical transmission line which is used by 
two countries may have at least a portion of its length 
in one of the countries. Since the portion carries elec-
tricity for both countries, it is a joint cost to countries, 
but separable by sectors. 
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The third major category is non-separable (joint) 
by sectors, but separable by country. If a construction 
project serves more than one sector in only one coun-
try, then these costs fit in this category. For example, 
if a road were constructed in one country which serves 
both mining and agricultural transport, then the costs 
are joint between sectors, but separable by country. 
The fourth category involves those costs which 
are joint for both sectors and countries. These costs 
are likely to include the major facilities which are 
constructed in a given project, such as dams, which 
develop basic resources for the production of all 
services. 
Relationship Between Cost Allocation 
and User Fee 
There are two major purposes of cost allocation. 
One is to obtain revenue to provide for repayment of 
the investment. The second purpose of cost alloca-
tion in public works is to promote economic effi-
ciency in their use. The optimum use of project ser-
vices is provided when prices charged equal the marginal 
cost of the goods and services produced by the pro-
ject (James and Lee, 1971, p. 529-530). If the fees for 
services fail to provide sufficient revenue, then the 
participants involved must assure that default on 
loans made does not occur. Thus, in a multinational 
project, such as the Senegal River basin development, 
an equitable assignment of the costs to countries is 
important for loan guarantee purposes. 
It is assumed that fees collected in the operation 
of the completed developmen t of the Senegal River 
basin will be sufficient to repay Doth the costs of de-
velopment and the operating and maintenance costs. 
To assume otherwise implies external subsidization by 
either the participating countries or outside donors. 
If a benefit-cost analysis of the proposed Senegal 
River basin development program indicates that the 
benefits exceed costs, then the task of cost allocation 
(or the assessment of fees to support the project) re-
duces to one of assigning costs in proportion to bene-
fits received. 011 this premise, an eqUitable fee struc-
turecan be designed which would be sufficient to 
support the project, and yet would not result in the 
inefficient use of project services by destroying in-
centives. To ensure that the project resources are 
used efficiently, the basic principle adopted for this 
study is that costs are allocated to the economic sec-
tors and COlllltries according to till' benefits received. 
In practice, lhe llsllal procedure is to formulatc rates 
or fees which will distribute costs among all cllstom-
ers as nearly as possible in proportion to the bene-
fits. This premise implies that all costs, including 
joint costs, are covered, and that sunk costs are amor-
tized. 
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In devising a pricing scheme, it is useful to note 
the following: 
In a perfectly competitive economy frec 
from the problems associated with externalities 
and public goods, prices are determined by an 
automatic, impersonal market mechanism that 
adjusts prices so that the quantity of goods de-
manded equals that of goods supplied. When 
prices are determined in this setting, all economic 
choices are efficient; i.e., real income is maxi-
mized. Therefore, under conditions of perfect 
competition a pricing policy is not required. 
Pricing policies are reserved for the cases ill which 
perfect competition is not approximated (Hanke 
and Davis, 1973, p. 808). 
The type of services provided in a river basin 
development usually are managed by public organi-
zations because a perfectly competitive market does 
not exist. A number of options are available. Most 
of the literature suggests marginal cost pricing. 
From an efficiency point of view, the 
ideal pricing policy is one ill which price is set 
at a level that equates marginal social benefits 
and costs. This is accomplished when the price 
that a user is charged for the use of resources 
is equated to their incremental (marginal) costs. 
If prices are set below marginal costs, resources 
will be overused. Alternatively, if prices exceed 
marginal costs, resources will be ullderused 
(Hanke and Davis, 1973, p. 56). 
The use of marginal cost pricing is illustrated in 
Figure 2.2 in which DD is the demand curve for the 
project services. Assume that AC is the average cost 
of production as a function of the quantity supplied. 
Marginal cost is necessarily less than average cost 
where AC is declining and greater than average cost 
where AC is rising. This illustration, which depicts 
an enterprise with eventually rising costs may be 
typical of hydropower production in the Senegal 
River basin. Less desirable sites and longe r trans-
mission lines give rise to the increasing costs. Hence. 
if a single price is charged that will "cover" costs. 
while clearing the market, that price must be OPI' 
At that price, there are zero economic profits and the 
price equals unit cost, including a normal interest 
return on capital investment. This price and quantity 
is not the one that makes the best use of the resource. 
Consider the range of output between OQ2 and OQI 
in Figure 2.2. For each of these units of production 
the marginal cost-the additional cost of supplying 
the unit (see curve MC)-is greater than anyone is 
willing to pay as reflected in the demand curve DD. 
It can be seen that the incremental output would be 
produced at a loss. Thus, the efficient solution is to 
produce up to quantity OP2 where the price that con-
sumers are willing to pay is nol exceeded by the in-
cremental costs. At this corresponding price. OP2, 
the price is greater than the average unit cost or pro-
duction, C02, so thai there is a profit to the cnter-
prise. It may be feasible to usc these profits to cover 
costs in other enterprises. 
Q.> 
u 
MC 
AC 
D 
o~--------------~--L-----~ 
Quantity 
Figure 2.2. Solution in range of rising average cost. 
There are problems with marginal cost pricing. 
Some project services are thought to be Jecreasing 
cost mdustries. in which case marginal C:tlst pricing 
will fail to cover all costs. An example I~ given in Fig-
ure 2.3. Here the demand curve DD intersec:ts the 
average cost curve AC where average cost is still de-
clining. This situation may be typical tOI naVIgation 
on the Senegal River. for instance. up t(l use levels for 
which congestion becomes seriou~ ThiS situation also 
may pertain where there are eCllllomies ot scale in ir· 
rigation ditches and diversion works. In Figure 2.3. 
the average cost for output OQI is BQI = OP I . The 
marginal cost output is OQz al~d tile marginal cost 
price is AQ2 = OP2· Note that the margmal cost here 
is below the average cost of proJuction. I.n this case. 
if the price were based 1111 the marginal cost. the enter· 
prise would operate at a loss The loss would amount 
to the shaded area in Figurc 2.3. which is the Jiffercnce 
between average cost and price. or CA. multiplied b) 
the number of units produced (OQ2). 
'" u 
0.. PI 
P2 
D 
0 
Quantity 
Figure 2.3. Solution in range of falling average cost. 
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In this case of falling average costs_ there are 
several possible ways to meet the cost of operation 
and repayment of capital (Hirshleifer et aL 1969): 
1. The most obvious way is for governmellt to 
make a contribution out of general revenue (SUh>!,ly I 
or to require other purposes to make LIp the difference. 
This is a common situation in public water supply sys-
tems. The danger is that uneconomical projects are 
kept going by support from subsidy, and that excessive 
resources are diverted to the subsidized lIse 
2. The costs may be "covered" by having a des-
cending scale of prices (that is, higher prices for smaller 
quantities) but subject to the condition that each user 
should pay the marginal cost price for the last unit 
used. Note that declining block price schemes for 
municipal and industrial water may correspond to this 
proposal. Unfortunately. they are often misused in 
that water use is encouraged to the point where new 
systems are needed. Marginal costs dre rising even 
though the declining price with laHre quantity dis-
counts is still in effect 
3. Another procedure for covering all operating 
costs when average costs are falling is to set up a two-
part tariff. Each L1ser is charged a single price per unit. 
but in addition he is assessed a lump-sum amount for 
being permitted to buy at all. This method is another 
way to differentiate between customers on the basis 
of the intensity (elasticity) of their demand. This 
system is commonly used in many utility pricing 
scilcmes. F llf example_ irrigation pumping in the 
United States is often based on 1) a demand rate 
whicl1l~ d COllstant if the power is turned on in any 
givellm()lltll. and 2)a use rate based on the quantity 
of <'lectncll~ uscd. 
4 A fourth method involvcs simple discrim-
inatory p.rlClllg where prices vary according to aver-
age benefit to the user. This system is not conducive 
to cfficiency because overuse is induced in cases where 
prices are below marginal cost. and underuse results 
where prices exceed the marginal cost of the services. 
In summary. cost allocation affects price. and 
price affects use. Use. in turn_ affects the cost func· 
tions of industries thl'llughout the economy. Thus, 
the merits of a cost allocation scheme may be assessed 
by evaluating its effects IlI1 the decisions which it in-
fluences. 
5. A procedure known as Ramsey optimal 
pricing can be employed. This pricing scheme sug· 
gests that the deviation between marginal cost and 
price charged to different users be inversely propor-
tlonal to the elasticity of demand for each different 
user category. subject to the constraint that the pro· 
ject costs, including interest. are exactly recovered. 
Many public utilities in the United States currently 
are considering this pricing alternative since it can be 
shown that it maximizes welfare (producers' plus con-
sumers'surplus). 
Allocation Methoris 
Six principal methods are available for allocating 
joint costs of public works projects (James and Lee, 
1971); 
1. Equally among the use sectors. 
2. Proportionally to the quantity of use made 
by the user of the services as expressed in units such 
as volumes or flow rates. 
3. Entirely to the highest priority user within 
the limit of the benefit received by the sector. 
4. Proportionally to the benefits in excess of 
aSSigned separable costs (net benefits) derived by the 
given use sector. 
5. Proportionally to the excess cost required to 
provide the service by some alternate means. 
6. Proportionally to the smaller of the excess 
benefit or the excess cost of the alternative project 
(termed justifiable cost). 
Of the six cost allocation methods named above 
various forms of Methods 2 and 6 are most commonly 
applied. On March 12, 1954,an agreement was signed 
by the U. S. Department of the Interior, the Depart-
ment of the Army, and Federal Power Commission 
("Cost Allocation," memo 5798 1-2, Washington, D. C., 
March 1954) stating that the separable cost-remaining 
beneJit (SCRB) method (a form of Method 6) of cost 
allocation was the most acceptable method of appor-
tioning costs among multiple purpose developments. 
Under certain circumstances the agreement provided 
tha t the alternative justifiable expenditure method 
(also a form of Method 6) and the use-of-facilities 
method (Method 2) could be employed. 
The Boeing report (Riley, 1974) proposed vari-
ous possible cost allocation alternatives for the Sene-
gal River development program based on the use-of-
facilities procedure. The trade off or alternative use 
method and the use sector analysis method both fall 
within the use-of-facilities category (Riley, 1974, p. 
3-4). The basic purpose of the current study is to 
investigate various cost allocation alternatives using 
project benefits. Four different approaches are adopt-
rd, one of which is based on net benefits {rI1etiIOd 4) 
and the remaining three are variants of Method 6. 
These procedures, including the use-of-facilities 
methods, are briefly described in the following para-
graphs. 
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The use-of-facilities method 
Under this procedure cost allocations are made 
in accordance with the proportions of water use (or 
storage required) by the various economic sectors 
(or users), taking into account possible disbenefits 
when one use precludes water use by another sector. 
Two alternative procedures under this method arc 
illustrated by Figure 2.4. (Riley, 1974). For the first 
use mode designated, all water use under both analysis 
procedures illustrated is assigned to irrigation. For 
the sake of illustration, this irrigation use is shown as 
having a magnitude of six units. The second use mode 
shown by Figure 2.4 introduces navigation use. The 
figure indicates that navigation use requires reduction 
in the quantity of water which can be aSSigned to ag-
riculture. This loss is associated with those waters 
which are released to satisfy navigation needs, but 
which are in excess of irrigation requirements, and thus 
represent a loss to future irrigation use. For both an-
alysis procedures, the magnitude of the loss to Irrigation 
is the same (in this case one unit), but with the alterna-
tive use procedure, navigation is charged only for the 
single unit which was displaced from agriculture. The 
entire cost of the remaining five units is assessed to 
agriculture. On the other hand, under the use-sector 
analysis procedure, the five units are considered to be 
used in a complementary or sharing basis by both irri-
gation and navigation because the same flows con-
tribute to navigation requirements and also fulfill irri-
gation needs further downstream. 
The third use mode illustrated by Figure 2.4 
considers the three uses of irrigation, navigation, and 
hydropower generation. Because of certain water 
requirements for power generation which are not 
complemen tary to either irrigation or navigation uses, 
there is a further reduction in the quantity of water 
which can be assigned to irrigation. However, in this 
example, those waters which under the second use 
mode were required only to meet navigation needs 
are now available also to generate power. For this 
reason, both procedures assume that this block (one 
unit) is shared by navigation and power. For the 
alternative-use procedure, the remaini1lg waters which 
are used by irrigation (3.5 units) are assessed to this 
use alone, whereas under the use-sector analysis this 
block is shared by the three uses. Under both pro-
cedures, power alone is charged with those reservoir 
releases which are used only for that purpose because 
they are superfluous to the requiremen ts of agriculture 
and navigation at the time of their release. 
Benefits-in-excess-of-assigned-se I)arable 
costs (net benefits) method 
This procedure for cost allocation involves :J 
direct and straightforward application of estimated 
benefits. Benefits by sector and/or by user (country) 
are computed and from these arc subtracted the sep-
arable costs to derive what is termed net benefits for 
Al ive Use Procedure :-~~c:_~_ Procedure 
Use Mode 1 - Irrigation Use Only 
0 6 0 6 
I Irrigation Use I I Irrigation Use I 
Use Mode 2 - Irrigation and Navigation 
0 5 6 0 b 
I I I I I I I I I I Irrigation ClJJ Irrigation Use I ClJJ and I .,"" ,'"" :> I :> Navigation Uses I C\l ~ Z 
use Mode 1 - Irrigation, Navigation, and Hydro-Power 
o 3.5 4.'1 o 
Irri ion Use Power 
3.5 4.5 
I 1 I I. I ! I 
Irrig., Navig., I,~ ~ I 
1:>:3 Power and Power Uses I ('j 0 I 
z p... I 
6 
Figure 2. 4. An illustration of the alternative-use and use-sector analysis methods of benefit allocation (after 
Riley. 19'741 
each sedor or country. Cost allocation by sector and/ 
or country then are made in direct proportion to its 
calculated net benefits. 
The alternative-justifiab Ie-expenditure 
method 
As previously indicated, this method, like the 
SCRB procedure. is a variant of the sixth principle 
cost allocation method. For this reason, the alter-
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native justifiable expenditure and the SCRB methods 
are closely related, the main difference being that the 
alternative justifiable expenditure method substitu tes 
the specific costs of the various functions for the sep-
arable costs. Specific costs are the costs of separate 
physically identifiable features directly attributable 
to a particular purpose or service. Specific costs ex-
clude the costs of a change in project design for the 
inclusion of the service. An example of specific costs 
could be the electric generating facilities. Specific 
r 
I 
t 
Table 2.1. Alternative justifiable expenditure method of cost allocation. 
--. -:::,=-===== =:;:::-:::;-=:;, ':::::::",,-::,,:=,-,=--,:, 
Fluod 
Row No. Item Control Power Irrigation Nav ig<J t i.on Totals 
1 Project benef its 500 1500 350 100 2450 
2 Al tc> rnc.1 t.i Vii:.' costs 400 1000 600 80 2080 
(Single purpose project) 
3 Justifiable costs 400 1000 350 80 1830 
(Lesser of 1 or 2) 
4 Specific costs 120 300 100 30 550 
5 Remaining benefits 280 700 250 50 1280 
(3- 4) 
6 Allocated joint costs a 265 665 238 47 1215 
7 Total allocated costs 385 965 338 77 1765 
(4 + 6) 
a 
Total inint costs of 1215 units o.re apportioned to each purpose in the 
same ratio as that of the remaining benefits of each purpose to the total 
rl:'mninillg benefits. 
costs are always included in separable costs. Separ-
able costs also include that part of the dam constructed 
for the power purpose and which otherwise need not 
have been included. 
For the alternative-justifiable-expenditure meth-
od, joint costs are derived by subtracting all specific 
costs from total project costs, and they are distributed 
among the various purposes in proportion to remain-
ing benefits. However, with this formula, remaining 
benefits are calculated by subtracting specific costs 
from justifiable costs on a 1: 1 basis. Total allocated 
costs are the sum of specific costs and allocated joint 
costs. An example of this procedure is illustrated in 
Table 2.1. The alternative justifiable expenditure meth-
od is recommended in those instances where the data 
are not available for estimating separable costs or when 
the cost of obtaining such data would be prohibitive. 
The separable-costs-remaining-
benefits method 
The separable-costs-remaining-benefits (seRB) 
method of cost allocation assigns to each function 
the separable costs of including tllC function in the 
multipurpose development plus a share of the joint 
or common costs of the project. Joint costs are al-
located on the basis of the remaining benefits accruing 
to each function. Because the remaining benefits are 
limited by the alternative single purpose costs, Gittillger 
(1972, page 152) uses the perhaps more correct term 
"remaining justifiable expenditures" rather than "re-
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maining benefits." The method is illustrated by means 
of the following simple example. 
A multipurpose project involving flood control, 
power, irrigation, and navigation is proposed with a 
total estimated cost of 1765 units. Project benefits 
associated with each use are estimated, and these are 
shown in row 1 of Table 2.2. The alternative costs 
(row 2) are those for a single purpose project designed 
to provide services only for a particular use. For exam-
ple, another way of providing for flood con trol, other 
than through the proposed project, would cost an esti-
mated 400. The justifiable costs (row 3) then are either 
those provided by the proposed project (row 1) or the 
alternate cost (row 2), whichever is smaller. The separ-
able costs for a particular purpose (row 4) are found by 
subtracting the cost of the project without that pur-
pose from the total project cost. For instance, in this 
example the cost of the project without providing 
for flood controlis 1385, thus yielding a separable cost 
of 1765 minus 1385, or 380. The remaining benefits 
(row 5) are found by subtracting separable costs from 
limited benefits (row 3 minus row 4). The total of 
the separable costs is 1180, or 585 less than the total 
pcoject cost. These unallocated costs are distributed 
to each use (row 6) in the same proportion as the re-
maining benefits (row 5) which arc associated with 
each service. For example, the proportion of the 
unallocated costs ~hich are apportioned to noml con-
trol is given by: i50 x 585 = 18. The total cost as-
signed to each use (row 7) is the sum of the separable 
costs (row 4) and the allocated join t costs (row 6). 
The total of the costs aSSigned to each service is equal 
to the cost of the entire project. 
Table 2.2. The separable costs-remaining benefits method of cost allocation. 
----- ------- -------- ------- --------
.~------ ~~~ ~-... - -~-- - -- . _ .. _------
Row No. Itelfl Flood Control Power Irrigation Navigation Totals 
I benefits 
2 Alternative costs 
(singl e purpose pro-
;ect) 
1 Justifiable costs 
4 Separable costs 
5 Remaining benefits (:1-4) 
6 Allo('ated joint ('osts 
7 Total allocated costs 
The efficiency and equity of cost 
allocation methods 
(4+6) 
400 
400 
1RO 
20 
18 
398 
Two possible objectives for cost allocation are 
economic efficiency and equity. The conditions for 
efficiency in cost allocation can be stated as follows 
(U. S. Deparrtment of Agriculture, 1964, Chap. 10. 
p. 5. U. S. Department of the Interior, 1959. p. 116· 
5.12): 1) the separable cost of adding each service 
of the last increment should not exceed the benefits 
derived therefrom: 2) the sum of the total costs al-
located to each service should not exceed the sum of 
the total benefits accruing from the use of each ser· 
vice; and 3) the total costs allocated to each purpose 
should not exceed the cost of a single-purpose alterna-
tive providing equivalent benefits. All three efficiency 
criteria are satisfied by the SCRB method. However. 
the alternative-justifiable-expenditure method and the 
use-of-facilities method employing specific costs do 
not necessarily satisfy efficiency condition (1 ) in those 
instances where separable costs exceed specific costs. 
In these cases, it is possible that the benefits from in-
cluding a service may be equal to specific costs but 
less than separable costs. The service would be justi-
fied on the basis of specific costs but infeasible on the 
basis of separable costs. Since these methods cannot 
assure that the separable costs of adding a purpose 
will not exceed the benefits derived from its use they 
fail one of the efficiency tests. 
With regard to cost allocation. equity refers to 
fairness in the distribution of total project costs 
among all the users served by a mUltiple-purpose 
development. In this study equity is interpreted to 
mean that costs are allocated according to the in-
creased benefits which result from the project. Thus, 
eqUity is based on the premise that the increased bene-
fits provide each user with a means for paying his 
fair share of project costs. Specifically, an equitable 
cost allocation is one which permits all project 
users to share fairly in the savings from multiple 
purpose as compared to single-purpose construction 
(Stanford Research Institute, 1958, p. 79). Once 
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1500 --~------ 2450--100 
1000 600 80 2080 
1000 350 HO 1830 
600 150 50 1180 
400 200 30 650 
i60 180 27 585 
960 330 77 1765 
costs are allocated, equity in cost sharing is then con-
cerned with the distribution of benefits and local costs 
among users. The "fairness" concept of equity in 
cost allocation has been emphasized by the Subcom-
mittee on Benefits and Costs; "The objective of cost 
allocation is to distribute project costs equitably among 
the purposes served users by providing for proportional 
sharing of the savings resulting from multipurpose de-
velopmen t" (Federal Inter·Agency River Basin Com-
mittee, 1950, p. 53). A similar notion of equity in 
cost allocation is provided in the U. S. Bureau of the 
Budget (I 952. p. 11) Circular A-47 and Senate Docu-
ment 97 (U. S. Congress, 1962. p. 12). This criterion, 
however, is not satisfied by any of the four cost allo-
cation methods previously discussed in this section 
of the report. hecause at least two procedural problems 
exist which do 110t provide for proportional sharing 
of project savings among users. A problem of equity 
arises with both the separahle costs remaining bene-
fits and the alternative Justifiable expenditure methods 
of cost allocation because the separable costs are not 
credited with a part of project savings. Thus, all pro-
ject savings accrue entirely to the joint costs. A more 
realistic and equitable basis may be to attribute a part 
of project savings to the separable costs. Equity in 
cost allocation dictates that the savings allocated to 
each function be proportioned to the savings from 
the inclusion of each function in the project. 
Consider the illustration of Table 2.1. TIle 
justifiable costs total 1830 (project benefits by pur-
pose limited by cost of single purpose alternatives)_ 
Total costs (line 7) are 1765. Thus, project savings 
are 65 units. For the procedure illustrated, all 65 
units of the savings from the multiple-purpose project 
are credited to joint costs (line 5 minus line 6, where 
65 units of remaining benefits are allocated to joint 
costs, or 650-585 = 65). A solution to the problem 
of equity, then, is to attribute a portion of the project 
savings to the separable costs. For the use-of-facili-
ties method of cost allocation, a further equity prob-
lem arises because of the difficulty in fairly defining 
the relative capacity required for each system use. 
The adjusted-separable-costs-
remaining-benefits method 
Loughlin (I977) proposed adjusting for the 
inequity in the SCRB formula by applying a credit to 
the separable costs so that separable costs are sub-
tracted from justifiable costs on a greater than 1: I 
basis. The credit is in the same ratio as that of the 
justifiable costs for a purpose plus justifiable costs for 
all other purposes to the total project costs. This pro-
cedure provides better results than the existing SCRB 
method for meeting the equity criterion. The method 
is illustrated by Table 2.3. 
The rationale for this method is that it adjusts 
separable costs to reflect the assignment of a portion 
of project savings from multiple purpose projects (as 
compared to single purpose projects) to the separable 
costs. This adjustment decreases remaining benefits, 
joint costs, and total costs for those services with 
higher separable costs. Since allocated savings would 
increase to those purposes with higher separable costs, 
a more appropriate relationship emerges between the 
savings allocated to each purpose and the savings from 
purpose inclusion. As a result of this change in the 
SCRB method, each purpose is assigned a more rea-
sonable proportional share of the savings resulting 
from 'multiple-purpose development. 
Cost allocation procedures 
used in this study 
In the study all cost allocation analyses are based 
on the four important methods of: 1) alternative 
justifiable expenditure, 2) adjusted separable costs-
remaining benefits, 3) separable costs-remaining bene-
fits, and 4) net benefits. Eac!l of the four methods 
depends on an estimation of benefits resulting from 
the project so that the costs assigned to any user (or 
state) depend upon the relative amount of the pro-
ject benefits received by that user. For this reason, 
the procedure used for estimating project benefits is 
an important part of the cost allocation analysis. Vari-
ous accepted methods for calculating project benefits 
are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 
Procedures for Calculating 
Project Benefits 
Nine alternative procedures for calculating pro-
ject benefits are illustrated by Table 2.4 in an order 
of increasing complexity. Each succeedin/l: method 
applies increasingly more sophisticate(i procedures in 
calculating net returns to the primary industries and 
for taking into account other benefits at various levels. 
Methods I through 7 deal with only direct or primary 
benefits. They do not include the effects of develop-
ment on other sectors or industries in the economy. Sec-
ondary and tcrtiary (or indirect) bencfits arc consid-
ered by Methods 8 ami 9 by aCl"ounting for linkages 
with other sectors oftlle economy. For allY particular 
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application, data limitations and other constraints de-
termine the most suitable method to use in benefit 
calculations. Further discussion follows of the vari-
ous methods indicated by Table 2.4. 
Direct benefits 
Method 1. Under this method, benefits are as-
sumed to be directly proportional to the use of facili-
ties, and cost allocations, therefore, are made in dir-
ect proportian to the degree to which facilities are 
used by the various economic sectors or cost centers. 
This method of estimating benefits is used in the Boe-
ing report (Riley, 1974). 
Method 2. The second method indicated by 
Table 2.3 assumes that benefits can be estimated by 
multiplying the sale price for each output by the 
amount of output sold in each sector. TIle propor-
tion of the sum of these returns for each sector is cal-
culated, and that proportion is used to allocate costs 
among sectors. There are problems associated with 
this method if the prices of outputs of the project are 
administered rather than established by a market, be-
cause the prices may favor one sector relative to an-
other, either accidentally or as a planned procedure 
for subsidization. This approach does, however, em-
phasize the need for assessing the effects of produc-
tion of one output on the production of another, and 
it bases the apportionment of costs on the revenue-
producing capabilities of the project output by sector. 
Method 3. This procedure does not utilize dir-
ect sales as a means of calculating benefits. For each 
level of output, the cost is determined by the next 
least costly method of producing it. The benefits 
are assumed to be the cost which would have been 
experienced if the next best altemative were used. 
For example, a petroleum fired steam generating 
plant might be the next best alternative to hydro-
power. The cost of the petroleum fired plan t of equal 
output is the amount of benefit ascribed to the hydro-
power facility. Such costs include construction, oper-
ation, and maintenance costs for the life of the hydro-
power plant. This method is somewhat similar to a 
shadow price estimation of value. The benefits for 
each portion of the project can be discounted, summed, 
and distributed to each use-sector involved. These pro· 
portions then would apply to cost allocation by sector. 
Method 4. This I1Icthod llseS the total market 
value of the outputs of those industries which directly 
utilize the products of the project. These benefits con-
stitute the gross 'returns to users of services which the 
project provides. The costs of these services, and the 
costs of all other inputs, including capital, amortiza-
tion, and labor, are assumed to be included in the 
sale price of the final outputs. This measure is one 
approach to estimatiag the increase in gross national 
product which directly results from the use of thc 
project outputs. 
,.... 
\0 
Table 2.3. The adjusted separable costs-remaining benefits method of cost allocation. 
Row No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
Item Flood Control Power Irrigation Navigation Totals 
Project Benefits 
Alternative Costs (single 
purposE' proj ect) 
Justifiable costs 
Separable costs 
Cost for all other purposes 
(total cost less row 4) 
Justifiable costs for all 
other purposes (lesser 
of 5 or L of row 3) 
Adjustment factor 
(3 + 6 ~ total cost) 
Adjusted separable costs 
(row 4 x row 7) 
Remaining benefits (row 3 -
row 8) 
Joint cost proportions (row 
9 ~ L row 9) 
Allocated joint cost 
row 10 x (total project 
cost - L row 4) 
Total allocated costs (row 4 
+ ll) 
500 
400 
400 
380 
l385 
l385 
1. 01 
384 
16 
0.032 
20 
400 
1500 
1000 
1000 
600 
ll65 
1165 
1. 23 
738 
262 
0.534 
3ll 
9ll 
350 
600 
350 
150 
1615 
1615 
1.11 
166 
184 
0.375 
220 
370 
100 
80 
80 
50 
1715 
1715 
1.02 
51 
29 
0.059 
34 
84 
2450 
2080 
1830 
ll80 
491 
1.000 
585 
1765 
Table 2.4. Alternative methods of calculating project benefits. 
"' 
::cthod 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5 
Direct project Value of direct Net primary 
output project output Comparative costs Primary revenue revenue 
Water in storage Prices per unit The cost of the same Value of produc- Primary revenue 
or water use times quantity of output using the next tion (to users of minus costs of 
direct output (e.g. best set of alternative the project out- production (in-
power, water) single-purpose projects puts) which is gen- cluding capital) 
erated by the pro-
------------------~~-------------------
ject 
~------------------------~---------------------~---------------------
------------------~~-------------------~-----------------------------------~--------------------------------
Method 6 Method 7 Method 8 Method 9 
Net primary Value added plus forward & back- Value added plus secondary and 
t5 returns Value added (VA) ward linkages (Type I multiplier) tertiary benefits 
Net primary rev- Net primary re- Value added (VA) plus net revenue Value added (VA) plus VA times a 
enue minus the net turns plus wages to industries which supply inputs multiplier relating VA to total 
value of foregone paid to or process output from the pri- change in economic activity (in-
.,.-,,.... ... ,..l,,rot--f"',., 
r- ~ .. mary industry. eludes the effects of household 
income increases) 
---
-_.- -_.-
One problem associated with the m~asure of 
benefits under this procedure is that of establishing 
a price for the sector outputs which are not sold but 
rather retained by the producers for home consump-
tion, as is the case for a substantial portion of agri-
cultural production in the Senegal River basin. Two 
approaches are possible. 1) a shadow price can be 
estimated from the additional cost of obtmning the 
output from other sources, for example, the cost of 
importing agricultural products not grown in the basin; 
and 2) use existing market prices. 
The first approach is suggested when the price 
is not established by supply and demand relation-
ships. If a regulated price is Significantly lower than 
the price which the market would have established. 
"black markets" appear. Since there are risks and 
costs associated with a black market which normally 
are not present on the open market, black market 
prices usually are higher than those of a free market, 
so that the imputation of value is overstated. The 
second approach is preferred when a free market exists, 
or when estimates of supply and demand are suffi· 
ciently accurate to warrant extrapolation. World mar-
ket prices may be used, particularly if the output is 
sold on the world market, as is the case for iron and 
aluminum ores, but transportation costs must be sub-
tracted to obtain a price at the point of shipping. 
Clearly. the choice of pricing approach to be used 
(shadow or market) depends on the availability of 
data. Either approach is equally applicable to pro-
ducts whether they are sold or used in home consump-
tion. The assumption is made that the producer would 
be able to get the market price for the goods used at 
home. Thus, the value of home consumption can be 
established using either price measure. 
A second problem connected with the use of 
Method 4 results from the gross national product (GNP) 
accounting associated with this procedure. The amorti-
zation of capital in the procedure leads to an over esti-
mation of benefits, siJ1ce both the capital replacement 
allowance (depreciation) and the output which causes 
depreciation are counted in the value of the output. 
Method 5. TIlis method utilizes the net primary 
revenue to each sector. The costs of production are 
subtracted from linear revenue in order to determine 
the net primary returns (or profits) to each sector. 
The method generates a measure equivalent to the net 
profit of each sector. It also is possible to use this 
method to calculate primary net returns to each sector 
by using primary revenues calculated as in Method 4. 
If all other inputs to the sector must be attracted from 
existing production in the sector, then the input costs 
include foregone returns to existing production. If 
these inputs become unemployed as a result of the 
project, then the appropriate measure of net primary 
social returns includes the SUbtraction of the foregone 
production. 
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Method 6. Under this procedure, the benefits 
are calculated on the basis of the additional or incre-
mental return to users resulting from the project. The 
net profit for primary output prior to the project 
(which will be supplanted or augmented by the proj-
ect) is subtracted from the net primary revenue of the 
project. For a given sector, Method 6 is eqUivalent to 
Method 5 if that sector is either a new development or 
if no pre-project production is foregone as a result of 
the project. However, if some output is foregone by 
a sector in order to utilize the project (or to increase 
production by the project) Method 6 clearly is more 
reasonable than Method 5. 
Method 7. The value added approach to bene-
fits includes the net primary returns (or profits) to 
the sector plus the payments to labor (wages). From 
a theoretical standpoint, the value added is the incre-
ment to the net national output (NNP) resulting from 
the project. The net national output is calculated by 
the value of final sales for the period (normally a year, 
see Method 4). The net profit (payments to fixed in-
puts of production) plus the payments to households 
for the value of labor is equal to the value of the sales 
of the final products. Thus, the sum of increments in 
net profits and increments in wages is equivalent to in-
crements in net national product attributable to the 
project. 
Secondary and tertiary 
benefits 
Secondary benefits are defined as being benefits 
"induced by" and "stemming from" various econonlic 
activities. "Induced by" benefits are the increments 
to economic activity as a result of the increased or 
changed demand for inputs to the primary industry. 
For example, growth in the fertilizer industry may be 
"induced by" increases in agricultural activity "Stem-
ming from" activities are those which increase in order 
to purchase. process, and distribute the primary out-
put. Processing plants are "stemming from" industries 
associated with agriculture, for example. Secondary 
benetll' ,lIs\1 are called backward linkages (induced by) 
mld forward linkages (stemming from). Tertiary bene-
fits are those increments to output which are further 
removed from. but which still are related to the pri-
mary benefits. These benefits are the increment to 
the value of output in industries which are directly or 
indirectly linked to the secondary industries either as 
providers of inputs 01 processors of outputs, plus the 
effects on profits and wages generated by induced 
increases in consumer demand. Direct calculation of 
tertiary benefits associated with a particular project 
is not an easy task because it is difficult to determine 
the degree to which growth in output in a given in-
dustry is due to changes in the primary industry. The 
further removed the tertiary industry is from the pri-
mary activity, the smaller is the impact of the primary 
industryoniheoutputor fhe tertiary 
the more difficult it is to detect these impacts. 
Secondary benefits often are directly estimated. 
For example, development roles for processing plants 
often are projected on the basis of requirements of 
the primary industry. Value of output and expected 
employment are projected for the secondary industries, 
and on this basis secondary benefits are estimated. 
Tertiary benefits are not often directly estimated. 
Instead, multiplier values are used to estimate the com-
bined secondary and tertiary benefits from changes in 
the primary industry. These multipliers generally are 
or two Iypes: I) the Leontief·bascd coefficient 
which is deduced from an input-output table, a mat-
rix of the proportions of sales of each industry to all 
other industries, including exports (multipliers in this 
category are used to estimate additional production 
resulting from changes in output from the primary 
sector); 2) an employment-base multiplier. This co-
efficient relates the chan Res of employment in basic 
industries (primary industries) to change of employ-
ment in non-basic (secondary and tertiary) industries. 
Output changes can be estimated by using values of 
the productivity oflabor. Multipliers in both cate-
gories are derived from statistical studies of long-term 
trends for a particular country or region. The input-
output approach provides precise estimates of multi-
plier values, but data requirements and model devel-
opment are expensive and time consuming. 
Method 8. Value added plus backward and for-
ward linkages is the eighth method suggested for esti-
mating benefits (see Table 2.4). For this method, out-
put by sector is used to project required inputs and 
processing outputs. Employment and net returns are 
estimated for the linked industries. Value added re-
sulting from the forward and backward linkages for 
each sector are added to the value added figure for 
the primary industry. The proportion of benefits from 
each sector to the total benefits from all sectors may 
be used to allocate costs. Note that the secondary 
benefits mayor may not accrue to the primary sec-
tor. 
Method 9. Value added plus all indirect bene-
fits is the final method of calculating benefits indi-
cated by Table 2.4. The choice of multiplier (Leon-
tief or employment base) depends upon the kinds of 
data available for the country or region. If no input-
output table exists, employment base multip.liers are 
indicated. Basic (exporting) industries are identified, 
and employment and output determined. Remaining 
employment and output are classed as nOll-basic. A 
ratio of basic to non-basic em ployment is calculated. 
This ratio is used to calculate incremental employ-
ment in the non-basic industries for projected changes 
inell1p!oyment in basic industries. In this analysis 
basic industries usually are aggregated, and in tllis 
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case, a division of secondary benefits between eco-
nomic sectors is not possible. 
Selection of a Methodology for 
Estimating Benefits 
The selection of the particular benefit calcula-
tions method for allocating costs depends on two im-
portant considerations: I) the needs and preferences 
of those performing the cost allocations, and 2) the 
availability of data. The data reqUirements increase 
as the methods hecome more sophisticated. For this 
study, Method 6 (net primary returns) was chosen 
because net primary returns could be calculated from 
available data (training costs are not included). The 
next more sophisticated method (Method 7) could 
not have been used realistically because wages paid in 
each economic sector are not known. In order to ap-
ply Method 7 under the data limitations, the propor-
tion of costs assigned to wages would have to be 
assumed to be the same for .all economic sectors. 
Given the constraint of a constant proportion of 
wages among all sectors and all countries, the method 
would yield the same allocation estimates as those of 
Method 6. When data become available, the value 
added (Method 7), or direct addition to net national 
product, approach may be a more appropriate pro-
cedure. Training costs also could be added. (n the 
case of the navigation sector, the lack of data required 
that Method 3 be used to estimate benefits rather than 
Method 6. Method 3 is a determination of the cost of 
navigation compared to the next best alternative trans-
portation method. The measure has been termed 
"savings to shippers." 
The capacity for each sector to support the re-
payment of the development costs through service 
charges is utilized as the basis for pricing these ser-
vices. In this way costs are apportioned according to 
benefits. 
Cost Allocation by Sector 
and Country 
As indicated earlier, sector benefits from use 
of the project services provide a basis for allocating 
non-separable (joint) project costs to each sector. 
In essence, the project services generate profits to vari-
ous sectors. To the extent that the cost of the entire 
project can be assigned to a specific service the service 
price will reflect its cost. The remaining cost of the 
project is allocated to each service on the basis of 
~nefits then generated to the various sectors and is 
added to the service price. Therefore, project costs 
are recovered from the sectors which benefit through 
a user fee for each service based on separable costs 
and remaining benefits. These allocated joint costs and 
the separable costs by sector then are Slimmed to ob-
tain the total costs by sector. These sector total costs 
then are distributed to each country on the basis of the 
use made by the country of the goods and services pro-
vided by each service. 
All project costs (capital, operating, mainten-
ance, and replacement) are recovered by either govern-
ment subsidy or the application of user fees. 
Within each economic sector, user fees are established 
to pay the cost allocated to that sector. Each user 
pays in proportion to his use. Total costs also can be 
apportioned between 1) investment and 2) operation 
and maintenance costs (variable costs associated with 
the amount of project output). Under this arran:se-
ment. investment repayment is made through fixed 
fees charged to all users of the project outpu ts, while 
variable costs are met by the assessment of a per out-
put unit user fee. In any case. if supply and demand 
relationships are expected to regulate prices and out-
put; changes in projected outputs and prices due to 
increases in costs need to be included in a cost alloca-
tion analysIs. Projected benefits must be adjusted to 
account for the effects of the user fees. which would 
be expected to reduce the level of use and thus the 
project benefits. 
A final point in meeting project costs concerns 
secondary and tertiary benefits. The generation of 
these benefits (or added output) in other sectors of 
the economy could constitute a rationale for defray-
ing some of the investment costs by withdrawals from 
general tax revenues. 
Application to the Senegal River 
Basin DeVelopment 
Figure 2.5 indicates the steps of the analysis 
used in this study to determine the allocation of pro-
ject costs. Initially, the costs of each project or ac-
tivityare identified and a determination is made for 
separability by service. If costs are not separable by 
service. they are apportioned among ,ervices by an 
allocation procedure. As discussed earlier, results 
are presented for each of four apportionment pro-
cedures. namely, the net benefits. the separable· 
costs-remaining-benefits, the alternative-justifiable-
expenditures, and the adjusted-separable-costs-remain-
ing-benefits methods. The total costs for each service 
area (separable plus allocated joint costs) then form 
the basis for establishing the prices for goods and 
services provided within each economic sector. 
Next, the costs by service are analyzed to examine sep-
arability by country. If such costs are not separable 
by country, they are divided among countries on the 
basis of the use of each service. 
An alternative approach to allocating the joint 
costs by country would be to again apply a stan-
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dard method (for example, the SCRB method). 
This procedure, however. would reqUire an additional 
level of join t costs allocation analysis, including an 
evaluation of separate. within-country projects to pro-
vide the same goods and services in each sector. The 
approach used seems more consistent with the inter-
national solidarity concept than the alternative pro-
cedure proposed. 
Table 2.5 lists by service the data needed and 
the calculations required for estimating benefits. Note 
that Table 2.5, unlike Figure 2.5, does not identify 
flood control as a specific project service. It is 
assumed in this study that the only flood control 
benefit is the avoidance of damage in the agricultural 
sector, and therefore. flood control implicitly is in-
cluded within this sector in Table 2.5 and elsewhere 
in this report. Later in the report flood control is sep-
arately identified in some possible management scen-
arios, but only to illustrate that the benefits to agri-
culture could be viewed as originating from botl irri-
gation and flood control activities. 
Referring again to Table 2.5. the kinds of data 
required and the calculations needed for estimating 
benefits vary depending upon the method adopted. 
Either projected or actual benefits may be used. Clear-
ly. if development is slower than projected for the sec-
tors, the realized repayment for each sector will be 
insufficient to meet costs based on projected benefits. 
Under these circumstances, two possibilities exist. 
First. the costs may be periodically reallocated on the 
basis of actual benefits generated and anticipated 
changes in projected benefit streams. Thus, the cost 
allocations for sectors and coun tries are recalculated 
periodically. Second. the cost allocation can be based 
totally on projected benefits at the beginning of the 
developmen t. The first approach is dynamic in that 
costs are reallocated with changing conditions. How-
ever. the procedure may restrict development since 
there is an incentive for potential participants to delay 
development until active participants have paid off 
the investment. The second approach is somewhat 
inflexible in terms of adjustments to meet changing 
conditions, and participating countries could be forced 
to use general funds to guarantee payments. However, 
the procedure does provide strong motivation for 
rapid development. The most suitable policy might 
well involve a combination of the two approaches, 
with the second being applied in the early stages of 
project development, followed by the first procedure 
after the active involvement of all partiCipants. 
If the economic sectors have the same profit 
margins and rates of development in each country, 
and the secondary and tertiary effects are the same in 
each country, then the method used for calculating 
benefits to allocate costs will make no difference to 
the participating countries. If, however, economic 
Costs sep-
arable by 
service? 
Do Separable 
cost, Remaining 
Benefit by 
Service? 
Total Project 
Costs by 
Service 
Distribute costs 
to countries 
in proportion 
to uSe 
Figure 2.5. Steps applied in this study to allocate costs of the proposed Senegal River development project. 
parameters, such as input costs and output prices, 
vary with country, calculated benefi t proportions by 
country will differ with the method used. The same 
argument can be made for the multiplier and/or the 
backward and forward linkage analysis. If secondary 
and tertiary output links are the same (that is in the 
same proportions as primary output), then these bene-
fits may be disregarded in the benefit calculations for 
the purpose of cost allocation. In cases where the 
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lack of economic data is such that only one multiplier 
or value of linked output can be generated, and that 
multiplier or value must be applied for all countries and ' 
sectors, cost allocation results are not altered by con-
sidering only primary benefits in the analysis. Such 
seems to be the case for the proposed Senegal River 
basin development. However, as more detailed eco-
nomic data become available, it will be appropriate to 
reassess cost allocation methods adopted at this time. 
N 
VI 
Table 2.5. Benefit calculations applied to the proposed Senegal River development project. 
Direct 
project 
output 
or service 
Water in 
storage 
Power 
Navigation 
(flow 
regulation) 
Value of 
direct pro-
ject output 
Price x 
quantity 
of water 
sold 
Price x 
KWh 
sold 
Price x 
ton miles 
of freight 
Comparative 
costs 
Costs of pro-
ject water to 
agriculture 
compared to 
nex t best 
alternative 
Cost of hydro-
power compared 
to next best 
altern a tive 
Cost of shipping 
compared to next 
best alternative 
Primary 
revenues 
"Value of 
agricu ltu ral 
products 
(price of com-
modities on 
the market) 
x alllou nt pro-
duced indud-
ing home <.:on-
s-':!'!1et.!.ol] 
Price of 
mining pro-
ducts times 
Quantity of 
goods shipped 
times shipping 
costs 
of aninlal production is included in the agm:ultural sector. 
Net 
primary 
revenues 
Primary 
revenues 
minus lme-
gone produc-
tion (suL'i] ~s 
value of re-
cession a!!ri~ 
culture\ 
products) 
Primary 
revenues 
mmus 
Primary 
revenues 
minus fore-
gone shipping 
(if any) 
Net 
primary 
returns 
Net primary 
revenues minus 
costs of pro-
duction (inc. 
cost of capital) 
Net primary 
revenues minus 
costs of 
tluction 
cost of capital) 
Net primary 
revenues minus 
costs of pro-
dudion (inc. 
cost of capital) 
Value 
added 
Net prinlary 
revenues 
plus wages 
paid 
Value added + backward 
and forward linkages 
I multiplier) 
Value added in agnculture 
+ value added for 
ing, fertilizer, agriculture 
processing, tanneries, and 
other 
Net primarY Value added in minerals 
Net primary 
revenues plus 
wages paid 
plus value added in manu-
facturing industries sup-
inpu ts to mil 
·n processing 
__ ~hi£I!.I.!!~_d~~elo.p __ 
Value added to transportation 
sector from navigation plus V. A. 
for industries which apply 
slIch as barges, and V. A. from 
industries which develop as a 
result of navigation, such as 
warehouses 
Value added + secondary 
and tertiary benefits 
(Type II multiplier) 
Value added in mining plus 
V. A. in mining times employ-
ment or output base multipliers 
CHAPTER III 
THE ECONOMIC MODEL 
Introduction 
An economic simulation model is proposed for 
the purpose of analyzing alternative cost-sharing 
policies. The model includes revenues and costs in 
each primary economic sector and country which uses 
the services of the projects, and distributes project 
costs by a user fee. Such a mathematical model is 
useful in several ways. First, the model provides con-
siderable flexibility both in terms of the implications 
of alternative cost allocation policies, and in terms of 
alternative management policies and/or institutions. 
Second, the user fee suggests both the ability of users 
to pay for the project over time and the subsidies from 
countries which may be necessary for given time per-
iods in order to support the project development. Fin-
ally, the model assists in the identification of those 
data which contribute most to ensurlllg that the cost 
allocation scheme adopted is precise and equitable. 
Overview of the Model 
The economic model is designed to perform two 
basic tasks: 1) calculate the proje.:t user fees in such 
a way that the separable and joint proiect costs are reo 
covered, and 2) calculate the net revenues to the min· 
ing and agricultural sectors in ~ach COUll try. 
Figure 3.1 is a schematic diagram of the eco-
nomic model and shows 1) the mechanism for allocat-
ing project costs between the four project services of 
flood control, agricultural water supply, navigation, 
and power; 2) the transfer of these allocated costs to 
the economic sectors in the form of user fees; and 
3) the resulting net revenues to each economic sector. 
An allocation of project costs to the four pro-
ject services is described by the three ratios which are 
denoted by R1, R2, and R3 and defined as follows: 
_ eSM . e JM OMRsM. OMRJM R1 ---.--
eTM e™ OMRTM OMRTM 
_ eSF . e Sw . e SP . e SN :::: OMRSF 
R2 - CST . CST . CST . CST OMRST 
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OMRST OMRST OMRST 
R :::: elF : e JW : e JP : e lN _ OMRJF 
3 eJT eJT eJT e JT OMRJT 
OMRJW . OMRJP . OMRJN 
.---. 
OMRJT OMRJT OMRJT 
in which 
eSM,OMRsM 
:::: total separable investmen t and OMR costs, 
respectively. of Manantali Dam 
eJM.OMRJM 
:::: total joint investment and OMR costs, res-
pectively. of Manantali Dam 
e TM ,OMRTM 
:::: total investment and OMR costs, respectively, 
of Manantali Dam 
eSF,OMRSF 
:::: total separable project investment and OMR 
costs. respectively. allocated to flood control 
esw.OMRSW 
:::: total separable project investment and OMR 
costs, respectively. allocated to agricultural 
water supply 
eSP,OMRSP 
:::: total separable project investment and OMR 
costs, respectively, allocated to power 
eSN,OMRSN 
:::: total separable project investment and OMR 
costs, respectively, allocated to navigation 
eST,OMRST 
::: total separable project investment and OMR 
costs, respectively, summed over the four 
project services. 
eJF,OMRJF 
:::: total join t project investment and OMR costs. 
respectively, allocated to flood control 
eJW,OMRJW 
::: total joint project investment and OMR costs, 
respectively, allocated to agricultural water 
supply 
t-.# 
00 
l'WA, U:-;A, UNM , and UPM " user fees 
R1, R2, R3 = cost allocation ratios 
SFC = government subsitiy to cover project costs of nood control 
Tre = tax on irrigated lands to repay project cost of nood control 
CST = lulal separable project cost 
Clf = total joint project cost 
O~1RST total separable operation, maintenance, and replacement project cost 
O\lRJT = total joint operation, maintenance, and replacement project cost 
SENEGAL RIVER BASIN PROJECT 
Cost Allocation 
------
PROJECT PURPOSE COSTS 
Pow~r Stution & Network 
Power House 
Generators 
Distribution (lines and 
switchyards) 
OMR 
Diuma Dam ([rrigation/water 
supply) 
Dam 
Road 
Navigation 
Lock 
OMR 
Channel improvement 
(dredging & marking) 
flotilla 
Posts 
OMR 
\ianantali Dam Costs 
Relocation 
OMR 
.~ 
Separable 
Project 
Costs (CST) and 
OMRST 
Joint 
Project 
Costs (CJT) and 
OMRJT 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of the economic model. 
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'" TFC 
"'-
Other 
Production 
Costs and 
RCWl1llcS 
(;O\I'.R\~Il.:\T" 
I Senegal 
--
ECONOMIC SECTORS 
Net Revenues to 
Agriculture 
IMalJ I I~Mali 
Senegal 
Mining 
Econolllk 
Sector 
Other 
Protiuclioll 
Costs anti 
Revenue, 
Mauritania 
Senc.;;al 
Net Revenue 
to 
~ining 
CJP,OMRJP 
= total joint project investment and OMR costs, 
respectively, allocated to power project ser-
vice 
CJN.OMRJN 
total joint project investment and OMR costs. 
respectively. allocated to navigation project 
service 
CIT.OMRIT 
total joint project investment and OMR costs, 
respectively, summed over the four project 
services 
A user fee for each project service except flood 
control is calculated using the following general rela-
tionship which equates the total present worth of 
project service costs (discounted to 1976) with reven-
ues from user fees (see Tables 3.1a and 3.1c for defini-
tion of notation): 
H 
~ (project service costs)! 
t=l (1 + d 
H 
= ~ 
t=1 (1 +r)! 
(project service revenues 
from user fees)! 
H 
=~ 
t=l 
. . . (3.1) 
__ 1_ (user fee x quantity of pro-
(1 + r}l ject service consumed)! 
. (3.2) 
Assuming that the user fee remains constant over time 
Equation 3.2 can be rearranged as follows: 
H 
~ (project service costs It 
user fee = t=l ._.l.cO'----'-+..!.r)Lt ____ _ 
M 1 
t=l (1 + r)t 
(quantity of project 
service consumed)t 
(3.3 ) 
It should be noted that the user fee for each project 
service is calculated in such a way that. over the time 
period H, it will result in repayment of all the separ-
able and joint project costs including OMR costs allo-
cated to that project service. Therefore. the user fees 
are determined by the total project costs and the cost 
allocation policy which leads to the three ratios Rl ' 
R2. and R3. 
Project costs are passed onto the primary 
llsers through the user fees. The mining sector 
utilizes power and navigation, while the agriculture 
sector utilizes water for irrigation, navigation, and 
also is the principal beneficiary from flood control 
made possible by the Senegal River basin project. 
The economic model estimates the net revenue to the 
mining and agriculture sectors by subtracting total 
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production costs from total revenues derived from 
product sales_ The production costs include the user 
fees for services from the Senegal River basin project. 
and the return on capital investment. To facilitate 
comparison of the impact on net revenues of differ-
ent cost allocation policies, the total present worth 
(discounted to 1976) of the annual net revenue is 
calculated for both the mining and the agriculture 
sectors in each country over the time period H. Dis-
counting to present worth is necessary because of 
the different rates of development that will be experi-
enced in different countries and different sectors. 
Net returns to navigation users other than mining or 
agriculture cannot be directly estimated from data 
available. Thus, an approximation of those returns 
is necessary. This approximation is calculated by sub-
tracting the navigation cost from current transporta-
tion costs for shipping tonnages not associated with 
agriculture or mining. These net savings are likely a 
close surrogate for increased profitability to those 
other sectors from navigation. These net savings also 
are discounted to present worth in 1976. Thus, the 
general equation used to calculate the total present 
worth of net revenues is: 
H 
IT = ~ (total revenue)! 
t=IO+r)! 
H 
-~ (total costs)! . 
t=l (1 + r}l 
. (3.4) 
The Theoretical Model 
Equations used in the economic model are des-
cribed in Table 3.1. An equation with the form of 
Equation 3.1 is written for the navigation (Equation 
37). water supply (Equation 3.8), and power (Equa-
tion 3.9 I project St''' tces Each equation describes the 
balance of project service alld revenues derived from 
the sale of the service to the economic sectors. In the 
case of flood control there are three alternative strategies 
for recovering project costs: 1) By an increased user 
fee for water supply to the agricultural sector; 2) by a 
tax on irrigated lands benefitting from flood control; 
and 3) by direct subsidies from the governments in-
volved in the project. Analysis of each of these alter-
natives is possible using the economic model and these 
are represented schematically by Figure 3.1. 
Equation 3.5 in Table 3.1 describes the balance 
of total project costs and total project revenues de-
rived from user fees. The balance is obtained simply 
by summing Equations 3.7. 3.8, and 3.9. If the user 
fees are insufficient to balance the equation, the diff-
erence must be recovered from subsidies or taxes. 
Equations 3.7, 3.8,and 3.9 are used to calculate 
the user fees, UWA , UN A, UNM , and UPM , necessary 
w 
Q 
Table 3.la. Equations for the economic model- entire project. 
Entire Project: Revenue 
H 
i: t 
t=l (l + r) 
3 [5 ( - " I- i..
m=l n=l 
H 
l: 
t t=l (1 + r) 
Indicies (subscrip~s) 
t year 
m countries 
I :-1ali 
2 Nauritania 
3 Senegal 
n -- crops 
I rice 
2 tnmatO<2S 
3 wheat 
4 sorghum, millet, 
5 forage 
j minerals 
I iron 
2 aluminu'!l 
3 te 
+ CkP + 
Project Cost 
WA \VA) + (U Qmnt QNA mt 
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mJ t 
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t t 
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F flood control 
W water supply to agriculture 
P power 
N navigation 
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i economic sectors 
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H mining sector 
rmd corn o otiler sectors usinf.! navigilt LPn 
k - - tYlw of prujLTt t'ost 
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Table 3.1 b. Equations for the economic model- project services. 
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to ensure recovery of the joint and separable project 
costs. Both the separable and joint costs have variable 
and fixed-cost aspects. Variable costs consist of oper-
ation, maintenance, and replacement costs associated 
with the project. Fixed costs are investment costs 
including the interest charges. Separable variable 
costs which are associated with specific levels of ac-
tivity of particular users within a sector are allocated 
to the user fee for that sector. Separable variable and 
fixed costs which are not associated with specific 
levels of user activity are allocated to the user fee for 
that sector on an average cost basis. Joint costs are 
allocated between the four project services using the 
ratio R3 , which is based on a cost allocation policy 
such as "separable costs-remaining benefits." 
An equation with the form of Equation 3.4 is 
written for the agriculture and mining economic sec-
tors. Benefits to sectors which process or distribute 
the product from, or provide inputs to, the primary 
economic sectors can be included by using value added 
or gross return multipliers, depending upon the ap-
proach being used. Equation 3.12 calculates the net 
savings for sectors other than agriculture and mining 
using navigation. 
In addition to direct costs of production, fore-
gone production of rainfed and recession crops is al-
so accounted for in the analysis. Included in the 
costs of production, then, are the revenues to alter-
native production methods which are displaced. This 
displaced production is valued at the market price, 
even though most of the produce is retained for con-
sumption, since each farmer could sell his produce 
rather than consume it. Revenues also are obtained 
from crops produced as a result of recession farming 
which is made possible by water supplied from an 
artificial flood generated by the project. 
The Computer Model 
Two computer programs were developed for 
this study. PROGI is the economic model and PROG2 
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is a program designed to take the raw data and con-
vert it into a form suitable for use in the economic 
model. The output from PROG2 is written onto a 
computer disk storage device. A separate data file 
was created by PROG2 for each of the following de-
velopment scenarios analyzed in this study: 
1.0MVS 
2. OMVS - modified (in accordance with infor-
mation received from Nouakchott, the Mauri-
tanian development rates are slightly reduced 
from the OMVS schedule) 
3. Beyrard slow 
4. Beyrard - moderate 
5. Bureau of Reclamation 
The net savings to other sectors (Equation 3.12) 
for the present are not computed in the computer pro-
grams, but rather are externally calculated. 
The above development scenarios are discussed 
and illustrated in Chapter IV. An option inPROGl 
enables the model user to select which development 
scenario file will be read. The principal distinction 
between the five scenarios is the rate at which the 
agricultural economic sector is assumed to develop. 
Some additional input data and decision parameters 
are read from computer cards so that they can be al-
tered readily by the model user. 
An overall flow diagram for PROGI is contained 
in Figure 3.2. The flow diagram shows the sequence 
of computational steps and the type of output reports 
generated by the model. Program listings and a de-
.tailed deSCription of the input data and decision para-
meters for PROGI and PROG2 are contained in Ap-
pendix B. The data used in this study are contained 
in Chapter V. The principal model options are sum-
marized in Table 3.2. Some additional options for 
selecting varying degrees of detail in the output re-
ports are also described in Appendix B. 
PROG2 
INPUT 
r Card input 
( Do ta file on disk 1--_",,",\ Storage for each 
development 
scenario 
Navigation project service 
Agricultural water supply project service 
Power project service 
Start 
Read input data and deci· 
sion parameters from cards 
Read input data from 
disk 
Calculate pre.'iCnt worth 
discount factor, 
Cakulate Ihe allol'ation of 
).-Ianantali l"sts between 
separable and joinl cos IS to 
each project service tl.sing 
R I ·R2,andR, 
Calculate UNA .md l'NM 
from htuation J.7 
( .,k"ble ('IVA frolll I'quati,,,, 
<.H 
(ak-ulalc ('I'M ffllll1 I (Illation 
\ 9 
Figure 3.2. Overallflow dIagram of the economIC model (PROG1). 
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.. 
OUTPUT 
Fcho of input d"ta 
and decision para· 
meters 
'-----
Echo of input data 
Prim prest'nt worth 
discount factors 
I Print table of values 
for each term in 
Eqllu tion 3.7 
-~---
Print table 01 values 
for each term in 
Equation 3.8 
Print table of values 
for each term in 
f--.... -I Equation 3.9 
---~---
A~ricultural economic sedor 
Minin~ economic sector 
Figure 3.2. Continued. 
Calculate project summary 
table based on Fquation 
3.5 and 3.6 
Calculate rrA from 
Equation 3.10 
Calculate 1[M from 
Equation 3.11 
Calculate project summary 
table 
Print calculated pro· 
ject use fees 
Stop 
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Print project 
summary 
table 
t table values fo 
each terms in Equation 
3.10 (separate t:lbles) 
1--__ .. for each country and 
for an <III countries 
summary 
Print table of values 
for each term in 
Equation 3.11 
Print economic 
sectors summary 
table 
w 
VI 
Table 3.2. Summary of the principal model options. 
Symbol 
NRDS 
ISEAS 
IWP 
FNR 
Value 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
o 
1 
o 
fied by user 
Significance 
Choice of development scenarid to be analyzed 
Beyrard-moderate 
Bureau of Reclamation 
OMVS 
OMVS-modified 
The project supplies irrigation water during the wet season 
(2 season irrigation) 
The projelt does not supply irrigation water during the wet 
season (1 season irrigation) 
Individual ~ountrv agricultural commodity prices used 
Senegalese cultural commodity prices used as an approxima-
tion of world commodity prices. 
Proportion ot total mi transportation which is railroad 
CHAPIERIV 
SENEGAL RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
AND MODEL STUDY DATA 
Introduction 
The program for Senegal River basin develop-
ment, involving the efforts of the three countries of 
Mali, Mauritania, and Senegal, includes development 
projects to be implemented over a period of 35 years. 
The purpose of this chapter is t(1 document the data 
on development schedules, costs. and revenues re-
quired for the cost allocation analysis model. The 
information and data are presented I) for the schedule 
of basic project works. investmen l and operating costs. 
and 2)for the user sector development plans, reven-
ues, and costs. An overview of the project construc-
tion and operation schedules. and the related timing 
of costs and revenues, is shown in Figure 4.1. 
Basic System Infrastructure 
and Costs 
Project components and purposes 
The basic project compom:nts essentIal to Sene 
gal River development are the low water ,on trol dam 
at Diama in the delta region and the lar!!e upstream 
dam at Manantali on the Bafing River tributary. 
Diama Dam. The Diama Dam initially will have 
a water elevation of 1.5 meters above mean sea level, 
but eventually could be raised to provide a water sur-
face elevation of 2.5 meters a.m.s.l. and impound 310 
million cubic meters of water. The functions of the 
dam are to: 1) block upstream seawater intrusion, 
2) provide a reservoir of fresh water, 3) supply water 
to the Lac de Guiers for municipal use in Dakar and 
to Lac R'Kiz for irrigation, and 4) control flows to the 
Aftout es Sahel depressions for irrigation and for muni-
cipal use in Nouakchott. The Diama Dam is antici-
pated to be the first project to be undertaken in the 
basic infrastructure development. 
Manantali Dam. The Manantali Dam is to be 
60 meters high, impounding a total of 13,500 million 
cubic meters of water. It is anticipated that this stor-
age will provide for: 1) the irrigation of 400,000 
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hectares, 2) the maintenance of a minimum river flow 
at Bakel for navigation, and 3) the generation at the 
90 percent probability level of 800 x 106 kilowatt-
hours per year of electrical energy. Manantali Dam, 
therefore, is the key multiple purpose storage reser-
voir in the proposed basin development plan. 
Long-range plans include the construction of 
two reregulating dams on the Senegal River between 
Manantali Dam and Kayes. However, these two dams 
will not be considered in the cost allocation. 
While the two dams (Diama and Manantali) are 
the key s::ructures for water regulation for irrigation, 
navigation, and power production, additional facilities 
are required in order to develop the power production 
and navigation of the proposed development alterna-
tive. For power, these facilities include the hydro-
electric generating plant at the Manantali Dam, and 
the power distribution network to proposed power 
loads. For navigation, additional project infrastructure 
includes development of ports of call along the river, 
river dredging and channel maintenance equipment, 
channel marking, and the navigation flotilla. 
Cost estimates for project 
infrastructure 
The basic infrastructure cost of the proposed 
Senegal River basin development program includes 
investment, operation and maintenance costs of the 
Manantali Dam and related power plant and electricity 
distribution network, the Diama Dam, and the naviga-
tion works. According to present development poli-
cies, the cost of the basic project infrastructure will 
be shared by the three countries and managed through 
a common development agency, the OMVS. The pur-
pose of the cost allocation analysis model is to pro-
vide a basis for analyzing, according to a range of 
policies, the infrastructures costs to be borne by the 
three major project services, water supply, naviga-
tion, and power, and the three participating coun-
tries. The following sections summarize current esti-
1976 ---=1:.::,9.::..80,---,1::.::9..:;8.::c.5 _.::..19;..::9...::0 __ --'2::.::°~OO __ 2::..:0.,.::1.:..0 __ -=2.:..0=20'--_--"-20::.;:3.;..0 
~~ I 
1~70 
Construction 
Diama Dam construction 
Manantali Dam: Construction/ 
Reservoir filled 
Power station & transmission 
lines 
Navigation 
Channel Improvement & Marking 
Navigation equipment 
Port construction 
Operation 
Agricultural development: 
New irrigated perimeters 
Artificial flood for recession 
farming (2500 m3/sec for 
1 month) 
Power deliveries: 
Reduced output (artificial 
flood transition) (400 x 
106 KWH) 
Design output (for Manantali) 
(800 x 106 KWH) 
I 
Figure 4.1. Development and operation schedule-Senegal River development. 
mates of project costs, and identify those costs that 
are separable by project services and the joint costs 
of facilities that support all project services. 
Investment costs and timing 
Cost estimates for the basic infrastructure com-
ponents of the Senegal River development are pre-
sented by OMVS (May 1976). These costs are based 
on earlier feasibility studies of project components. 
The Delta study of the Diama Dam was prepared by 
SOGREAH (1972), and the Manantali project was in-
vestigated by Senegal-Consult (1970). These cost esti-
mates were subsequently reviewed and updated to 
1974 by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR, 
1976). A comparison of the total cost estimates of 
these studies as shown in Table 4.1 is indicative of the 
inflation since the initial estimates were made. The 
costs of basic construction have risen even faster than 
general monetary inflation. 
The most recent cost estimates available are 
those prepared by OMVS (May 1976). The schedule 
of investment costs as foreseen by OMVS for construc-
tion of the various infrastructure componen ts of the 
proposed project are presented in Table 4.2. The table 
indicates that all of the project components will be 
completed and in operation by 1984. The Diama Dam 
and the navigation works, however. will be completed 
prior to that time. 
Separable and Joint cost components 
Table 4 .. ' indicates both those costs which are 
separable by snvices alld thejoinl costs which are to 
be allocated ullder various procedures ill the model 
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analysis. These cost divisions are summaried in Table 
4.3. The power plant and distribution network and 
navigation system costs clearly are separable to those 
particular services. The primary purposes of the 
Diama Dam are: 1) to prevent water quality degrada-
tion resulting from salt intrusion up the river, thus 
keeping the water suitable for irrigation and other 
purposes, and 2) to provide storage for water supply. 
The dam will not provide benefits to navigation 
Hence, the Diama Dam costs are separable to water 
supply which is almost totally for irrigation develop-
ment. The Manantali Dam wiII 1) provide water stor-
age for irrigation supplies, 2) maintain river flows for 
navigation, and 3) provide head and water flows for 
hydropower generation. In the construction of the 
dam itself (excluding the power house) no feature can 
be identified as specific to any of the three services .. 
However, there are separable costs. The separable 
cost of a service is the amount of reduction in total 
project costs when the service is excluded while main-
taining the same level of all other services. The re-
maining costs are classified as joint costs. 
Operation and maintenance costs 
The annual costs incurred for operation and 
maintenance of the basic infrastructure must also be 
incorporated into the costs for the analysis. Estimates 
of these costs are difficult to arrive at except by experi-
ence and comparison with olher projects. The Bureau 
of Reclamation project evaluation reporl (1976) identi-
fies operation, maintenance. and replacement (OM&R) 
costs at ab()ut one percent of thc capital invcstment 
hut docs ntlt provide inf(HI1Hltioll on how these costs 
were calculated. For lack of better data, this per-
Table 4.1. Comparison of total cost estimates for Senega/ River development ( CFAx 106). 
Project 
Manantali dam 
Power station 
Network 
Diama dam 
Navigation 
TOTAL 
SOGREAH 
(Jan. 1973) 
& 
4,710d 
SENEGAL CONS. USBR 
(Jan. 1970) (Oct 1974) 
22,71 32,490c 
(82.3)b (132.6)b 
54-lOa 7,790c 
(19.6)b (31. 8)b 
9.850c 
(40.2) b 
aCalculated from $U.S. estimate at a rate of 276 CFA per $1 U.S. 
bMillions of $U.S. 
cCa1culated from $U.S. estimate at a rate of 245 CFA per $1 U.S. 
dScheme DO of SOGREAH Report 
OMVS 
(1976) 
42,000 
10,860 
11, 000 
000 
78,860 
Table 4.2. Estimated schedule of basicinfrastructure investment costs ( CFAx ]06). (From OMVS, 1976). 
Manan(ali Power Plant Diama 
yl!.!l.L ____________ Da'!1 _____ & Netw~:.~ _______ Da~ _____________ l~.!!:'lgi!!i~'.!.. ___ • ________ To~L ___ _ 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Total Total Total Columns (3) 
Discount 
factor C 
Discounledc Discounted C Disl'Ounted' + (4) + (61 
Annual Annual to 1976 Annual to 1976 Annual to 1976 + (7) 
1976 1.0 700 340 340 250 250 1290 
1977 .909 800 160 145.4 800 727.2 1760 
1978 .826 1000 2250 1858.5 1400 1156.4 4650 
1979 .751 1500 160 120.2 3000 2253.0 2650 1990.2 7310 
1980 .683 7000 100 68.3 3000 2044.0 4700 3210.1 14800 
1981 .621 8000 1300 807.3 2250 1397.3 3550 2204.6 15100 
1982 .564 9000 4800 2707.2 1650 930.6 15450 
1983.513 90003500 1795.5 12500 
1984 .467 5000 1000 467.0 6000 
Totals --:4;r217i07f00;;--'J7'>0'!>.86nO~--:C57'>9T65'i:.'F5 ---'1 TIJ Orn07f0----.;c77:;;11"'!2-:;.4;-----;1r<5""00ruO.,----;'7JOn4~691>."'0---'>';'78iri8i76""0--
OM&R for 20 years 108.6a 
TOT Ai (discounted to 1976) 
1'» of capital investment. 
bAt 1/2 of 1?i of capital investment. 
cDiscount rate of IO fi" 
468.5 
'641'4]} 
568.0 
8280.4 
Table 4.3. Joint costs and separable costs by services. (From OMVS, 1976). 
Type Component Service 
Joint Mananta1i Dam All 
Sep'lrable Diarna Dam Water Supply 
S(~r:1r',hl t' Power Plant/Network Power 
r db 1, ;,)21vi ti,'11 Work" NdVi J t iun 
39 
387.0 
10792.0 
Cost (CFA x 106) 
42,000 
11,000 
10, KbO 
I') 000 
centage is applied to investment costs as an estimate 
of annual operation, maintenance, and replacement 
costs. 
Project Development Plans: Quantity and 
Timing of Project Outputs and Use 
Sector Developments 
In order to capture the benefits of the dams on 
the main river system, developmen t plans for the vari-
ous water using sectors must be coordinated. The 
system will deliver the water for three primary services 
of water supply (irrigation), power, and navigation. 
The three categories of economic sectors which are 
supplied by these water development outputs are agri-
culture, mining, and other sectors. Each economic 
sector must expand in order to use the water supplied 
and thus capture its potential benefits. Project suc-
cess depends on the development rates and the corres-
ponding production expansion in each sector. The 
baseline conditions and development programs sum-
marized in the following paragraphs are the basis for 
establishing the revenue streams in the cost allocation 
analysis model. 
Irrigation development and 
water requirements 
Cultivated areas under development alternatives. 
The current agriculture practice consists of flood re-
cession cultivation at the end of the rainy season and 
rain watered crops planted shortly after the beginning 
of the rainy season. The flood recession areas culti-
vated and the potential yields thereon are a function 
of the height of the flood and the date and rate of 
receding. A generalization of the current agricultural 
practice in the basin is summarized in Table 4.4 
(USBR,1976). 
In the development of the irrigated agriculture . 
sector, the OMVS program (May 1976, p. 26) notes 
three phases of development as follows: 
1st Phase: Transitional phase with traditional 
methods of cultivation with artificial river regime 
floods regulated by Manantali. Shifts toward irrigated 
farming. 
2nd Phase: Continued development of irrigated 
agriculture with some two-crop season cultivation. 
3rd Phase: Full hydro-agriculture development 
with regulated river flow at 300 m3 per second and a 
two-crop season. 
In order to establish the average annual effect of 
the first phase, data from Table 4.4 are used to estimate 
the statistical expectation of present cultivation prac-
tices under the operating regime of Manantali Dam as 
illustrated in Figure 4.2. From this figure it is possi-
ble to compare the average annual areas cultivated 
under present flow conditiorls with those for which 
flows are regulated to produce an artificial flood. In-
formation from Figure 4.2 is summarized in Table 4.5. 
Operation of the Manantali Dam during the 
first phase of development will produce an artific~al 
flood of sufficient magnitude to provide for consIs-
tent flood recession agriculture on an average additional 
area of 25,000 hectares (Figure 4.2). In the mod~l of 
this study, this operation is assumed to occur dunng 
the 5 years from 1985 to 1989. 
The rates ofirrigation growth in the three coun-
tries participating in the proposed Senegal River devel-
opment program are projected by the OMVS (May 
1976)for the 1975-1985 period, and t~ese projections 
are summarized in Table 4.6. The ultlmate level of 
development for the basin is estimated at 40?,OOO . 
ha, including 40,000 ha in Mali, 120,000 ha In Maun-
tania, and 240,000 ha in Senegal. Figure 4.3 com-
pares the fully extrapolated OMVS schedule with the 
schedules of developments indicated by the USBR 
(1976) and the slow, moderate, and rapid develop-
ment rates postulated by Beyrard (1974). The USBR 
estimates are somewhat more conservative than the 
OMVS projections, The USBR schedule suggest~ a 
slow rate of development scenarios on the land In 
recession and rainfed cultivation. 
Water requirements for irrigation. Water require-
ments for the various schedules of irrigation develop-
ment are needed because project costs to be recovered 
from the agriculture sector are closely related to rates 
Table 4.4. Generalization offlood recession agricultural practices (adopted from USER. 1976). 
tares 
Year 
Out Area 
Flood Imm- Recession Dryland Total 
Size dated Cult CuI ti vation eu It i Vi! t0d Idle 
Large 
M('dium 50 130 130 100 230 a 
Small 95 80 1 
40 
Table 4.5. Average annual cultivation under present 
regime compared with the artificial flood 
conditions (adopted from OMVS, 1976). 
of water use. The basic data used for calculating irri-
gation water requirements were assumed crop rotation 
patterns (OMVS, 1976) for the Delta and Valley re-
gions of the river basin, and the evapotranspiration 
requirements of the crops as estimated from climato-
logical data (Hargreaves, 1975) from weather stations 
in or near the basin. Table 4.7 presents estimated 
monthly irrigation water requirements for agriculture 
in the Valley and Delta regions. The estimates were 
weighted by using the area proportions of each crop 
in the assumed rotation scheme, and are given for 
two levels ofwaterloss (10 and 20 percent) from evap-
Cultivation Practice 
Recession 
Recession increasea 
Rain fed 
TOTAL 
Present (ha.) 
130,000 
° 75,000 
205,000 
awith artificial flood 
250 
Flooded Area 
200 
1st Phasea (ha.) 
130,000 
25,000 
75,000 
230,000 
Total Area Cultivated Under Present Regime (230 Ha.) 
~ Farmed (w Artificial Flood) 
-- ---
o 
o 
o 
)( 
150 
Not Farmed __ --==-I~::t Farmed (w/o A;:i~i-cl-'a-l-F-IO-O-d-)-
-- --180~Ha. -- _ _______ Dryland Cultivation ---- _ 180 Ha. 
100 Ha. 
~-
Recession Cultivation 
- ~ - lJOHa. -- Increased Recession CUl~vation _ Flood 100 
--- 80 Ha. 
50 
5 25 50 75 95 100 
Frequency in Percent 
Figure 4.2. Cltltivated area as a function of flood flow frequency in the Senegal River basin (adopted from 
information in USBR, 1976. pages 48-51). 
Table 4.6. OMVS ten year irrigation development schedule. (after OMVS, 1976). 
-
Year Project Annual Increment, of ~ew Irrigated Land (ha. ) Basin 
Senegal Hallri- Mali Total Accumu-
tania Basin lated Upper 
'fFtat Delta Delta Valley Annual Annual Annual Annual ha. 
1976 2770 1500 330 4600 3440 (base) 0 8040 8040 
1977 2650 1200 900 4750 1660 40 6450 14490 
1978 3750 1900 460 6110 800 40 6950 21440 
1979 2500 2900 1000 6400 3900 40 10340 31780 
1980 2000 1000 3400 6400 3800 600 10800 42580 
1981 0 0 3600 3600 5460 600 9660 52240 
1983 0 0 3100 3100 4300 0 7400 59640 
1984 0 0 3300 3300 0 0 3300 62940 
1985 0 0 2400 2400 0 0 2400 65340 
T otals 13670 8500 18490 40660 23360 l320 65340 
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Figure 4.3. Total irrigated acreage under various development schedules. 
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oration and seepage in the distribution system. The 
model calculates seasonal irrigation water requirements 
by crop and permits the specification of different crop-
ping: and rotational patterns. 
The estimates from Table 4.7 are applied to the 
various development schedules (Table 4.6 and Figure 
4.3) in order to arrive at total annual water require-
ment by country for the Delta and Valley regions and 
for each country. To facilitate examinations for diff-
erent irrigation development schedules, these calcula-
tions are performed directly within the computer pro-
gram for the cost allocation analysis model. The rela-
tion of monthly irrigation water requirements to unreg-
ulated river flow at various flow probability levels, shown 
in Figure 4.4, clearly indicates the need for Manantali 
Dam storage and river regularization to provide ade-
quate water for full irrigation development. At 1980 
development levels under the OMVS schedule, for ex-
ample, the river flow at the 90 percent probability 
level would be insufficient from mid-February through 
the end of May. At year 2000 development levels, 
the water supply would be inadequate from December 
through May. The range of the unregulated flow at 
Bakel (for the 5 percent probability level) is shown 
clearly by the two plots of Figure 4.5. 
Mining development and hydropower 
production 
Power production is a second major output of 
the Manantali Darn. The hydropower generation is a 
particularly desirable feature as an energy source for 
development of the iron ore and bauxite minerals in 
eastern Senegal along the Faleme River (being studied 
by MIFERSO) and similar deposits on the Malian side 
of the river. 
Under the ultimate regime for regulation of the 
river (300 m3/sec discharges for navigation), the ener-
gy generation will amount to 800 x 106 kwh per year 
at the 90 percent probability level. However, during 
the transition period when an artificial flood of 2500 
m3/sec will be maintained for a one-month period, it 
will be possible to produce only half this amount of 
energy. At a later stage, additional generating cap-
acity might be developed by run of the river generating 
plants atPetit Gauina (560 gwh/annum) and Felou 
(410 gwh/annum), for a total of 700 x 106 kwh per 
year. This capacity could be added sometime after 
1990. Since this study is oriented to basic system de-
velopmen ts, generation at the reregulating plants is 
not included in the analysis. 
Estimates of future power reqUirements (OMVS, 
1976) are far in excess of Manantali generating capacity 
for the anticipated iron and aluminum production. 
The potential power loads as estimated by OMVS are 
summarized in Table 4.8. Other prospectives,although 
longer term developments. include phosphates at Cive, 
copper from Diaguili and the Mfole mountain range 
in Mauritania, gold and copper from Kanieba in Mali, 
as well as other industrial developments connected 
with economic growth, including agriculture. 
Table 4.7. Monthly irrigation water requirements (meters) for agricultural production based on area 
weighting for each crop and particular crop rotation patterns (OMVS, 1976). 
DELTA 
-
I I I cr~~ Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep I Oct I Rice/Ri ce (l00. 
Total Depth (Meters): .175 .173 .217 .220 .089 .182 .187 .113 .142 I .138 I 
.190 .189 .23 .240 .097 .199 .. 2)6 .1 .160 ' .151 
VALLEY 
c~ Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct 
Rice/Wheat or Mille t d .068 .012 .013 .014 .013 .187 .147 .082 .140 .152 
(50%) 
" 
.075 .013 .014 .015 .015 .207 .168 .103 .160 .167 
Rice/Sorghum or .052 .033 .017 .008 .008 .187 .147 .082 .140 .152 
Maize (30%) h .057 .036 .019 .009 .009 .207 .168 .103 .160 .162 
Rice/Fodder (18%) 
" 
.029 .030 .041 .043 .005 .187 .147 .082 .140 .157 
h .031 .032 .044 .047 .005 .207 .168 .103 .160 .162 
Rice/Tomato (2%) ~ .004 .003 .001 .000 .000 .187 .147 .182 .140 .157 .004 .004 .002 .001 .001 .207 .168 .103 .160 .162 
Total Area Weighted a .065 :t .082 .140 .152 Depth (Meters) 
b .167 .185 .072 .030 .207 .168 .103 .160 .167 
aAssumed water losses in the distribution system from seepage and evaporation are 10 percent. 
bAssumed water losses in the distribution system from seepage and evaporation are 20 percent. 
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Nov Dec Total(m) 
.086 .144 1.866 
.094 .157 2.053 
Nov Dec Total(m) 
.024 .085 
.027 .093 
.016 .045 
.017 .049 
.009 .027 
.0lD .029 
.001 .003 
.001 .003 
.050 .016 L312 
.055 .174 11.467 
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Figure 4.4. irrigation water requiremen ts for OMVS development schedule compared to river flows at 
Bakel at various probability levels of exceedance (adopted from Senegal-Consult, 1970 and 
OMVS, 1976). 
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Figure 4.5. Average monthly flow rates in the Senegal 
River at Bakel at a fil'P percent probability 
of exceedance level (adopted from Se negaJ-
Consult, 1970). 
Table 4.8. Maximum energy requirements for min-
eral extraction (after OMVS, 1976). 
Mineral Energy Total 
Product Requirement Output 
(KWH x 106) (Metric Tons) 
Iron 1500 15 x 106 
Alumina 180 0.6 x 106 
Aluminum 100 0.1 x 106 
Estimates of the power load build up and energy 
delivered from Manantali were developed by Beyrard 
(1974) and modified by the USBR (1976). Their sched-
ules call for some power use by agriculture and agro-
industries. However, OMVS considers these loads too 
small and too irregular for economic transmission, and 
thus are concentrating their planning toward the min-
ing sector. With the Manantali Dam and p(\\ver in-
stallations scheduled for completion in 1984,andalso 
allowing for a five-year period for maintenance of the 
artificial flood, an assumed schedule for power de-
liveries and mineral development is summarized in 
Table 4.9. 
Using the energy requirements for the mineral 
production from Table 4.8, two alternative mineral 
production development schedules using energy from 
Manantali Dam are presented in Figure 4.6. One op-
tion is to use all energy output for iron production, 
with the total possible output being 720 x 104 tonnes 
per year at full development. The MIFERSO iron pro-
duction estimates at the same level of energy consump-
tion is 10 million tonnes per year. However, in this 
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Table 4.9. Schedule of Manantali energy deliveries. 
1976 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
r:.Of-"1.":.\V pro-duC:I'd 
md market:~d (kwh 
ProJt'ct~ E.nl:'rsy Consumption (kwh x 106 /(1" 
Iron Alumin<'l 
x lOb per annum) K<IY~~ Faleme I:lale Sitildinil Tot,,1 
IJe\<.!j:\t1 study and construl·tfon of Manantali Dam power plant and 
(ro:osfDission SYfi tern. 
r: f r 
720 12'l 160 
I r 140 1 
23> 200 no 
ill 1 1 1 
106 , .... hl •. during transition l ..... o; 1') ~)I r.'t>nf lOS$eh, 
'dh k.wh I a at final ."IperatJng: regime I •. ~~ 10 percent losses. 
study the more conservative estimate is used. Under 
the second option, 520 x 106 kwh/year would be 
used to produce 520 x 104 tonnes of iron, and the 
remaining 200 x 106 kwh/year of energy would 
be used to produce 66.7 x 104 tonnes of aluminum 
per year. However, at this time, an in-depth study of 
alumina is bemg deferred in favor of iron, and the an-
alysis will assume no alumina and full development of 
the iron. 
River transport and navigation 
development 
The third key element in development of the 
Senegal River system is the navigation program. The 
proposed system would provide a year round naviga-
ble channel from the ocean port city of S1. Louis to 
Kayes in Mali. The total distance is 925 km with a 
controlling channel depth initially of 1.6 meters. The 
basic components of the navigation system include: 
1. Development of St. Louis as a maritime and 
river port. 
2. Establishment of a river port at Kayes with 
connections to surface modes of travel. 
3. Installation of ports of call along the river at 
Rosso, Richard TolL Dagana. Podor, Boghe, Kaedi, 
Matam. Bakel, and Ambidedi. 
4. Developmen t of the navigation channel in-
cluding dredging, clearing. and marking. 
5. Construction of the Manantali Dam to pro-
vide a dependable navigation flow at Bakel of 300 
m3/sec. 
6. Incorporation of an international shipping 
company with a fleet of vessels for river transport. 
The present level of navigation on the river is 
less than 25,000 tons per year, consisting primarily of 
food products, fuels, and building materials. This 
transport serves the countries of Senegal and Mauri-
tania. Since Mali is effectively landlocked, the pre-
sent river traffic for that country is practically nil. 
Even without Manantali Dam to regularize flow 
for navigation development of the river, a United Na-
tions study (Senegal Consult, 1970) indicated that an 
8 to 14 fold increase could be achieved by relatively 
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Figure 4.6. Two alternative mineral production development schedules from Manantal; Dam energy. 
(adopted/rom OMVS, 1976). 
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minor navigation improvements. The program en-
visioned two stages of improvements involving the ports 
of St. Louis and Kayes, ports of call on the river, and 
channel improvements. The U.N. estimates of total 
annual traffic and net revenues resulting from channel 
improvements (without Manantali) are summarized in 
Table 4.10. 
Table 4.10. Estimated annual river traffic and revenues 
from navigation improvements without 
Manantali (after U. N., 1973). 
H'll i 440 
280 
8sO 
195 770 
With the full development of the agriculture and 
mining sectors envisioned for the Senegal River. the 
navigation system is projected to move extremely 
large volumes of traffic. The OMVS (1976) estimates 
are summarized in Table 4.11. 
Table 4.11. Projection of traffic for navigation under 
full development of Senegal River 
1220 
1660 
2140 
2660 
3310 
~.~ 
(after OMVS, 1976). 
o 
>600 
>600 
5600 
5600 
_ .. -'~ .. -L .~_ 
6565 
6690 
6970 
~o. 
The Beyrard (1974) study also estimates the 
agriculture related traffic by country. These data 
are presented in Tab Ie 4.12 and displayed graphically 
in Figure 4.7. 
One of the main issues to be examined under 
the navigation development schedules is the amount 
of mining traffic that will move on the river. MIFERSO 
has indicated that they are studying a rail link to Da-
kar for transporting the minerals. Therefore, the 
analysis presented by this report considers a range of 
proportions between rail and navigation for the min-
eral related traffic. 
Cost and Revenues of Economic Sectors 
Application of the cost allocation model requires 
rather extensive data collection on the costs and reven-
ues of each economic sector benefitting from the pro-
posed project. The more complex the approach used, 
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Figure 4. 7. Projected agriculture related river traffic 
(after Beyrard, 1974). 
the more extensive is the data need. For example, an 
analysis based on gross returns requires only prices 
and production levels for the various activities; an 
analysis based on net returns plus secondary bene-
fits requires budgets for each production activity and 
either employment/output ratios or input-output 
tables. Therefore, both availability and type of data 
may limit the selection of the benefits approach. 
In order to demonstrate the model, data were 
collected from several publications, and from meetings 
and interviews held in each of the three participating 
countries. These data then were scrutinized to deter-
mine possible alternative approaches to use in the sim-
ulation model. Data availability restricted some ap-
proaches immediately. For example, multipliers re-
lating output in one sector to employment or output 
in other sectors were not available. Further, no data 
were found from which accurate local multipliers 
could be estimated. It would be possible to use milti-
pliers derived for other developing countries but the 
inaccuracy of these data for any of the three coun-
tries might be considerable. The analysis was restricted, 
then, to the net primary returns from agriculture and 
mining. 
A second data limitation required the use of 
two alternative approaches. Both price and cost data 
for agriculture and mining vary considerably among 
Table 4.12. Division of agriculture related river traffic by country (after Beyrard, 1974). 
Tonne 
a 
Total Maur. Mali To tal a 
--"''-. __ . __ ._-' __ -l-_ . ....::c..~-. ___ -_~._-....:::_._---=-=-:~L.-_,_~ __ ~ __ 
1975 41 130 130 17 120 20 
1980 54 160 576 800 18 148 103 280 
1935 92 225 885 1220 38 208 200 480 
1990 170 258 1160 1660 123 238 290 680 
1995 105 316 1500 2140 140 292 495 965 
2000 435 359 1830 2660 207 332 525 1090 
2005 610 398 2250 3110 278 368 685 1370 
20J~ __ §._~O _____ . ~_~ ______ ~_s..9 ____ ._12 80 __ .1.---'-3_8_0 ___ 3:_-=-88=---_--=-84 _5_ ... ~16_6_Q..... ___ _ 
aTotals indicated are from Table 4.11. The sum for the three countries 
will not correspond exactly due to rounding of estimates. 
countries. While no reasons for these variations are 
listed in the literature collected, import duties, taxes, 
and administered prices are likely major factors. Since 
both the sale prices and costs are affected by each na-
tion's internal policy, the profitability of the mining 
and agricultural enterprises appear quite different be-
tween countries. However, because of problems in 
obtaining adequate in-country prices and costs, world 
prices and standard transportation costs also are used 
as input to the simulation model as an altemative to 
in-country data. The model was constructed so as to 
be sufficiently flexible to include in-country data when 
available in aggregated benefit and cost figures. Dis-
aggregation of the model down to specific perimeters 
also is pOSSible, although model revision and expan-
sion would be considerable. 
Agricultural sector 
Since products and productive organizations for 
agriculture are similar in the three countries, differ-
ences among in-country and world prices may simply 
be the result of either subsidization or taxation 
of the productive enterprises. World prices and trans-
portation costs, excluding import duties, subsidies, 
and other internal reallocations of expenditures and 
costs, should be approximately the same for all coun-
tries, given equal distances from markets. In other 
words, real values and costs might be expected to be 
the same for each of the three countries. 
Table 4.13 lists the farm budget information 
which has been collected. Yields and production costs 
for irrigated crops, excluding labor, were obtained 
from the Dagana and Matam perimeter projects, SAED, 
and the Mauritanian Ministry of Agriculture. Project 
costs include the repayment, maintenance, and oper-
ating costs of the perimeter water delivery and drain-
age systems, which consist of pumps ami pumping 
stations, dike:>, canals, on-farm diversion ditches, and 
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drainage works. Price data were obtained from inter-
views in each country, from o NCAD ,and world 
price information available in annual United Nations 
and U. S. future markets publications (J 976). labor 
costs were added to production costs when the calcu-
lations of net returns for the data sources included re-
turns to both capital and labor. The wage rate was 
arbitrarily set at 100,000 CFA per year, a higher 
annual income than the average of any of the three 
countries. Since at least part of the on-farm price of 
imports includes transportation costs, and since only 
some transportation will be provided by the develop-
ment of the navigation enterprise, the costs of road 
and rail transport for imports were obtained for Mali 
and Mauritania (Table 4.14). Because data for Sene-
gal were missing, estimates were made on the basis of 
Malian costs. 
Current crop production rates for recession and 
rain-watered agriculture were also obtained from avail-
able reports and from discussions in each country. 
Estimated returns for these crops (Table 4.15) are sub-
tracted from gross irrigation returns in order to calcu-
late the net increase in the agriculture sector revenues. 
In estimating the value offorage, the major portion of 
forage was assumed to be sorghum, with less than 20 
percent of the production being attributed to nitrogen-
fixing legumes and other green forage crops. It was 
further assumed that the value of forage would not ex-
ceed the value of the grain productioll. Thus, the value 
of sorghum forage per tOllne was esti mated by the aver-
erage value of grain which could be grown on Ihe samc 
area. 
In using the alternative of world prices and stan-
dardized costs between countries, differences in agri-
cultural revenue generatcd are functiolls of the area 
of developed land only. Thus, the results of the model 
in the agricultural sector are dependent on the timing 
ofland development and transportation costs alone. 
""' 
\,C 
Table 4.13. Farm budgets by crop and country for irrigated amculture (in CFA per hectare). 
Crop 
Rice (Paddy) 
Seneg 
Maurit(Lrg) 
High 
Ave 
Maurit(Sml) 
High 
Ave 
Mali 
Wheat 
Seneg 
Maurit 
Mali 
Tomatoes 
Seneg 
Maurit 
High 
Ave 
Mali 
Millet 
Seneg 
Maurit 
Mali 
Sorghum 
Seneg 
Maurit 
Mali 
Forage 
Seneg 
Maurit 
Mali 
RETURNS COSTS VALUE ADDED LABORa 
Yield 
4.5T 
4.5T 
4.0T 
4.5T 
4.0T 
4.5T 
3.81' 
3.81' 
3.8T 
321' 
40T 
321' 
3.51' 
3.51' 
3.5T 
3. ')1' 
3.51' 
3.5T 
lOOT 
lOOT 
lOOT 
Priceb 
41,500 
81,SOOc 
81,500 
81,500 
81. ')00 
24,2')0 
4 1,000 
25,000 
27 ,500 
15,000 
Primary 
Benefits 
186. ''i0 
,M,.7')0 
I 'h ,000 
366,7')0 
126,000 
109,12') 
16'1, 
9'), 
104,500 
480,000 
Plow & Har Fert & Herb Seed Watere 
13 ,000 
\ ,000 
3,000 
1 1,000 
0,000 
0,000 
10,000 
22,250 7,100 25,000 
22,250 7,100 25,000 
Total Estimated Cost 150,000 
22,250 7,100 
Total Estimated Cost 
22,JSO 7,100 
22 ,250 
22,250 
22,250 
6,200 
6,200 
6,200 
25,000 
125,000 
25,000 
-0-
-0-
-0-
119,400 
299,400 
299,400 
41,775 
125,350 
56,550 
66,050 
1')0,000 Total Estimated Cost (Excl Labor) 330,000 
20,000 800,000 600,000 Total Estimated Cost (Including Labor) 
20,000 640,000 600,000 Total Estiamted Cost (Including Labor) 
No Data Available - ASSUnlP not il possiblt, crop 
35,000 
25,000 
16,000 
35,000 
15,000 
16,000 
1,225 
525 
560 
122,500 
87,500 
56,000 
122,500 
52,500 
56,000 
122,500 
,)2,500 
56,000 
No Costs Available - Assume same costs as 
whz,;lt tor 'I ,'Olm tries 
No Costs AvailabJe - Assume same costs as 
wllt,itt for <Ill "(luntries 
No Costs Available - Assume same costs as 
wheat for all ~ountries 
84,450 
49,050 
17,550 
84,450 
14,050 
17,550 
14,050 
14,050 
17,550 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
NET PRIMARY 
RETURNS 
69,000 
259,400 
176,000 
159,400 
101,000 
-8,225 
75,350 
6,550 
16,050 
280,000 
200,000 
40,000 
34,450 
950 
-32,450 
34,450 
-35,950 
-32,450 
34,450 
-35,950 
-32,450 
aCalculated at an annual household income of $400 per year (100,000 CFA) , divided equally among double crops. For Single 
bcropping, 100,000 CFA would be subtracted from NET. 
Prices as quoted for 1975, by the respective governments. Earlier prices in some publications are substantially belO\" 
these prices. Senegal prices are approximatelv :!: 10 perc ent of v!O r 1el pric es fa r gra ins. No war Id price is availab 1 e for 
tomatop.s. The metric tonne is the commodity unit for all prices shown. 
~Mauritanian prices are calculated at the rate of CFA per UN, which is slightlv below the current rate of exchange. 
Price quoted for cereal crops. Wheat prices may exceed this price by a considerable amount. 
eIncludes repayment, operations, and maintenance of dikes, pumpage, and pumping stations, canals and drains, and all other 
perimeter water delivery and drainage systems costs. 
Table 4.14. Estimated road and rail transporation 
costs by coun try. 
Mali 
I~!llld / ransportation 
Had 
Maun/allia 
Road 
Senegal (taken from Mali data) 
Road transporation 
Rail 
Estimated 
costs/tonne-kilometer 
13 ('FA 
'7 ('FA 
20-30 CFA 
13 CFA 
7 CFA 
Because world prices for tomatoes, soybean, millet, 
and forage were not available, Senegalese prices and 
costs were taken as being representative of world 
prices and costs for the world price alternative. For 
those commodities for which world prices were avail-
able, Senegalese prices were found to be within 6 per-
cent. 
Mining sector 
The costs and price for iron mining were obtain-
ed from a response to a questionnaire to MIFERSO. 
The selling price of the pelleted are was reported as 
7595 CFA/tonne. Costs of production were estimated 
to be 4645 CF A/tonne FOB Dakar, which includes 
transportation of the ore acroSS Senegal by rail. Al-
ternative assumptions about quantities and costs for 
shipping pellets by river were made, given previous 
transportation data, even though river transport is not 
now being considered by MIFERSO. Paid costs for 
ill(' river transported pellets was 1I(~lIl'd rrolll tlil' FOB 
co;;ls. III additioll, a finallcing charge or I H91 t'FA/ 
tonne is necessary to payoff the 205.9 x 109 CFA 
investment in mineral production at 6.5 percent inter-
est rate over 20 years. Power requirements are 800 
million kwh/year, which is the total projected avail-
able energy from Mana.ntali Dam. For this reason, 
and because no preliminary studies had been accom-
plished, neither iron nor bauxite development in Mali 
were considered in the analysis of this study. 
Other sectors 
As stated earlier, the net return to other sectors 
is approximated by the shipping savings per tonne-
kilometer (Tkm). Cost savings are approximately 6 
CF A per Tkm for rail, and 12 CFA per Tkm for roads 
in Mali and Senegal. A cost savings of 19-29 CF A per 
Tkm was calculated for Mauritania. For slower de-
velopment rates, cost savings were altered consider-
ably, and amounted to approximately 1 CFA per Tkm 
for rail and 5 CF A per Tkm for roads in Senegal and 
Mali, and 13-23 CFA per Tkm for roads in Mauritania. 
Table 4.15. Farm budgets by crop and country for recession and rain-fed agriculture (in CFA). 
Crop 
(w/o 
Senegal 
Mauri t. 
Mali 
Sorghum (with 
Senegal 
Mauri t. 
Mali 
Yields 
(Tonnes per Ho.) 
fertilizer) 
.4 
do 
do 
* ferilizer) 
.8 
do 
do 
Price 
(per Tonne) 
35,000 
15,000 
16,000 
·l~,OO() 
15,000 
16,000 
Millet (no estimate of fertilizer response) 
Senegal 
~lauri t. 
Mali 
.35 35,000 
do 25,000 
do 16,000 
Primary 
BenefIts 
14,000 
6,000 
6,400 
28,000 
12,000 
12,800 
Cnsts 
(per 11".) 
-0-
do 
do 
8,000 
do 
do 
-0-
do 
do 
( r0rt) 
Net Primary \{('-
turns (p0r fin.) 
14,000 
6,000 
6,400 
20,000 
4,000 
4,800 
12,250 
8,750 
5,600 
_Rain-fed (Rain-fed agriculture has been estimated as 
12,250 
8,750 
5,600 
yielding approximately half recession yields) 
Sorghum 
Senegal 
Maurit. 
Mali 
Mi 11 e t 
.2 
do 
do 
35,000 
15,000 
16, 000 
7,000 
3,000 
3,200 
Senegal . 18 35,000 6,300 
Maurit. do 25,000 4,500 
Mal i do __ 3-,-2gg __ _ . 
~*.---.-.--~-------.-.---- -_ .. -" - . --
If animal fertilizer is used, the cost of fertil [zatian is assumed to he zero. 
50 
7,000 
3,000 
3,200 
6,300 
4,500 
CHAPTER V 
COST ALLOCATION METHODS: APPliCATION AND ANALYSIS 
Cost Allocation Studies for the 
Senegal River Basin 
In order to examine the implication and impacts 
of cost allocation policies for the Senegal River basin 
development, four methods of cost allocation were 
analyzed under various possible assumptions on pro-
ject operation and the status of project purposes. The 
cost allocation methods and project operation and 
management assumptions which are developed and 
analyzed in this chapter are described in Chapter II 
and summarized in Table 5.1. 
The four cost allocation methods, previously 
described in Chapter II, which are analyzed in detail 
are (see Table 5.1): I) benefits less separable costs 
(net benefits); II) alternative justifiable expenditure. 
III) separable cost-remaining benefit: and N) adjusted 
separable cost-remaining benefit. In the application 
of these methods, several policy assumptions were 
considered including: 1) the operating rule for the 
Manantali Reservoir; 2) the status of navigation as 
either a specific and self-supporting prniect service 
or as an operation which does not directly generate 
revenue but which provides a public good; 3) the 
inclusion and assignment of flood control costs: and 
4) the accounting of irrigation benefits for either 
single or double crop rotati on. 
To define and evaluate the range of options 
available to OMVS and the member countries for 
cost allocation and fiscal responsibility, this charter 
of the report is developed in three sections: I) de-
velopment of baseline data for cost allocation methods: 
2) application of cost allocation methods to the Sene-
gal basin; 3) analysis of the impact of cost allocation 
methods on economic sectors and coun tries. 
Baseline Data for Cost 
Allocation Methods 
Project benefits to economic 
sectors 
In order to proceed with the allocation of costs 
under the various methods, it is necessary to estab-
51 
lish the project revenues and costs exclusive of the pro-
ject services. The difference between revenues and 
costs represents the benefit to economic sectnrs be· 
fore the allocatIOn of project costs, one of the para-
meters required for the application of the cost alloca-
tion methods. The model is used to generate the eco-
nomic sector benefits for agriculture and mining by 
running the model with no allocation of project costs. 
Model data 
The data necessary for the model runs for base-
line cases as well as the cost allocation analyses can be 
divided into two main areas: I) project data, and 2) 
economic sector data. Table 5.2 contains a summary 
of the project data used in this study. Operation, 
maintenance, and replacement (OMR) costs for the 
power service were calculated as being I percent per 
annum of the total investment In that sector. OMR 
costs for the navigation and water supply services were 
calculated as 0.5 percent of the total capital costs in 
each service area. In the case of the Manantali project, 
OMR costs are 0.5 percent of the total cost of Man-
antali. Items I and 3 in this table are the fixed and 
variable cost components of the separable project 
costs, excluding the Manantali Dam. Items';: and 4 
are the fixed and variable cost components, respec-
tively, of the Manantali Dam, and consist of both sep-
arable and joint costs. Items 2 and 4, therefore, are 
subject to allocation under the various methods. In 
this connection, refer to Figure 3.1 which shows sche-
matically how the Manantali costs are divided into sep-
arable and joint costs, and then each of these divisions 
is allocated between the four project services. 
Table 5.3 contains a summary of the data for 
the mining economic sector and Table 5.4 summar-
izes data for the agricultural economic sector. Naviga-
tion charges to the agriculture economic sector are 
based on an estimate of 2.5 tonne/ha of the direct in-
puts for production and average distances taken from 
Figure 5.1. The irrigated project lands, the mining 
development, and the projected increase in navigation 
associated with agriculture and mining provide the 
basis for computing revenues under the different de-
velopment scenarios. A discount rate of 10 percent 
is applied to cost and revenue cash flows throughout 
the study. 
Benefits summary 
The results of model runs to develop the base-
line information are summarized in Table 5.5. The 
OMVS development schedule (applied with world com-
modity prices) is taken as being the basic case for anal-
ysis with respect to the range of cost allocation poli-
cies. Other development scenarios and operating as-
sumptions are analyzed for a selected set of policies 
in order to evaluate the sensitivity of solutions to these 
Table 5.1. Identification and coding for cost allocation methods and assumptions applied in this study. 
antali dam separahle costs Consider ation of project benefits 
liatl'r /. 'S/lvi ':It h."!n , Flood Control ~tmat1ta 1 i ~,avi~ati{ln Benefit ; Irriaation 
Case Identification 
, 
S~·I':lrdt(· Sharl..'d ,:'·;1 thout \.II til At I-Joint Excludd.i i Inc 1 tHled 2 Season: 
Code I Stur;I!;{' .,Stof,tgt' 
,\ Ii (Fe) .I (52) 
l. BE;>;EFlT5 LESS 
S.EI.~~B1-~C,,-O~~S 
IV-A-I-(S2) x ~ X 
1 V-A-2-(52) x x X 
1 v- 8-1- (52) x x x 
IV-B-2-(S2) x x x x 
IV-.!-I-(52) x x X 
IV-J-2-(52) X X 
IV-A-I-\SI) x x 
IV-A-2-(SI) X X 
IV-J-I-(SI) x x 
IV-J-2-(SI) x 
II. ALTERNATIVE JUST!-
!:J.A.B]'.£...EXPE:lO 1-
TURj:: 
I11-J-2-(S2) X X X X 
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Direct navigation benefits ar~ inclljded in tile anRlysis. 
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Table 5.2. Summary of project costs in billion (109 ) CFA. 
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Table 5.3. Summary of data for the mining economic sector. 
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Table 5.4. Summary of data for the agricultural economic sector. 
Units Rice Tomatoes Wheat Sorghum Forage 
Descriptions Millet 
and Corn 
Fraction of the valley devoted to each LOO 0.02 0.50 0.30 0.18 
crop based on 2 seaSOn 
Fraction of the delta devoted to each 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
crop based on 2 season 
Yield tonne/ha 4.50 32.00 3.80 3.50 100.00 
Water requirements 
Valley-wet season m 0.84 
-dry season m 0.00 0.02 0.24 0.19 0.19 
Delta -wet season m 0.85 
-dry season m 1.20 
Production costs (without transport) 
Mali CFAlha 115,000 598,000 92,000 92,000 92,000 
Mauritania CFA/ha 146,000 596,000 90,700 90,700 90,700 
Senegal CFA/ha 115,000 198,000 91 ,600 91,600 91,600 
Commodity prices 
Mali CFAltonne 24,200 15,000 27,500 16,000 560 
Mauritania CFA/tonne 81,500 20,000 25,000 25,000 875 
Senegal CFA/tonne ~o 15,000 43,000 35,000 1::':; 
yield from recession farming 0.4 
---
Average yield from dry farming tonne/ha 
Average commodity prices for recession 
and dry farming 
Mali CFA/tonne 
Mauritania CFA/tonne 
assumptions. As indicated in Table 5.5 the baseline 
case also considers two possibilities for counting bene-
fits from the agricultural sector. The first approach 
is to include revenues from the two season double 
cropping program to be implemented under irrigation 
development. The second approach is to include only 
revenues from the single crop grown during the dry 
season, since it could be argued that the wet season 
crop could be produced without storage of irrigation 
water in the Manantali Reservoir. At the present time, 
there is not sufficient evidence with respect to the en-
tire development program regarding the viability of 
perimeter development without the construction of 
the Manantali Dam. Diking and pumping costs might 
or might not exceed the repayment ability of the 
S3 
0.2 
16,000 
12,000 
single, wet season irrigation returns. Some evidence 
indicates that without dry season irrigation, future 
perimeter construction might be economically infeasi-
ble. Until further data are obtained and analyses made, 
the research team felt it desirable to present both alter-
natives. 
In addition to establishing the net revenues for 
agriculture and mining, it is necessary to estimate the 
net benefits provided to other users from the river 
navigation. Since there are no data for profitability 
of other sectors (those other than agriculture and 
mining) using the navigation services, the net savings 
of navigation over other forms of transport is used 
as a surrogate, as suggested by Method 3 (Table 2.4). 
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Figure 5.1. Projected average distances of agricultural navi,;ation. 
Table 5.5. Baseline run-costs and revenues without Manantali costs (2 seasons and 1 season,. 
I 
COSTS in CFA x 109 (CPA l< 109) CF!,,:e~~9 NET REVENUE Sector/Country Production Project Outputs Services Total Without Pro j. With Proj. 
w/o Proj. Outp. Water Power Navigation Servo Costs Servo Costs 
2 Season 
Agriculture: (Irrigation) 
Mali 14.315 .267 a .084 14.665 21.n9 6.513 
Mauritania 96.478 3.054 0 .428 99.960 123.001 23.041 
Senegal 128.309 4.959 0 .687 133.955 197.019 63.065 
TOTAL 239.101 9.280 0 1.199 248.580 341.199 102.098 92.618 
Mining: (Fower) 82.467 0 6.434 20.464 109.364 138.207 55.740 28.842 
1 Season 
Agriculture: 
Mali 6.142 .204 0 .042 6.658 9.454 3.312 2.796 
Mauritania 41.050 3.072 0 .214 44.336 57.485 13.148 
Senegal 
i 57.072 5.004 _0_ .343 62.419 .~ 29.675 TOTAL 104.534 8~280 0 ---:599- 113.414 159.033 54.499 45.619 
Mining: 
I 
82.467 6.434 I 20.464 109.364 138.207 55.740 28.842 
BAssuming the OMVS development schedule and 1976 world prices for agriculture and mining products. 
Using output from the baseline model runs, values 
for the project related traffic volumes discounted 
cation, it now is possible to proceed with the cost 
allocation analysis for each of the basic methods. 
over the projection period are calculated. These are 
17.02 billion TKM for mining products and 4.87 
billion TKM for those related to agriculture. The bene-
fit attributable to navigation is the savings afforded by 
navigation over other means oft ran sport. Estimates of 
the cost of other modes and navigation costs are com-
pared in Table 5.6 and these figures were used in order 
to computer this benefit. 
With the haseline infofmation on revenues Of 
benefits accruing to economic sectors before cost allo-
54 
Alternative single purpose project costs 
Identification of the least cost alternative single 
purpose projects is required for use in the separable 
costs remaining benefits (SCRB), adjusted SCRB, and 
the alternative justifiable expenditures methods, and 
also as a basis for assigning separable costs to the pro-
ject services for the multipurpose storage facility, 
Manantali Dam. In order to select the least cost single 
purpose projects, the cost versus active storage curves 
Table 5.6. Transport benefits (cost savings) due to naviJ(ation. (1976 price levels). 
Navigation Price Discounted Net 
Alternative TransEort Pricea Differential Trafficb Cost Saving 
MOde Price (CFA/TKm) (CFA/Tkg) (CFA/Tkg) (TKm x 109) (CFA x 109) 
Mining Rail 2.5c .70 1.8 17.02 30.64 
(Unit Train) 
Agriculture Truck 13.0d 1.50 11.5 4.87 56.03 
Benefit (net total saving) 86.66 
aBeyrard, Volume VII, page 72 
b Because the price remains constant with time and economic sector, discounting traffic volumes yields the 
same resutls as discounting revenues (compare with Equations 3.2 and 3.3). 
CSenegal Consult, Volume IB (page 2-17) and comparison with bulk rail prices in U. S. 
dsenegal Consult, Volume 18 (pages 2-18) 
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Figure 5.2. Costs of dams versus active storage capacity (hydropower not included). 
for alternative reservoir sites, taken from data in the probability is determined by establishing the differ-
Senegal Consult study (Senegal Consult, 1970), are ences between the actual river flow and the flow re' 
plotted in Figure 5.2. By determining the active stor- quired to meet irrigation water requirements as shown 
age required for single purpose projects, a least cost in Figure 4.4. These differences then are converted 
single purpose alternative can be selected from the to the !1tleded storage volume, as summarized in Table 
figure. 5.8. Examination of the cost curves in Figure 5.2 in-
dicates that the Gourbassi Dam can provide the nec-
essary 2.6 billion m3 storage for irrigation supplies at 
least cost. These data are summarized as follows: 
To place costs of alternative projects on a com-
parable base, all investments in reservoir storage com-
ponents are assumed to take place on the same pro-
portionate schedule as Manantali Dam (see Table 4.2). 
This leads to an overall factor for discounting total 
investment cost of 0.599 as calculated from Table 5.7. 
Single purpose irrigation storage project. The 
storage required ir1 order to meet irrigation water re-
quirements at full development (2010) at 95 percent 
55 
Item 
1976 Investment Cost (see Figure 5.2) 
Discounted Cost (from Table 5.7 at 
10 percent) 
Discounted Cost of Project Works-
Diama dam (from Table 4.2) 
Total Discounted Single Purpose Cost 
Cost (CFAx 109) 
19.448 
ll.649 
8.677 
20.326 
Table 5. Z Calculation of discount factor for reservoir investment costs. 
Manantali Tn- lnves tmen t Present Worth Discounted Schedule Invest mC'nt vestment Proportion Factor CFA x 106 at Cost Yea.r (see Table 4.2) 
1976 700 
1977 800 
1978 1,000 
1979 1.500 
1980 7,000 
1981 8,000 
1:982 9,000 
1981 9,000 
1984 5 000 
Overall discount facto~ 
in 
25,157 
42~OOO 
Year 
.017 
.Oi19 
.024 
.036 
.167 
,191 
.2] 4 
.214 
10 percent CFA x lOn 
1.0 700 
.909 727 
.826 826 
. 751 1,127 
.683 4,781 
.621 4,968 
.564 5,076 
.513 4,617 
.467 2 335 
,157 a 
aUsed in Tabl.es 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, and Figure 5.3. 
Table 5.8. Storage requirement for single purpose irrigation project. 
Time Flow at Bakel 
Interval at 95% Exceedance 
Month (Days) Probability (m3/s) 
Dec. 31 145 
Jan. 31 80 
Feb. 28 35 
Mar. 31 15 
Apr. 30 5 
May 31 5 
June 30 35 
Single purpose navigation pr~ject. The cost of 
the single purpose navigation project is based on the 
storage to meet the minimum navigation flow require· 
ment of 300m3lsec at the 95 percent probability 
level. This storage volume, calculated in the same 
manner as for irrigation from Figure 4.4, is presented 
in Table 5.9. In selecting the least cost single purpose 
alternative, two assumptions are possible: 1) that the 
alternative project must be ona site other than Man-
antali, or 2) that the Manantali site can be used if it 
is least cost. The alternative cost for 4.7 billion m3 
active storage for, each case is summarized as follows·: 
1976 Investmcn t Cost (see 
Figure 5.2) 
Ga1ougo 
33.660 
Manantali 
29.546 
S6 
Required 
Irrigation Storage 
Requirements Release 
(m 3/s ) (m3/s) 
255 110 
250 170 
160 125 
150 135 
140 135 
60 55 
315 280 
Discounted Cost (From Table 
5.7 at 10 percent) 
Discoun ted Cost of Project 
Works (From Table 
4.2) 
Total Discounted Single Pur-
pose Cost . 
20.162 
10.901 
31.063 
Total 
Storage 
Required 
(m3 x 103) 
294,624 
455,328 
302,400 
361,584 
349,920 
147,312 
725 60 
2, 
17.697 
28.598 
Alternative single purpose power project. The 
best alternative power project was defined by the 
Bureau of Reclamation (1976, p. 81) as being an oil 
fired thermal electric plant located near the mining 
load centers. The cost estimates for such a facility 
are presented in Table 5.10. The assumption is made 
that the investment cost will be distributed in the same 
proportion and. timing as the Manantali power plant. 
Calculating the total 1976 present worth of this cash 
flow yields a total cost for the alternative power pro-
ject of 17.678 billion CF A. 
Table 5.9. Storage requirement for single purpose navigation project .. 
Time Flow at Bakel 
Interval at 95% Exceedance 
Month (Days) Probability (m3 /s) 
Nov. 30 250 
Dec. 31 145 
Jan. 31 80 
Feb. 28 35 
Mar. 31 15 
Apr. 30 5 
May 31 5 
June 30 35 
Table 5.10. Cost estimates for single purpose power 
project. 
Annu:d Fui.-·[ Cost 
i .975 
3.060 
l.tiO 
J.9B7 2.99"l .qn 
'I.OM) 
'._. J'~'!':'l) __ ~!!~.tl_L:L.9J.::.~ __ .• _____ • 1_*1..0,0. .4 .. ?!rL .)','f.'fl ,",99}.. J.ilhll 
lIo.wvl,I't!'d to f:Ft\ at lllto rntl' of 24S Cr,\ lwr SU.S. 
Alternative single purpose flood control project. 
Alternative single purpose flood control projects to 
control peak flows on the Bafing River are possible 
at the Manantali, the Boureya, and the Galoupo sites. 
The required flood control storage volume is estimated 
at 1.6 billion m3. From the cost curves of Figure 
5.2, it is apparent that the Manantali site provides 
the cheapest alternative project on the Bafing River. 
The costs for 1.6 billion m3 of storage are summar-
ized as follows: 
Item Cost (CFAx 109) 
24.310 
14.562 
1976 Investment Cost (see Figure 5.2) 
Discounted Cost (discount factor = 0.599) 
Cost of Project Works o 
Total Single Purpose Cost 
Assignment of separable costs 
for Manantali Dam 
14.562 
In assigning separable costs to project services, 
costs of works for specific project services are readily 
identified. However, the assignment of separable costs 
Table 5.11. Manantali Dam cost data. 
Single 
Required Total 
Navigation Storage Storage 
Rejuirements Release Required 
(m Is) (m3/s) (m3 x 103) 
300 50 129,600 
300 155 415,152 
300 220 589,248 
300 265 641,088 
300 285 763,344 
300 295 764,640 
300 295 790,128 
300 265 686,880 
7,780,080 
for a multiple purpose development, like the Manan-
tali Dam, is not straight-forward, but can be based on 
an analysis of the incremental cost of incluqing a par-
ticular component over and above the project cost of 
including all other purposes. To develop the incre-
mental cost analysis involves a determination of the 
cost of the single and multipurpose reservoirs at the 
Manantali site. The assignment of separable costs is 
made for two different reservoir operating assump-
tions, namely: 1) that storage required for irrigation 
water supply and navigation must be separate and 
therefore additive, and 2) that navigation storage and 
releases also can satisfy irrigation requirements and, 
therefore storage is shared conjunctively and is not 
additive. Analysis under these assumptions are made 
for two cases, one in which flood control is not con-
sidered as a project purpose, and the other in which 
flood control is considered jointly with irrigation 
water supply, power production, and navigation. The 
basic Manantali cost data required for assignment of 
separable costs are summarized in Table 5.11. 
Manantali Dam separable costs without flood 
control. Using the principle of assigning separable 
costs in a mUltipurpose reservoir based on the incre-
mental cost of including that purpose leads to the 
calculations summarized in Table 5.12 for the case 
where flood control is not considered as a project 
purpose. A rationale for this assumption might be 
that water storage for other project purposes will ob-
viate the need for flood control since flows will be 
Purpose Project ____ Dual Purpose: Water &. Navigation 
Water Navigation Separate"S-torage-- S};ar-ed S-wr,,-ge 
Total Multi-
purpose, ProjeLt Item 
Storage Volume (M3 x 109) 2.~35 
Cost (1970 $U.S. x 106) 70.5 
Cost (1976-CFAx 109 ) 26.367 
Discounted Cost (d.f.=.599) 15.793 
(1976 - CPA x 109 ) 
to Table 5.7. 
4.625 
79.0 
29.546 
17.697 
57 
7.160 
88.0 
32.912 
19.742 
4.625 
79.0 
29.546 
17.697 
10.0 
42.000 
a 
25.157 
Table 5.11 Man an taH Dam cost separable to proje ~t purposes without flood control (1976 price levels). 
COSTS 
Item SEparate Storage Case 
(billion CFA) 
Shared Storage Case 
(billion CFA) 
Dual Purpose Project 
I. Dil·al purpose proj ect 
2. Single purpose water supply 
3. Single purpose navigation 
4. Cost separable to navigation 
(line I - line 2) 
5. Costs separable to water 
supply (line 1 - line 3) 
Multipurpose Project 
1. Triple purpose project 
2. Dual purpose (WS + Nav) 
'3. Single purpo:;e power 
+. Costs separable to power 
(line 1 - line 2) 
5. Costs separable to water 
supply and navigation 
(line 1 - line 3) 
Summary 
1. Total multipurpose dam 
2. Separable costs 
a .. water supply 
b. navigation 
c. power 
Subtotal 
3. Joint costs to be allocated 
aRefer to Table 5.7 
regulated for navigation and water supply. As the 
table illustrates, the computations are taken in steps, 
first considering the single versus dual purpose costs, 
and second the total triple purpose costs. 
Mcmantali Dam separable costs with flood con· 
trol. The assignment of separable costs with flood 
control included as a project purpose is essentially the 
same procedure as described above. However, in the 
case of flood can trol, the incremen tal cost can be ex· 
plicitly identified as the cost of raising the dam crest 
3 meters, from 208 to 21 I 111.;I.S.1. tll provide I .6 
billion m3 of Hood cOl1trol storage volume. The in-
cremental cost of this ll1odificati'.ll1 as determined from 
Figure 5.3 (based on Senegal COIISUIt, 1970) is calcu-
lated to have a present worth of 1.12 x 109 CFA 
(1976 prices). Using tlris figure, the separable costs 
for this case are calculated and summarized in Table 
5.13. 
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19.742 a 
15.793 
17.697 
3.949 
2.045 
25.157a 
19.742 
25.157 
5.415 
0 
25.157 
2.045 
3.949 
5.415 
11 .409 
13.748 
17.697 a 
15.793 
17.697 
1.904 
o 
25.157a 
17.697 
25.157 
7.460 
0 
25.157 
0 
1.904 
7.460 
9.364 
15.793 
Manantali treated as all joint costs. A third possi-
ble approach is to treat the costs of Manantali Dam 
as being entirely joint. Under this assumption, the 
separable costs-remaining benefits method of cost al-
location becomes identical with the alternative justi-
fiable expenditures method of cost allocation. 
Summary 
The basic data developed in this section and re-
quired for a pplication of the various cost allocation 
mcthods used arc sUllllllari/.cd in Table 5.14. These 
data include project benefits, least cost of single pur-
pose alternatives, and separable costs under various 
assumptions. The total discounted project cost is cal-
culated as being 51.564 billion CFA. 
The following presents a brief line by line ex-
planation of the data in Table 5.14. 
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Note, Incremental cos t of flood control in 1976 at an 
estimated inflation rate of 1.526 (1970-1976) 
and a conversion rate in 1976 of 245 GFA per 
$U.S. 5 x 106 x 1.526 x 245 = 1.87 x 109 
CFA. This cost discounted to present 
value (1976) according to the Manantali 
construction schedule (see Table 5.7) 
1.87 x loq x 0.599 
1.12 K lOq CFA 
60~ ______________ -r ____________ -L __ .-L-____________ -r ________________ ~ 
190 200 210 220 230 
Crest Elevation (Meters above mean sea level) 
Figure 5.3. The estimated cost of the Manantali Dam as a junction of crest elevation. 
Line 1. Benefits. The benefits from each of the 
services provided by the project are calculated based 
on the economic model and development scenarios 
described in Chapter IV. The benefits for the irriga-
tion water supply and the power production services 
are taken to be the returns to these services (revenue 
less production cost) before allocating the costs of 
the river development (see Table 5.5). The navigation 
benefit is calculated as the cost savings of navigation 
over other modes (see Table 5.6) 
Line 2. Alternative costs. Alternative costs are 
estimated as the least cost single purpose project that 
would provide the same service. The single purpose 
projects determined for this analysis and the calcula-
tion of alternative costs are described on pages 51-55. 
Line 3. Separable costs. The separable costs of 
the river development program are evaluated for three 
different assumptions. Assumption A (line A) is that 
water storage for each of the project purposes is treat-
ed as a separate block of water within Manantali Dam. 
Assumption B (line B) is the same as A except that 
storage capacity for flood control is included which 
effectively reduces storage for power generation As· 
sumption C (line C) assumes that storage for naviga-
tion releases also can be used for irrigation supply. The 
total figure for separable costs on line A, B, or C is the 
sum of line Ca (the discounted separable costs for pro-
ject works, Table 4.2) plus the corresponding line un-
der Manantali Dam, Cb(i), Cb(ii) or Cb(iii) (the separ-
able costs for project purposes as calculated in Tables 
5.12 and 5.13). 
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Line 4. Total cost Manantali. The total cost of 
Manantali includes discounted investment, operation, 
and maintenance costs. 
Lines 5 and 6. Joint costs. Manantali joint costs 
are calculated as difference between total costs and 
separable costs as indicated in Table 5.14. 
Application of Cost AllocatiOil 
Methods 
With the baseline information on net primary 
returns accruing to eumomic sectors before cost allo-
cation, data on the least cost single purpose pro-
ject alternative, and the :lssignment of separable costs 
for project purposes, it now is possible to proceed 
with the application of the cost allocation methods. 
As indicated by Table 5.1, a wide range of policy op-
tions for the Senegal basin were studied. The results 
of the analysis are summarized in a later section. For 
purposes of illustrating the application of the four 
cost allocation methods to the Senegal basin, one case 
for each of the methods is presented in Tables 
5.15 through 5.18, respectively. To enable compari-
son of results of the different methods, the cases pre· 
sented in Tables 5.15 through 5.18 are for: separate 
water supply and navigation storage in Manantali (de-
signated 'A' in Table 5.1); no flood controlas a pro-
ject purpose; navigation benefits included (designated 
'2' in Table 5.1); and double cropping irrigation bene-
fits (designated 'S2' in Table 5.1). Similar tables for 
other cases are contained in Appendix A. 
Computer model runs, reflecting the impact of 
cost allocation by means of the different methods 
among the project purposes of power, navigation, 
irrigation, and flood control, were made under three 
different assumptions, namely: 1) separate storage 
with no dual use of the same storage capacity for two 
or more purposes, 2) shared storage only between navi-
gation and water supply, and 3) reservoir storage shared 
among all purposes. In addition, the runs cover 
two possibilities for the navigation purpose, one in 
which joint costs were allocated to navigation, and 
one in which no joint costs were allocated to naviga-
tion. The latter procedure may be considered ill cost 
sharing negotiations, based on the notion that develop-
ment of transport infrastructure (such as waterways 
and highways) is in the national interest, and there-
fore, is a non-reimbursable cost. 
In the runs which included flood control as a 
part of the storage for cost allocation (indicated by a 
suffix, FC), flood con tro1 is treated as separable to 
the agriculture sector, with the joint costs allocated 
either on a lump sum basis (indicated by a suffix, S) 
or included in water costs (indicated by a suffix, W). 
Table 5.13. The costs of the Manantali Dam separable to project purposes with flood control (1976 price levels). 
-----.----~----------------~----
--------.----------------~-----
Costs 
Item ---::----~:----:::--=-----.--Separate Storage Case Shared Storage Case 
(billion CFA) (billion CFA) 
Dual Purpose Project 
1. Dual purpose proj ect: 
w~ter supply & navigation 
2. Single purpose water supply 
3. Single purpose navigation 
4. Cost separable to navigation 
(line 1 - line 2) 
5. Cost separable to water supply 
(line 1 - line 3) 
Mul tipurpose Proj eet 
1. Multipurpose (WS + N + FC + p)b 
2. Cost separable to flood con-
trol (cost for raising crest 
from 208 to 211 or above sea level) 
19.742 a 
15.793 
17.697 
3.949 
2.045 
25.157 a 
1.120 
3. Remaining cost of triple 24.037 
purpose 
4. Dual purpose (WS + N)b 
5. Single purpose power 
6. Cost separable to power 
(line 3 - line 4) 
7. Cost separable to WS + Nb 
(line 3 - line 5) 
SummarJ:. 
1. Total mUltipurpose Manantali 
2. Separable costs 
a. Water supply 
b. Navigation 
c. Power 
d. Flood control 
3. Joint cost to be allocated 
19.742 
24.037 
4.295 
0 
25.157 
2.045 
3.949 
4.295 
1.120 
1] .409 
13.748 
17.697 a 
15.793 
17.697 
1.904 
0 
25.157a 
1.120 
24.037 
17.697 
24.037 
6.340 
o 
25.157 
15.793 
.-------.--.. -------------------
aRefer to Table 5. 1 I . 
b WS = water supplYt N navigation t FC = flood control, P power production. 
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Table 5. 14a. Summary data for cost allocation (billion CFA - 1976 present worth). 
1. Benefits 
2. Alternative single purpose replacement for Manantali 
3. Separable costs 
A. separate storagee (sum of a + 
B. separate storage with flood control (sum of a + b(ii) 
C. shared storagef (sum of a + b (iii)) 
a. project works (See Table 4.2) 
b. Manantali damg 
(i) separate storagee (See Table 5.12) 
(ii) separate storage with flood control (See Table 5.13) 
(iii) shared storage f (See Table 5.12) 
4. Total Cost-Manantalih 
5. Joint cost-separate storage Oine 4 less line 
6. Joint cost-shared storage (line 4 less line 
7. Total proiect cost 
a Cost savings over rail and road 
b Gourbassi Darn-single purpose water supply 
c Oil flred generating new iron deposits (USER, 1976) 
d Manantali-Iowest cost single purpose alternative 
e Conservative supply case 
f Navigation release supplies irrigation _____________ _ 
Project Services 
Irrig1,ttion Power 
Water Supply Production Navigation 
102.098 55.740 86.660a 
11.649b j 17.678c 17.697d ,j 
10.325 11.849 14.741 
10.325 10.729 14.741 
8.280 13.894 12.696 
8.280 6.434 10.792 
2.045 5.415 3.949 
2.045 4.290 3.949 
0 7.460 1.904 
Flood 
Control 
14.562 
o 
1.120 
1.120 
Total 
36.915 
36.915 
34.870 
25.506 
11.409 
11.409 
9.364 
26.058 
14.649 
16.694 
51.564i 
g Discounted OMR cost added to Manantali darn investment cost from Table 5.7 
h Investment cost of 25.157 x 109 CFA plus discount OMR cost for a total of 
26.058 x 109 CF A. 
Line 7 is sum of lines 3Ca and 4, or 3Ca + 3Cb(i) + 5, or 3Ca + 3Cb(iii) + 6. 
This total is used in Tables 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18. 
Does not include the project works, which are also necessary. (See line 3.C.a) 
Table 5. 14b. An alternative cost data summary showinff specific project works. 
Project Services 
Irrigation Power Flood 
Water SUEEl~ Production Navigation Control Total 
1. Benefits 102.098 55.740 86.660 
2. Alternative costs 19.929 17.678 28.489 24.310 
3. Justifiable costs 19.929 17.678 28.489 24.310 
4. Separable costs 
A. Manantali 
a. separate storage 2.045 5.415 3.949 0 
b. separate storage with flood control 2.045 4.290 3.949 1.120 
c. shared storage 0 7.460 1.904 0 
B. Other 
a. Diama 8.280 0 0 0 
b. Power house and transmission line 0 6.434 0 0 
c. Ports and harbors 0 0 10.792 0 
Table 5.15. Separable costs remaining benefits - Ozse I-A-2-(S2f (billion CFA -1976 present worth). 
1. Benefits 
2. Alternative cost 
3. J ustiflable costs (lesser of 1 or 2) 
4. Separable cost 
a. Project works 
b. Manantali dam 
5. Remaining benefits 
6. Joint cost proportions 
7. Allocated joint costs 
8. Total cost to purpose 
9. Allocated savings (3 less 8) 
10. Cost combining all other purposes (total cost - 4) 
1 L Justifiable costs-all other purposes (lesser of 10 or !; 
row 3) 
12. Savings from purpose inclusion (3 + 11 - total cost) 
13. Credit-A-SCRB ([ 3 + 11] i Total Cost) 
aFor interpretation, refer to Table 5.1. 
bFrom Table 5.14. 
Irrigation 
Water Supply 
102.098 
19.929 
19.929 
10.325 
9.604 
(.329) 
4.821 
15.145 
4.783 
41.239 
41.239 
9.604 
Li86 
Project Services 
Power 
Production 
55.740 
17.678 
17.678 
11.849 
5.829 
(.200) 
2·n6 
14.775 
2.903 
39.715 
39.715 
5.829 
1.113 
Navigation 
86.660 
28.489 
28.489 
14.741 
13.748 
(.4 71) 
6.902 
21.643 
6.846 
36.823 
36.823 
13.748 
1.267 
Total 
36.915 
(29.181) 
14.649 
51.564b 
Table 5.16. Adjusted separable cost remaininJ( benefits - Ozse II-A-2-(S2f (billion CFA -1976 present worth). 
1. Benefits 
2. Alternative costs 
3. Justifiable costs (lesser of 1 or 2) 
4. Separable costs 
5. Credit factors (Table 5.15) 
6. Adjusted separable cost (4 x 5) 
7. Remaining benefits - adjusted (3 
8. Joint cost proportions (7 ; !; 7) 
6) 
9. Allocated join t costs 
10. Total costs to purpose (4 + 9) 
a For interpretation, refer to Table 5.1. 
bFrom Table 5.14. 
Irrigation 
Water Supply 
102.098 
19.929 
19.929 
10.325 
1.186 
12.245 
7.684 
(.349) 
5.120 
15.445 
Project Services 
Power 
Production Navigation Total 
55.740 86.660 244.498 
17.678 28.489 66.096 
17.678 28.489 66.096 
11.849 14.741 36.915 
1.113 1.267 
13.188 18.677 44.1\0 
4.490 9.812 21.986 
(.204) (.446) 
2.992 6.538 14.649 
14.841 21.279 51.564b 
Table 5.17. Alternative justifiable expenditure Ozse III-J-2-(S2f (billion CFA - 1976 present worth). 
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For the lump sum allocation to agricultural land. 
flood control costs could be recovered by a land tax 
based on, for example, either the area of recession 
agriculture converted to irrigated land, or the area of 
irrigated land developed. 
Runs also were made to determine the effect of 
the development of rail shipment for iron ore on the 
allocation of navigation costs (indicated by a suffix. 
R) by excluding the shipment of pelleted iron ore on 
the river. The rail alternative is the current shipping 
method being considered by MIFERSO. The naViga-
tion portion of the model also includes two other 
categories: 1) the direct transport of agricultural 
inputs and products, and 2) navigation related to other 
economic sectors. The latter, a residual between the 
total estimated tonnage of non-mineral shipping and 
the estimated tonnage of agricultural inputs and pro-
ducts is by far the larger of the two. 
Summary of Results 
Tables 5.19 through 5.24 summarize the results 
of the model analysis of the effects of cost allocation 
policies on economic sectors and countries under vari-
ous assumptions. Some general conclusions can be 
drawn from these results, with respect to alternative 
analyses and cost allocations. 
First, both agricultural and mining sectors ex-
hibit positive profits after allocation of project costs, 
using "world" prices and costs as reflected in Sene-
galese data (see Tables 5.19 and 5.20). An exception 
is the loss to the mining sector when rail shipment is 
used (see Table 5.21). If in-country prices and costs 
are used, it is not known whether all sectors in all 
countries would remain profitable after cost alloca-
tion. However, the in-country prices and costs which 
differ from world markets are likely to be either sub-
sidized or taxed so that the burden of support for the 
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project will fall heavily on the government subsidized 
sectors and lightly on taxed sectors. 
Second, within any specific cost allocation 
methodology. the total costs to economic sectors 
and to countries, and the prices of the project services 
(water, navigation, power and flood control) do not 
exhibit large variations for the alternative assumptions 
about the separability of the Manantali Dam costs to 
purposes. However. there are Significant differences 
in total allocated costs and prices among the cost al-
location methodologies. This situation is evident in 
comparing the separable costs-remaining benefits ap-
proaches (Table 5.19) to the benefits less separable 
cost approach (Table 5.20). The separable-cost-re-
maining benefits method, or the more recent adjusted 
separable costs-remaining benefits method. are the 
methods commonly used for cost allocation. 
Third. when flood control is added as a project 
purpose. the cost of water to agriculture is significantly 
increased, while the naVigation and power costs are re-
duced (compare the first lines of numbers in Tables 
5.19 and 5.21). The costs of flood control are signi-
ficant, as indicated by comparing the water costs for 
the two flood control cost options shown by the 
first four runs in Table 5.21. The significant costs 
which can be attributed to flood control also are shown 
by the fourth and sixth runs in Table 5.24. In addition, 
these two runs illustra te that the separable flood con-
trol costs and their allocation are different in the 
cases in which the costs of Manantali are partially sep-
arable (run 4) or entirely joint (run 6 of Table 5.24). 
The amount of joint costs allocated is greater in the 
all-joint case (run 6), and the net benefits which ac-
crue to each sector in each country are also different. 
As a result, the proportion of the cost which each 
country bears with respect to flood control also changes 
substantially. If the costs allocated to flood control 
under the two options illustrated (Manantali partially 
separable-option A or Manantali all-joint option J) 
were to be recovered by a land tax, two possibilities 
are illustrated as follows: 
1. Based on total irrigated hectares developed 
a. I-A-(FCS)-2-(S2) 7.667 CFA/ha/yr ($31) 
b. I-J-(FCS)-2-(S2) 10.465 CFA/ha/yr ($43) 
2. Based on total recession hectares converted to irri-
gated 
a. I-A-(FCS)-2-(S2) 
b. I-J-(FCS)-2-(S2) 
10.117 CFA/ha/yr 
13.808 CFA/ha/yr 
($41) 
($56) 
Fourth, the shipment of pelleted iron ore by 
rail has two consequences: 1) the price of navigation 
is increased causing a slight increase in total cost to 
agriculture and a significant increase in the rela ted 
agricultural transport, and 2) mining is no longer pro-
fitable at an assumed rail cost of 2.5 CF A per t Oil-
kilometer. A small reduction in that rail cost would 
cause mining to become profitable, so that 2.5 CFA/ 
Tkm appears to be an approximate maximum ship-
Table 5.19. Net primary returns, costs, and price for (I) separable cost-remaining benefits, (II) adjusted sep-
arable costs-remaining benefits, and (III) alternative justifiable expenditure methods. a 
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I HI-2-(S2) 6.281 20. SOH J~. 95'1 H'L 142 I I . (" 7 20.925 14,R7~ 1'i.7hO .9 'i 7 .n:! H.277 
II [-.J-2-(S2) n.2S0 20.171 ')H.40b 84.H27 12.791 n.I'i] I') .759 I\, h 52 1.01', .775 7. I 711 
[(Present worth for all net primary r('turns and for all cost~, io('luding cnpit.nl., and oper:1tio!1, Ulnintenanct', 
and replacement (OMR). 
nFor interpretRtion, refer to Tahh~ 'L I. 
Table 5.20. Net primary returns, costs, and prices for benefits less costs (one and two seasons).a 
NET PRIMARY RETliRNS (GrA x PRICrcS (CP/\ x 10
9) 
h 
_._.==~:I,,0J t~I'r',,-' ... ,. , .... ,. Prices 
Run Til Mal i M,wr. 5(>11. M.i~nin~ ~(lY~h_' Watl'r .• P~}~l\ r: 
- ,-~, _ .. - . ---. - . -. - ~ -~-~,,~ -.- ---- .,. 
IV-A- 1-(52) (,.120 1,~. 59B 5').R94 HI). )67 15.6010 17.741 20.22 j 16.hOO .674 .99'i R. 7 III 
11-1\-2-(52) 6.221 19.R12 '17 HZ) IH. HSS 1\.321 J9.!{OH 16.796 14.9 /,5 .90h ,826 7. R49 
rV-Il-1-(S2) , (,. 137 1B.759 50. I 12 HI,OOH 14.766 12.1>91 19, H"19 19.014 .SHO .976 9,997 
IV-!\-2-(S2) 6.257 20.204 'ill .460 Hi,. 92 J J I .9il6 1 H. 'iH7 15.761 17,nO .R)O .775 9.049 
IV-,I-I-(S2) 5.9h2 16.7.17 52.1\26 75,52') 19.879 10.792 2'i."l74 15,397 .49') 1.24H 8.0H7 
IV-A-l-(Sl) 2.560 9.644 :n.966 '36.170 l.1.05H 14.471 17.675 19,14K .674 3.310 10.057 
IV-A-2-(SI) 2.636 JO.~:J9 25.914 39.31\9 I 1.215 21 ,TIl 11 •. 36'i I ).HIlS .97) 2.690 11.334 
IV-J- 1- (S I ) 2.485 11.470 22.053 1:1 ,00 i I '5 , W7 10.792 20.892 19.H79 .i.91 1.91'\ 10,441 
IV-,J-2- (S I) 2.611 10.482 25. "l'l2 "H.42'i 11. Jin n.'IOY 15.316 !"l.9)H 1,020 2.RbS 7. '121 
<Ipresent worth for all net primary return:-> and for ':111 costs, ineluding C'apital, and opl'ration, mnintC'nanct>,. 
and replaeeml'nt (OMR). 
l'For illtprpr~t~ltlon, refer ttl l'nlll0 ~.I. 
Table 5.21. Net primary returns, costs, and prices for flood control and rail shipment of pelleted ore. a 
Run 10 b 
----.----
1-/\- (FCW) - 2- (52) 6.106 18.483 55.664 80.253 16.651 18.504 20.433 12.629 0.846 1.005 6.633 
I-A-(FCS)-2-(S2) 6.347 21.239 60.141 87.72} 16.651 18.504 12.959 12.629 0.846 0.637 6.633 
I-J-(FCW)-2-(S2) 6.024 17.529 54. 114 77 .667 19.08.1 17.699 23.041 10.823 0.809 1.133 5.684 
I-J-(FCS)-2-(S2) , 6.353 21.290 60.222 87.865 19.083 17.699 12.844 10.823 0.809 0.632 5.684 
I(R)-A-2-(S2) 6.126 19.661 57.593 83.380 -1. 556 21.638 15.141 14.784 4.446 0.745 7.765 
I(R)-CT-2-(52) 6.101 
apresent worth for all net 
and replacement (OMR). 
19.411 57.187 82.699 -0.424 22.153 15.759 
"- --"- ---- ~~ 
:-,-"",-~1=.3:..::.6l?_~ •. ~ __ 0. 775....2.:..UQ 
primary returns and for all costs, including cupital, and operation, maintenance, 
bYor 
Few 
FCS 
R 
interpretation. refer to Table 5.1 and the followin!'. noteH: 
- Flood control cost included in price of water 
= Flood control cost levied as separable tax on agricultural land 
= Mining shipments by rail at 2.5 CFA/TKM 
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ping cost for mining. Furthermore, the mining sector 
also is charged a higher price for power under the rail 
shipment alternative since joint costs not covered by 
navigation are spread to other services. 
Fifth, under all of the cost allocation methods 
the power costs exceed the five CFA/Kwhr estimated 
by MIFERSO as the maximum feasible charge for 
power. In most cases, this maximum was exceeded 
by factors of 1.5 to 2.0. When flood control was in-
cluded as project purpose, with the costs chargeable 
either as a lump sum to the agricultural sector or in-
cluded in the water charge, the power price fell to 
only slightly more than the five CFA/Kwhr suggested 
maximum. 
Sixth, the cost allocation by country does not 
change substantially under the different allocation 
methods and development assumptions. Table 5.22 
through 5.24 summarize the present worth of all costs 
(including capital and operation, maintenance and re-
placement (OMR) costs). These costs are summarized 
for the economic sectors and the three countries using 
different cost allocation methods and different devel-
opment scenarios. As an example of the stability of 
model results for all methods, the following means 
and standard deviations were calculated for the OMVS 
development scenario wi th river transport of iron 
pellets: 
Average Allocated Costs 
Country (present worth) CFAx 109 
Mali 2.25 
Mauritania 7.37 
Senegal 41.90 
Standard Devia-
tion (CFAx 109) 
0.36 
1.23 
1.27 
For a further comparison, the average for the two op-
tions examined for tile adjusted separable costs-remain-
ing benefits method (see third and fourth runs in Table 
5.22) is 2.38,6.28, and 42.90 x 109 CFA for MalL 
Mauritania, and Senegal, respectively. 
The effects of alternative modes for mining trans-
port (rail or navigation) on the cost allocations is indi-
cated by the two runs at the top of Table 5.24. For 
the development scenarios examined all mining was 
assumed to occur in Senegal. Thus, wilen the iron 
pellets are assumed to be moved by river transport, 
a significant portion of the total project costs are al-
located to SenegaL When the iron pellets are assumed 
to be shipped by rail, there are no costs allocated to 
navigation in the mining sector, thus resulting in a con-
siderable readjustment in the distribution of the total 
project costs between the three countries. 
The last six runs on Table 5.23 indicate the ef-
fects of the various development scenarios on the al-
location of project costs between countries. As might 
be expected, the results suggest some sensitivity to de-
velopment rate. 
Table 5.22. Costs by sector and country (CFAx 109) (I) separable costs-remaining benefits, (II) adjusted 
separable cost remaining benefits, and (III) alternative justifiable expenditure methods. a 
Service Cos ts Service Costs Other Navigation 
Scenario to Agriculture Sector to Minin~ Sector Service Costs Total 
and b Water Navigation Power Navigation 
ML .488 .042 1.892 2.422 
MR 5.584 .213 .498 6.295 
SN 9.069 .341 14.784 16.821 1.830 42.845 
1-B-2- (S2)-OMVS 
ML .468 .041 1.848 2.357 
MR 5.351 .208 .487 6.046 
SN 8.691 .333 15.910 16.440 1.788 43.162 
II-A-2-(S2)-OMVS 
ML .498 .041 L860 2.399 
MR 5.692 .209 .490 6.391 
SN 9.244 .335 14.842 16.542 I. 799 42.762 
II-B-2-(s2)-OMVS 
ML .480 .040 1. 829 2.349 
MR 5.487 .206 .482 6. 175 
SN 8.911 .330 15.760 16.271 1.770 43.042 
III-.f-2- (S2)-O~IVS 
ML .508 .043 l. 937 2.488 
MR 5.812 .218 .510 6.540 
~:N 9.439 .349 13.652 17.225 1.873 42.538 
a bPresent worth far all costs, including capital and operation, maintenance, and replacement (O~ffi). 
For interpretation, refer to Table 5.1. In addition, OMVS refers to the rate of agricultur.ll development 
projected by the OMVS (Figure 4.3). 
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Table 5.23. Costs by sector by country (CFA x ]09) (IV) benefits less costs (one and two seasons).Q 
--.----- -.... -- _. ----------------~--~ -----
Service Cos ts Costs N.:lvi~at-jon 
Scenario to Agriculture Sector to Mining Sector Service Costs Tot .1 
and b Water Navigation Power Navigation 
w~ __ ··~ ___ ._~~ 
ML .652 .028 1.289 1.969 
MR 7.428 .11,3 .340 7.94 J 
SN 12.113 .232 16.600 11. 461 1.247 41. 651 
IV-A-2-(S2)-OMVS 
ML .542 .038 1.732 2.312 
MR 6.194 .195 .456 6.84'> 
SN 10.060 .312 14.945 15.403 l. 675 ~2. 19', 
IV-B-l-(S2)-OMVS 
ML . 640 .024 1.110 1.77/ • 
MR 7.316 .125 .292 7.73 'I 
SN 11. 883 .200 19.034 9.864 1.073 42.054 
IV-B-2-{S2)-OMVS 
ML .509 .036 1.625 2.170 
MR 5.813 .183 .428 6.424 
SN 9.441 .293 17.230 14.452 1.572 42.988 
IV-J-l-(S2)-OMVS 
ML .819 .021 .943 1.783 
MR 9.357 .106 .249 9.712 
SN 15.198 .170 15.397 8.386 .913 40.064 
IV-J-2-(S2)-OMVS 
i1L .628 .038 1. 732 2.398 
MR 7.176 .195 .456 7.827 
SN 11.655 .312 12.297 15.403 1 . f, 75 41.342 
IV-A-I-(SI)-OMVS 
ML .436 .014 1.289 1. 739 
MR 6.557 .073 .340 6.970 
SN 10.682 . 116 19.148 11.461 1.21,7 42.654 
IV-A-2-(SI)-OMVS 
ML .354 .020 1. 865 2.239 
MR 5.329 .105 .491 5.925 
SN 8.682 .168 15.868 16.582 1.804 43.104 
IV-J-I-(SI)-OMVS 
ML .515 .010 .943 1.468 
MR 7.751 .053 .249 8.05] 
SN 12.627 .08S 19.879 8.386 .913 42.148 
rV-J-2-(SI)-OMVS 
ML .378 .021 1.950 2.349 
MR 5.682 .110 .514 6.30b 
SN 9.256 .176 13.938 17.345 1. fi8 7 42.602 
IV-A-2-(S2)-OMVS 
ML .542 .038 1.732 2. 31~: 
MR 6.194 .195 .4 ,}6 6.845 
SN IO.OAO .312 14.945 15.403 1. (, 75 42.395 
rV-A-2-(S2)-OMVS modified 
ML .702 .045 2.060 2.807 
MR 5.790 .185 .411 6.406 
SN 10. ~ 19 .288 14.857 15.102 1.5'}O 42.336 
IV-A-2-(S2)- OMVS modprate 
ML . il49 .(H2 7. I W3 8.074 
MR n.143 .109 .2'}t) (,.511 
SN 9.R64 .179 IS.fln 10.430 .'J'n '17.0B 
IV-A- 2- (S2)-Ih>yr" rd srow 
ML .77] .Oll ().1'",44 7. :l4H 
MR I). ,}q') . I ()(I . 2~'1 S.9S4 
SN 8.9H8 . 17S I,}. 71 H 12.,}90 ,~~7 3H.358 
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Table 5.23. Continued. 
Scenario 
and b 
Country 
IV-A-2-(S2)-USBR 
ML 
MR 
SN 
IV-A-2-(S2)-OMVS 
ML 
MR 
SN 
Service Costs 
to Agriculture Sector 
Water Navigation 
.789 .037 
').698 .129 
8.683 .201 
(In-country pricE'S) 
.60l} .036 
6.923 .183 
J I. 244 .290 
Service Costs 
to Mining Sector 
Power Navigation 
- -- -----
15.560 14.755 
14.198 14.4:'4 
Other Nnvigation 
Services Costs 
4.416 
.302 
983 
1.625 
.428 
1.572 
Total 
5.242 
6.129 
40.182 
2.267 
7.534 
41.758 
--- -.-.- .. - - -- --- -
a h Prf'spnt worth for a 11 costs, includin~ , ~p i til I. rna in tenan('e. and replacement (oMR). 
For interpretation, refer to Tahle '>.1 and the following notes: 
OMVS = rate of agricultural development prOjected by the OMVS (Figure 4.3) 
Beyrard = rate of agricultural development projected by Beyrard (Figure 4.3) 
USBR = rate of agricultural development projected by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation (Figure 4.3) 
Table 5.24. Costs by sector by country (CFAx 109) for flood control and rail shipment of pelle ted iron 
option. a (1- separable costs-remaining benefits). 
Services Costs Service Costs 
to A&riculture Sector 
Water Navigation 
Servi ce Cos ts 
ML 
MR 
SN 
I(R)-J-Z-(S2)-OMVS 
.488 
5.584 
9.069 
ML .508 
MR 5.812 
SN 9.439 
I-A-SN-(FCW)-2-(S2)-OMVS 
ML .659 
MR 7.535 
SN 12.Z39 
I-A-(FCS)-2-(S2)-OMVS 
ML .418 
MR 4.779 
SN 7.762 
I-J-(FCW)-2-(S2)-OMVS 
ML .743 
MR 8.497 
SN 13.801 
I-J-(FCS)-2-(S2)-OMVS 
ML .414 
MR 4.736 
.187 
.956 
1. 531 
.191 
.979 
1. 568 
.036 
.182 
.291 
.036 
.182 
.291 
.034 
.174 
.279 
.034 
.174 
14.784 
13.652 
12.460 
12.629 
10.823 
o 
o 
14.386 
14.386 
13.759 
8.501 
2.240 
8.223 
8.704 
2.293 
8.419 
1.618 
.426 
1. 565 
1.618 
.426 
1.565 
l. 547 
.408 
1.497 
1. 547 
.408 
823 13.759 1.497 
--~=-----------~~~----~~~-------------------------------
worth for all costs, including replacement (OMR). 
interpretation, refer to Table 5.1 
OMVS rate of agriculture development projected by the OMVS (Figure 4.3) 
R Mining shipments by rail at 2.5 CFA/TKM 
FCW = Flood control cost included in price of water 
pes ~ F10"d control cost levied as separable tax on agricultural land 
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Control 
Service 
Costs 
o 
o 
.595 
2.586 
4.290 
1.107 
4.813 
4.269 
9.176 
8.780 
33.607 
9.403 
9.084 
33.078 
2.313 
8.143 
40.941 
2.667 
7.973 
40.923 
2.324 
9.079 
40.159 
3.102 
10.131 
38.320 
CHAPTER VI 
COST ALLOCATION, FINANCIAL REPAYMENT, 
AND LOAN GUARANTEES 
Cost Allocation 
In assigning financial responsibility for the de-
velopment of international streams, a special attempt 
must be made to avoid mismatching costs and bene-
fits among participating countries. If net benefits are 
increased because of the multi-country arrangement, 
then cost-sharing arrangements for the joint develop-
ment should provide for each country's sharing equit-
ably in the advantages (Regan, 1964). 
In order to discuss the advantages to each coun-
try it is necessary to consider each country's indepen-
dent alternatives. Thus, if a multi-national develop-
ment displaces within-country water use and economic 
production, then the economic loss caused by these 
displacements must be added to the cost calculations 
for countries in which they occur. The losses from 
these displacements may be measured by the expected 
productivity in the alternative independent projects 
that must be foregone as a result of the join I multi-
national project. That is, the net benefib expected to 
accrue within a country from the most advantageous 
project likely to be realized in the absence of the joint 
project represents the opportunity cost (Regan, 1964). 
The costs of development of the joint project would 
thus include two components: 1) the direct costs of 
establishing and operating the project, and 2) the op-
portunity costs that would be foregone from available 
within-country alternatives. Project benefits for the 
joint project must be sufficientlv great to cover both 
of these components of cost. The benefits which ex-
ceed both of these cost componellts represent the in-
centive for joint development. The greater the excess 
of benefits, the greater the incentive for joint action. 
For a joint system to be viable, the cost allocation 
must provide for an excess of benefits above costs in 
each sector and each country. If this is not the case, 
participant dropouts will occur which will cause cost 
reallocations and potentially serious repercussions on 
remaining sectors (a "domino" effect) resulting in 
possible failure of the entire repayment system. The 
only alternative to repayment based on economic re-
turns is an arrangement which requires compulsorv 
participation and repayment. 
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In the case of the proposed Senegal River devel-
opment program, it is assumed that the system will be 
operated so that benefits exceed costs in each econom-
ic sector and in each country by a sufficient margin 
to induce the multi-national cooperation. A cost-
benefit analysis for either the project as a whole or 
for any part thereof was not conducted as a part of 
the study reported here. 
Financial Repayment 
The following conditions must apply if the re-
payment system is to continue to be viable and pro-
vide for fully meeting the commitment. 
1. For the project in total: 
a. At the outset, total expected benefits must 
exceed expected costs (including oppor-
tunity costs) to induce the coun tries to 
partici pate. 
b. Over time, the present value of expected 
future benefits must continue to exceed 
the present value of expected future costs 
to provide for continued incentive to par-
ticipate. That is, the payoff must not be 
allowed to lag sufficiently to cause the 
project to become uneconomic over any 
time period, so that other alternatives be-
come more attractive. This problem be-
comes more acute as technology changes 
displace some project services. 
c. Continuous equitable sharing of costs 
among participant cmmtries is necessary 
to assure fair cost burdens at all times. 
Disproportionate levies may drive some 
users out, which might in turn create fur-
ther withdrawals, increaSing burdens on 
remaining participants, and causing the 
eventual failure of the repayment system. 
In the case of a three-country system, it 
seems likely that the dropping out of a 
single country would cause failure. 
2. For each participant country: 
a. At the outset, expected benefits in total 
must exceed expected costs (including op-
portunity costs) to induce the country 
to participate. 
b. Over time, the present value of expected 
future benefits must continue to exceed 
the present value of expected future costs 
in order for the country to maintain inter-
est. 
c. Continuous sharing of a country's costs 
must be borne equitably by the benefit-
ting sectors to keep all sectors in the repay-
ment system. Each country must be able 
to assure sector viability or be able and 
willing to fall back on general revenues to 
make up disproportionate burdens on any 
sector. The general revenue option is less 
desirable than sectoral responsibility since 
short-run changes in administrators, ability 
to pay, or mood of government may re-
sult in withdrawal of support. 
3. For each participating sector within a coun-
try: 
a. At the outset total expected benefits to 
the users resulting from use of project 
services must exceed exp~cted costs (in-
cluding the opportunity costs). 
b. The use of the services must remain eco-
nomically attractive over time. 
c. Con tinuous sharing of the sector's costs 
must be equitably borne by the individu-
als and firms in the sector to keep the 
individual users in the repayment system. 
Individual entrepreneurial decisions are 
critical. For instance, if project services 
ever become available from less expensive 
sources, the entrepreneur will seek to use 
the new facilities which increase his own 
well-being. In this case the country may 
be better off to change to a new system, 
but a plan must provide explicitly for re-
payment of previous investmen ts and the 
possibility of any public financing of new 
systems. 
Loan Guarantees 
It is not likely that anyone system of charges 
will can tinue to be appropriate over the entire life of 
the project repayment period. Periodic adjustments 
must be anticipated as conditions change. However, 
if adjustl1lcnts are frequ0nt, thc stability of the pro-
ject may bc jcopardized. Each country could adjust 
its projected development rates continuously to uvoid 
some or all of their repayment responsibility. It ap-
pears that some specified periodic review should be 
established in the solidarity agreement. Five to 
twenty-year reviews are common in other joint-ven-
ture projects, with adjustments being made at each 
time on the basis of projected performance. 
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Due to inherent uncertainties about the future, 
countries should plan to provide for some back-up 
funds to assure the loans. The development of the 
basin is contributory to the well-being of entire coun-
tries. Many secon dary employment and income bene-
fits can be expected from the developmen t. There-
fore, it is recommended that each country contribute 
to a small guarantee fund, with the magnitude of the 
con tribution being in proportion to the negotia ted 
cost share for each country. Provisions for a small 
contribution during each of the years of construction, 
and during the IO-year expected grace period before 
loan repayment is to begin, will demonstrate good 
faith and provide for better terms for the loans. Total 
contributions likely would not need to be larger than 
one or two year's expected share from user fees from 
each country, and could be deposited with OMVS or 
some other international institution. It is expected 
that the deposit would not be used during the repay-
ment period, but would assure against a shortfall in 
user fee collections. The final loan payments might 
well be made from this reserve at the end of repay-
ment. 
It is important to assign cost shares to countries 
on the basis of expected benefits. If realized bene-
fits are used, it may provide a disincentive to develop 
if it becomes apparent that non-development reduces 
the cost share, while other countries will proceed with 
development and payment for the infrastructure. At 
the same time, it seems desirable to maintain a certain 
flexibility for reassignment of cost shares if a particu-
lar sector or country fails to develop and thus to gen-
erate sufficient user fee revenue. Perhaps Some bind-
ing arbitration on the part of an international body 
to levy appropriate shares would be needed. Since 
the countries are financially involved, it seems unlike-
ly that renegotiation of cost shares could be accom-
plished directly or through OMVS. 
A possible structural arrangement for institution-
al components to provide for the success of the pro-
gram is shown in Figure 6.1. The most important 
component in the system is the multi-national author-
ity (such as the OMVS) which is the overseer of the 
entire development. This authority provides for the 
developmen t, operation, and maintenance of the en-
tire project. The existence of this multi-national auth-
ority must be fully and continuously supported by the 
participating countries. 
In order to providc ror improved security, :lnd 
t hcrcfore, better terms on loans, 11 separate internatioll-
al authority also is recommcnded for monitoring loull 
repayment. This agency would have custody or the 
guarantee payments set aside from each country, and 
also be responsible for binding arbitrations on cost-
sharing renegotiations. No direct project initiation or 
management should be expected from this internation-
al authority. 
Staff Support by 
Services Contractor 
International 
Multi-National 
Authority 
for 
Senegal River 
Development 
.Constituted under 
international law 
.Directors appointed by 
each member state 
.Funded by contributions 
from member states, 
development corporations, 
and international donor 
community 
• Constituted under international law 
• Directors appointed by lI1Ulti-national 
authority for Senegal River development 
• Initially funded by multi-national 
authority for Senegal River Development 
or f rom donor s 
• Ultimately self financing from oper-
ating revenues or financed by donors 
• Custodian for guarantee funds 
1- • Responsible for binding arbitration on cost-sharing 
National 
• Individually organized within the member states concerned 
eIndividually financed--guvernment funds, private funds, 
international donor community 
Figure 6.1. The basic institutional components of a general management plan for the proposed Senegal 
River development project. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Scope and Objectives of the Study 
The primary purpose of the study reported here-
in is to examine the possibility of using estimated pro-
ject benefits as the basis for distributing the capital, 
operating, maintenance, and replacement costs associ-
ated with the proposed Senegal River development 
program. The problem is complicated because the 
Senegal River is an international stream, so that it is 
necessary to consider not only the various economic 
use sectors involved with the program, but also the 
three separate countries of Mali, Mauritania, and Sene-
gal. 
In order to perform the computations necessary 
to achieve the primary objective, the report proposes 
a model which estimates the economic benefits of the 
developmen t program for each use sector. These 
benefits then are distributed to each of the three par-
ticipating countries. In order to demonstrate ItS use 
and capabilities, the results of several model runs are 
included in the report. Each run is based on specific 
assumptions concerning such parameters as commodity 
prices and rate of project developmen t. 111e model is 
based on sound economic principles, but at present 
there are many unknown factors and conditions associ-
ated with the proposed river developmen t program. 
Thus, the model results con tained in the report are of 
necessity based on assumed approximations. For ex-
ample, the project configuration itself was assumed. 
However, at the present time the model is capable of 
providing some indications of the relative sensitivities 
of the economic system to various input parameters 
and system variables. 
As project configuration, costs of production, 
and other input quantities become more clearly de-
fined, cost allocations suggested by the model will 
become more accurate and realistic. However, it is 
emphasized that the relative benefit streams from the 
proposed development program to each of the eco-
nomic sectors, and hence to the participating coun-
tries will be continuously changing in terms of the 
constantly shifting picture of I) world prices and 2) 
the degree of project utilization within each of the 
countries involved. 
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Procedure 
Data availability and assumptions 
Once it is determined that a multipurpose pro-
ject is economically justified, there arises the question 
of allocating the costs of the project equitably among 
the economic sectors benefiting from the project. In 
the case of the Senegal River developmen t program, 
it is necessary for the cost allocation to proceed one 
step further, namely to the participating countries. In 
discussing the need to allocate costs a distinction must 
be made between project evaluation and cost alloca-
tion. Project evaluation deals with the estimation of 
benefits and costs in order to determine project justifi-
cation. Cost allocation is concerned with the distribu-
tion of total project costs among the various services 
provided by the project. Complications arise primarily 
because there are joint costs in a multipurpose and 
multi-national project which must be allocated. 
The general procedure which was followed in 
the course of this study Involved the assumption of a 
particular project configuration and water uses, and 
the development of appropriate economic data rela-
tive to this system. Because of the wide variations in 
the discharge rates of the Senegal River, some form of 
regulation is needed in order to distribute the flows 
more uniformly, and thus to increase the utility of 
the river to the riparian countries. The problem then 
is to formulate an integrated development plan which 
will provide benefits to each of the participating states, 
and in which each is abl:: to share on a fair and equit-
able basis. With these principles in mind the OMVS 
countries have agreed to develop the Manantali Dam 
on the Bafing River in order to provide a regulated 
river flow of 300 m3/sec (minimum) at Bakel, and 
ultimately to generate 100 MW of firm power. The 
agreemen t also refers to the construction of a salt 
water barrier dam (Diama) near St. Louis to prevent 
the upstream intrusion of salty ocean waters into the 
fresh waters contained in the lower channel of the 
Senegal River. On the basis of this agreement, it is 
assumed in this study that the potential benefits of 
the proposed Senegal River project are realized from 
the following purposes or services: I) generation of 
hydroelectric power; 2) irrigation of agricultural 
crops and pasture; 3) navigation in the river; and 4) 
flood control on the river. 
A study involving the estimated distribution of 
economic benefits (and therefore appropriate propor-
tiOIlS of costs) from a large international project such 
as the proposed Senegal River development program 
requires much data. The earlier study for the Boeing 
Company (Riley, 1974) distributed both separable and 
joint project cos~s on the basis of uttimate projected 
water uses. The study reported herein involves the 
added dimension of economic benefits and costs, so 
that estimates of project development costs and sys-
tem operating and maintenance costs are needed 
both during amI following the completion of project 
development. TIle study requires estimates of eco-
nomic benefits and rates of project development and 
subsequent utilization, both by economic use sector 
and by country. As might be expected, information 
and data demands are high for a study of this nature, 
and in many cases information currently is at best 
vague and tentative, or simply not yet available. 
There are two major purposes of cost allocation. 
One is the revenue function to provide for repayment 
of the investment. The second function of cost allo-
cation in public works is to promote economic effi-
ciency in their use. Economic efficiency is achieved 
when prices charged eq ual the marginal cost of the 
goods and services produced by the project (James 
and Lee, 1971, p. 529-530). lfthe fees for services 
fail to provide sufficient revenue, then the partici-
pants involved must assure repayment of the loan 
through measures such as direct government payment, 
subsidies from general taxation, and/or price supports 
on output goods. Thus, in a multi-national project, 
such as the Senegal River basin development, an equit-
able assignment of the costs to countries is important 
for loan guarantee purposes. 
It is assumed that fees collected in the opera-
tion of the Senegal River basin project will be suffi-
cient to repay the costs of development and also the 
operating, maintenance, and replacement costs. To as-
sume otherwise implies external subsidization by either 
the participating countries or outside donors. If a bene-
fit-cost analysis of the proposed Senegal River basin de-
velopment program indicates tllat the benefits exceed 
costs, then the task of cost allocation (or the assess-
ment of fees to support the project) reduces to one of 
assigning costs in proportion to benefits received. On 
this premise, an equitable fee structure can be designed 
which would be sufficient to support the project, and 
yet would not result in the inefficient use of project 
services by destroying incentives. To ensure that the 
project resources are used efficiently, the basic prin-
ciple adopted for this study is that costs are ~llocated 
to the economic sectors and countries according to 
the benefits received. In practice, the usual procedure 
is to formulate rates or fees which will distribute costs 
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among all customers as nearly as possible in proportion 
to the benefit. This premise implies that all costs, in-
cluding joint costs, are covered, and that sunk costs 
are amortized. 
As suggested by the preceding paragraphs, much 
of the data which are used for this study are only tenta-
tive, other information and assumptions are based on 
the "best judgment" of the writers from examinations 
of available reports and technical discussions with 
knowledgeable people. At this point, the emphasis, 
however, is on the technique proposed for estimating 
the benefits as a basis of allocating the total costs of 
the proposed develop men t program between the par-
tici pa ting coun tries. 
Methods adopted 
In contemplating an economic analysis proced-
ure for estimating benefits from the proposed devel-
opment program, a wide range of possible techniques 
was examined. These procedures range from a con-
sideration primarily of the physical uses of water as 
discussed by the earlier Boeing study (Riley, 1974) to 
the formulation of sophisticated economic models. 
Several possible economic analysis procedures are 
identified in Chapter II of this report. An economic 
model was adopted for the study which simulates 
the streams of benefits and costs accruing to the 
various economic use sectors and to each of the three 
participating countries. Thus, the model provides a 
picture of benefits by use sectors and country at 
any required point in time within the project plan-
ning horizon. The very need to allocate costs implies 
that it is impossible to determine precisely who caused 
them to be incurred. Thus, as far as possible, costs 
are assigned first, to those who caused their incurr-
ence, and the remaining costs then are allocated. In 
this logical procedure, costs are divided into four 
major categories as follows: 1) costs which are sep-
arable by sector and country; 2) costs which are sep-
arable by sector but which are not separable by coun-
try; 3) costs which are non-separable by sector but 
which are separable by country; and 4) costs which 
are joint by both sector and country. This scheme 
is both mutually exclusive and exhaustive, so that 
all costs must fall into one of these four categories. 
The category of totally separable costs is identi-
fied first, since these costs clearly should be allocated 
to the sector and country in which they are invested 
and to which the benefits accrue. Thus, the sector 
and country which receive the entire benefit stream 
from a given investment normally are assessed the 
cost of that investment. Equitable distribution of 
cost requires such a division in that the beneficiaries 
pay the costs. 
The category of separable sector costs, but 
joint costs to countries is the second division. In 
this case, sectors can be clearly identified in terms 
of costs, but those sectors serve more than one coun-
try. An example is an electrical transmission line 
which supplies power to mines in two countries. Since 
the line carries electricity for both countries, it is a 
joint cost to countries, but separable by sector, which 
in this case is mining. 
The third major category is non-separable Goint) 
by sectors, but separable by country. If a construc-
tion project serves more than one sector in only one 
country, then these costs fit in this category. For 
example, if a road were constructed in one country 
which serves both mining and agricultural transport, 
then the costs are joint between sectors, but separ-
able by country. 
The fourth category involves those costs which 
are joint for both sectors and countries. These costs 
include a portion of the costs of major facilities 
which are constructed in a given project, such as 
dams, which develop basic resources for the produc-
tion of all services. 
The cost allocations are based on the four 
methods of: 1) net benefits, 2) separable costs-re-
maining benefits, 3) alternative justifiable expenditure, 
and 4) adjusted separable costs-remaining benefits. 
Each depends on an estimation of benefits resulting 
from the project so that the costs aSSigned to any 
user (or state) depend upon the relative amount of 
the project benefits received by that user. For this 
reason, the procedure used for estimating project 
benefits is an important part of the cost allocation 
analysis. 
The selection of the particular benefit calcula-
tion method for allocated costs depends on two im-
portant consideration: 1) the adequacy and accur-
acy of the method for determining cost allocations, 
and 2) the availability of data. Among the methods 
available, (see Table 2:4), the data reqUirements increase 
as the methods become more sophisticated In the case 
of this study, Method 6 (net primary benefits) was 
chosen because net primary returns could be cak .. dated 
from available data (training costs are not included). 
Value added (Method 7) could not have been used rea-
listically because wages paid in each economic sec-
tor are not known. In order to apply Method 7 
under these data limitations, the proportion of costs 
assigned to wages would have to be assumed to be 
the same for all economic sectors. Given the con-
straint of a constant proportion of wages among all 
sectors and all countries the method would yield 
the same allocation estimates as those of Method 6. 
When data become available, the value added (Meth-
od 7), or direct addition to gross national product, 
approach may be a more appropriate procedure. 
Training costs also could be added. In the case of 
the navigation service, the lack of data reqUired that 
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Method 3 be used to estimate benefits rather than 
Method 6. Method 3 is a determination of the cost 
of navigation compared to the next best alternative 
transportation method. The measure has been aptly 
termed "savings to shippers." 
For allocating the costs of the Senegal River 
development as proposed, the following procedure 
is applied in this report. Initially, the costs of each 
economic activity are identified and a determination 
is made for separability by sector. If costs are not 
separable by sector, they are apportioned among 
sectors on the basis of benefits to each sector Re-
sults are presented for each of four apportionment 
procedures used, namely, the net benefits, the sep-
arable costs-remaining benefits, the alternative justifi-
able expenditure, and the adjusted separable costs-
remaining benefits methods. Next, the costs by sec-
tor are analyzed to determine separablity by country. 
If such costs are not separable by country, they are 
divided among countries in accordance with the por-
tions of the services used by each country (see Figure 
2.5). 
In the application of the four cost allocation 
methods named above to the Senegal River develop-
ment proposal, several policy assumptions were con-
sidered, including: 1) the operating rules for the 
Manantali Reservoir; 2) the status of navigation as 
either a specific and self-supporting project service, 
or as an operation which does not directly gen-
erate revenue but which provides a public good; 
3) the inclusion and assignment of flood control 
costs: and 4) the accounting of irrigation benefits 
for either single or double crop rotation. 
The kinds of dat:J required and the calculations 
needed for estimating benefits vary depending upon 
the method adopted for estimating benefits. Either 
projected or actual benefits may be calculated. Clearly, 
if development is slower than projected for the sec-
tors, the realized repayment for each sector will be 
insufficient to meet costs based on projected bene-
fits. Under these circumstances, two possibilities 
exist. First, the costs may be periodically reallocated 
on the basis of actual benefits generated and antici-
pated changes in projected benefit streams. Thus, 
the cost allocation for sectors and countries are re-
calculated periodically. Second, the cost allocation 
can be based totally on projected benefits at the be-
ginning of the development. The first approach is 
dynamic in that costs are reallocated with changing 
conditions. However, the procedure may lead to 
problems in terms of development since there is an 
incentive for potential participants to delay develop-
ment while active participants carry the full burden of 
the investment. The second approach is somewhat in-
flexible in terms of adjustments to meet changing 
conditions, and partiCipating countries could be 
forced to use general funds to guarantee payments. 
However, the procedure does provide strong motiva-
tion for rapid development. The most suitable poli-
cy might well involve a combination of the two ap-
proaches, with the second being applied in the early 
stages of project development, followed by the first 
procedure after the active involvement of all parti-
cipants. 
If the economic sectors have the same profit 
margins and rates of development in each country, 
and the secondary and teritary effects are the same 
in each country, then the method used for calculat-
ing benefits to allocate costs will make no difference 
to the participating countries. If, however, economic 
parameters, such as input costs and output prices, 
vary with country, calculated benefit proportions 
by country will differ with the method used. The 
same agrument can be made for the multiplier and I 
or the backward and forward linkage analysis. If 
secondary and tertiary output links are the same (that 
is in the same proportions as primary output) then 
these benefits may be disregarded in the benefit cal-
culations for the purpose of cost allocation. In cases 
where the lack of economic data is such that only one 
multiplier or value of linked output can be generated, 
and that multiplier or value must be applied for all 
countries and sectors, cost allocation results are not 
altered by considering only primary benefits in the 
analysis. Such seems to be the case at present for 
the proposed Senegal River basin development. How-
ever, as more detailed economic data become avail-
able, it no doubt will be appropriate to reassess cost 
allocations which might be adopted in the near future. 
The economic model 
An economic simulation model is proposed for 
the purposes of analyzing alternative cost-sharing 
policies. The model includes revenues and costs in 
each primary economic sector and country which 
uses the products of the project, and distributes 
project costs by a user fee. Such a mathematical 
model is useful in several ways. First, the model 
provides considerable flexibility both in terms of the 
implications of alternative cost allocation policies and 
in terms of alternative management policies and/or 
institutions. Second, the user fee suggests both the 
ability of users to pay for the project over time and 
the subsidies from countries which might be necessary 
for given time periods in order to support the project 
development. Finally, the model assists in the identi-
fication of those data which contribute most to en-
suring that the cost allocation scheme adopted is pre-
cise and equitable. 
The economic model is designed to perform 
two h<lsic tasks: I) calculate the project user fees 
in such a way that the sepamble lll1d joint project 
costs are recovered; and 2) C<llculate the net primary 
revenues to the mining and agricultural sectors in each 
country. 
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Revenues and costs for the model are those 
which are generated in each economic sector. Costs 
of agricultural production include the revenues to 
alternative crop production methods which are dis-
placed. This displaced production is valued at the 
market price, even though most of the produce is 
retained for consumption, since each farmer could 
sell his produce rather than consume it. Revenues 
also are obtained from crops produced as a result of 
recession farming which is made possible by water 
supplied from an artificial flood generated by the 
project. 
Two computer programs were developed for 
the study. PROG 1 is the economic model an d 
PROG2 is a program designed to take the raw data 
and convert it into a form suitable for use in the 
economic model. The output from PROG2 is writ-
ten onto a computer disk storage device. A sepm-
ate data file was created by PROG2 for each of the 
following development scenarios analyzed in this 
study (refer to pages 32 and 42 of this report): 
1. OMVS 
2. OMVS - modified 
3. Beyrard - slow 
4. Beyrard - moderate 
5. Bureau of Reclamation 
An option in PROG I enables the model user to sel-
ect which development scenario file will be read. 
The principal distinction between the five scenarios 
is the rate at which the agricultural economic sector 
is assumed to develop. Some additional input data 
and decision parameters are read from computer 
cards so that they can be altered readily by the 
model user. 
Summary of Results 
Table 7.1 summarizes the variation of cost aI-
loca tion values by coun tries which where achieved 
from the model arwlyses, taking i'1to account the 
effects of various cost allocation me thods, and other 
procedural and policy assumptions. In absolute terms, 
the range of variation is small in all cases for those 
methods of cost allocation examined, suggesting that 
the allocation of costs by country is not sensitive to 
the method used. The table suggests also that when 
the iron is moved by rail the cost allocation to Sene-
gal is significantly reduced, while those for Mali and 
Mauritania arc correspondingly increased. 
The results of the same model analyses are dis-
played in somewhat more detail by Figure 7.1 which 
shows the ranges achieved for cost allocation by 
country for the various services provided by the pro-
ject. For Senegal, the services involving t he greatest 
costs are irrig<ltion, hydroelectric power, and the barge 
tmllsport of iron, while irrigation represents the lurgest 
service cost for both Mali and M<luritania. 
Other results, some of which also are stated 
in Chapter V, are summarized briefly as follows: 
1, Both agricultural and mining sectors ex-
hibit positive profits after allocation of project costs, 
using "world" prices and costs as reflecte'd in Sene-
galese data (see Tables 5.19 and 5.20). An excep-
tion to this finding is the loss in the mining sector 
when rail shipment is used (see Table 5.21). If in-
country prices and costs are used, it is not clear 
that all sectors in all countries would remain profit-
able after cost allocation. However, the in-country 
prices and costs which differ from world markets 
are likely to be either subsidized or taxed so that if 
costs are apportioned according to benefits, the bur-
den of support for the project will fall heavily on the 
government subsidized sectors and relatively lightly 
on taxed sectors. 
2. The total costs to economic sector and to 
countries, and prices of the joint products (water, 
navigation, power and flood control) do not exhibit 
large variations within cost allocation methodologies 
for the alternative assumptions about the separabil-
ity of the Manantali Dam costs to purposes. Also, 
there are not significant differences between the 
total allocated costs and prices among the cost allo-
cation methodologies. This situation is evident in 
comparing the separable costs-remaining benefits 
approaches (Table 5.19) to the benefits less separ-
able cost approach (Table 5.20). The separable cost 
remaining benefits method or the most recently 
published approach, the adjusted separable costs-
remaining benefits method, are the methods com-
monly used for evaluating cost allocation, Because 
it provides the most equitable allocation of joint 
costs, it is recommended that the adjusted separable 
Table Z 1. Variations in allocation of costi' by country for 20 alternative assumptions and methods. 
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costs-remaining benefits method be applied for cost 
allocation in the case of the proposed Senegal River 
developmen t program. 
3. When flood control is added as a project pur-
pose, the cost to agriculture is significantly increased, 
while the navigation and power costs are reduced 
(compare the numbers in the first lines of Tables 5.19 
and 5.21). The costs of flood can trol are significant, 
as indicated by comparing the water costs for the two 
flood control cost options shown by the first four 
runs in Table 5.21. 
4. The shipment of pelleted iron are by rail 
has two consequences: 1) The price of navigation 
is increased causing a slight increase in total cost to 
agriculture and a significant increase in the related 
agricultural transport, and 2) the profitability of 
mining becomes negative, assuming a rail cost of 
2.5 CFA per ton-kilometer. A small reduction in 
that rail cost would cause mining to become profit-
able, so that 2.5 CFA/Tkm appears to be an approxi-
mate maximum for shipping costs. Furthermore, 
the mining sector also is charged a higher price for 
power under the rail shipment alternative, since joint 
costs not covered by navigation are spread to other 
sectors. 
5. Under all of the cost allocation methods 
the power costs exceed the 5 CF A/Kwh estimated 
by MIFERSO as the maximum feasible power cost. 
In most cases, t his maximum was exceeded by fac-
tors of 1.5 to 2.0. When flood control was included 
as a project purpose, with the cost chargeable either 
as a lump sum to the agricultural sector or included 
in the water charge, the power price fell to only 
slightly more than the 5 CF A/Kwh assumed maxi-
mum. 
6. The total obligation by country does not· 
change substantially in absolute terms under the 
different methods and assumptions. Table 5.22,5.23, 
and 5.24 summarize the costs borne by the econom-
ic sectors and the three countries to repay the pro-
ject under the different cost allocation methods. 
The range for Mali is I x 109 CF A (a range of about 
50 percent of total costs to Mali), for Mauritania 
about 4 x 109 CFA (a 35 percent range), and 5 x 109 
CFAfor Senegal (a 10 percent range). 
7. To ensure that the project resources are 
used efficiently, costs need to be allocated to eco-
nomic sectors and countries according to the bene-
fits received. This premise implies that all costs, in-
cluding joint costs, arc included, and that such costs 
are amortized. A cost allocation procedure is needed 
which is adjustable to changing conditions, and yet 
which provides strong development stimuli for eco-
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nomic sectors and participating countries in the pro-
ject. 
8. A contingency loan guarantee fund is rec-
ommended, with the magnitude of the contributions 
to this fund from each country being in proportion 
to its negotiated cost share. 
Further Data Requirements 
The data included in the model should be up-
dated as new cost or benefit information becomes 
available, or as prices of inputs or outputs change. 
No allocation of costs can be correct if it is based 
on outdated or erroneous information. Care must 
be taken, however, to assure that prices of inputs, 
outputs, or construction and operation costs arc not 
administratively manipulated to show greater or less 
benefits. In addition to updating the existing data, 
other data and analytical problems must be solved. 
The results indicate that both the approach 
chosen and the data inputs to the model will make 
significant differences in the allocation of project 
costs. However, the results are not highly sensitive 
to the benefit allocation procedure adopted. TIlere-
fore, because future studies can be simplified by the 
adoption of a single allocation method, the adjusted 
separable-costs remaining benefits method is recom-
mended. 
Data deficiencies precluded some paris of the 
analysis; particularly the secondary and tertiary bene-
fit calculations and exact estimation of total sectoral 
profits. The latter problem is probably the most 
crucial to the analYSiS, although once the approach 
is chosen, results are similar for alternative assump-
tions about joint costs. More accurate production, 
cost, and price data are needed for both the agri-
cultural and mining sectors. Of particular interest 
are the transportation costs of alternatives to naviga-
tion. For example, at power prices used in this study 
and for particular cost allocations, rail transport for 
mining clearly produces a deficit in that sector. A 
further review of this situation is needed based on 
improved data and perhaps refined assumptions. 
Separation of payments to labor, land, and capi-
tal should be accomplished for the agricultural sec-
tor. There appears to be some confusion in the data 
with respect to labor payments and returns to land 
and capital. In some cases. labor costs appear in-
cluded; in others, excluded The "other" navigation 
service should be carefully detailed, since this activity 
heads a large portion of the navigation costs. In 
addition, prices of forage crops should be obtained, 
since forage will be an important crop, particularly 
in Mauritania. Finally, some decision must be made 
with respect to the choice of world. or in-country prices 
which are used in the model, since these prices have a 
major impact on the profitability of the agricultural 
sectors. 
If secondary and tertiary benefit multipliers 
were assumed the same for all countries, no changes 
would be expected in cost allocations. If these bene-
fits are expected to vary between countries, the de-
velopment of secondary and tertiary benefits de-
pends on the collection and analysis of inter-sectoral 
activities. Input-output tables, employment multi-
pliers, or other inter-sectoral coefficients are required 
for each country. These data are quite useful for 
other planning purposes as well, but they are essen-
tial for cost allocation based on total economic 
benefits. 
The current economic model developed in this 
study does not account for some of the costs of vary-
ing rates of development at specific sites on the river, 
or for cost differences between small and large peri-
meter development, since data for the latter are in-
complete. Spatially specific differences in develop-
ment types and rates for each country also would· 
provide for a more precise estimate of transportation 
costs for inputs, products, and "other navigation." 
Concluding Statement 
In summary, the selection of the cost alloca· 
tion method to be used in any particular instance is 
dependent upon a number of considerations. among 
them being simplicity in terms of known conditions. 
flexibility to changing situations, and equitability of 
application to all participants. In a general sense, a 
successful cost allocation procedure should meet the 
four following basic principles (restated here from 
Chapter II): 
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1. The method adopted should ensure that 
adequate performance incentives are provided for all 
project participants. 
2. The procedure should facilitate the obtain-
ing of loans. Potentiallendors need assurance of the 
stability and good intention of parties to whom they 
loan. In the case of the proposed Senegal River de-
velopment program, the lendors will need to be as-
sured of the solid unity of the three participating 
countries. This unity of purpose and action is essen-
tial to guarantee repayment. 
3. The cost allocation method should be equit-
able among economic sectors and the participating 
coun tries. A guiding principle is that no country, 
economic sector, business, or person should be made 
worse off by having the project developed and being 
assessed a portion for repayment. The development 
of the project and the repayment mechanism should 
lower the economic status of no one, that is, every-
body should be at least as well off as before. 
4. The cost allocation method and repayment 
scheme should provide for efficient use of the capi-
tal and other resources required by the project. For 
example, care must be taken to avoid any penalties 
in the cost allocation procedure for full and efficient 
utilization of resources made available by the project. 
In other words. the additional benefits from full and 
efficient resource utilization should exceed the re-
sulting additional costs. including repayment costs 
as iden tified under the cost allocation procedure. 
The adjusted separable costs-remaining bene-
fits method meets each of the four criteria listed 
above and is, therefore, recommended for future 
cost allocation analyses involving various possible 
scenarios associated with the proposed Senegal River 
development program. 
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APPENDIX A 
RESULTS OF SELECfED COST ALLOCATION STUDIES 
FOR THE PROPOSED SENEGAL RIVER 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
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Table A-I. Separable costs remaining benefits--Case I-A-(FC)-2-S2. 1 
Project Services 
Water Supply Power Navigation Flood Control Total 
1. Benefit 102.098 55.740 86.660 ~------------------------------
2. Alternative Cost 19.929 17.678 28.489 24.310 
Justifi:able Cost 
3. (lesser of 1 or 2) 19.929 17.678 28.489 24.310 
4. Separable ~ost 10.325 10.729 14.741 1.120 
a. Project Works 8.280 6.434 10.792 o 
b. Manantali 2.045 4.295 3.949 1.120 
5. Remaining benefits (3-4) 9.604 6.949 13.748 23.190 
6. Joint Cost Proportions (.180) (.l30) (.257) ~.~ 
7. Allocated Joint Costs 2.630 1.903 3.765 6.351 
8. Total Cost to Purpose 12.955 12.632 18.506 7.471 
9. Allocated Savin~(3-8) 6.974 5.046 9.983 16.839 
Cost Combining all 
10. Other Purposes (TC-4) 
Justifiable Cost-all other 
11. Purp~ses (lesser/O or E row 3) 
Savings from Purpose 
12. (3+1l-Cost) 
Credit - A-SCRB 
13. ({3+11}~ Cost) 
41. 239 
41. 239 
9.604 
1,1862 
Note 1: For interpretation, refer to Table 5.1. 
40.835 36.823 50.444 
40.835 36.823 50.444 
6.949 l3.784 23.190 
1.135 1,267 1,450 
90.406 
53.491 
14.649 
51.564 
00 
VI 
Table A-2. Separable costs remaining benefits--Case I-B-2-(S2).1 
1. Benefit 
2. Alternative Cost 
Justifiable Costs 
3. (Lesser of 1 or 2) 
4. Separable Cost 
a. Project Works 
b. Manantali Dam 
5. Remaining Benefit 
6. Joint Cost Proportions 
7. Allocated Joint Cost 
8. Total Cost to Purpose 
Irrigation 
Water Supply 
102.098 
19.929 
19.929 
8.280 
8.280 
o 
11. 649 
(.373) 
6.228 
14.508 
9. Allocated Saving (3 less 8) 5.421 
Cost Combining All Other 
10. Purposes (Total Cost-4) 43.284 
Justif iable Costs-all other 
11. Purposes (lesser of 10 or L row 3) 43.284 
Savings from Purpose 
12. Inclusion (3+11-cost) 11.649 
CREDIT-A-ACRB({3+ll}+ cost) 1.226 
Note 1: For interpretation, refer to Table 5.1. 
Project Services 
Power 
Production 
55.740 
17.678 
17.678 
13.894 
6.434 
7.460 
3.784 
(.121) 
2.023 
15.917 
1.761 
37.670 
37.670 
3.784 
1.073 
Navigation Total 
86.660 
28.489 
28.489 
12.696 
10.792 
1.904 
15.793 31. 226 
(.506) 
8.443 16.694 
21.139 51. 564 
7.350 
38.868 
37.607 
14.532 
1.282 
CIC Q\ 
Table A-3. Adjusted separable cost remaining benefits--Case II-B-2-(S2). 1 
1. Benefit 
2. Alternative Gost 
Justifiable Costs 
3. (Lesser of 1 or 2) 
4. Separable Cost 
5. Credit. 
Adjusted 
6. Separable Cost (4x5) 
Remaining Benefit-
7 •. Adj1Jsted. (3,....6) 
Joint Cost 
Irrigation 
Water Supply 
102.098 
19.929 
19.929 
8·.280 
1.226 
10.151 
9.778 
Proportions (7-"t7) C.395) 
8 .. Allocated Joint Cost 6.592 
Total Cost to 
9. Purpose (4+8) 14.872 
Note 1: For interpretation,. refer to Table 5.1. 
Project Services 
Power 
Production Navagation 
55.740 86.660 
17.678 28.489 
17.678 28.489 
13.894 12.696 
1.073 1.282 
14.908 16.276 
2.770 12.213 
( .H2) (.493) 
1.868 8.234 
15.762 2:0.930 
Total 
24 •. 761 
16.694 
51.564 
Ct.l 
-...I 
Table A-4. Alternative justifiable eXEenditure-~Case III-J-(FC)-2-(S2).1 
==============================~ 
Services 
Flood Control Total 
l. 
2. Alternative Cost 19.929 17.678 28.489 24.310 
Justifiable Cost 
of 1 or 19.929 17.678 28.489 24.310 90.406 
4. Separable Cost 8.280 6.434 10.792 1.120 
-----~--
b. Manantali 0 0 0 1. 20 
Benefi t 3-:4) H.649 11.244 17.697 23.190 
6. Joint Cost Proportions .183 .176 .277 .364 
Allocated Joint 4.555 4. 6. 9. 24. 
8. Total Cost to Purpose 12.835 10.830 17.712 10.187 51. 564 
9. Allocated Saving (3-8) 7.094 6.848 10.777 14.123 
Cost Combining All Other 
10. Purpose (TC-4) 43.284 45.130 40.772 50.444 
Justifiable Cost - all 
Other Purposes (Lesser of 
11. 10 or E row 43.284 45.130 40.772 50.444 
Savings from Purpose 
12. (3+11-Cost) 11.649 11. 244 17.697 23.190 
1 1. 226 1. 218 1.343 1.450 
Note 1: For interpretation, refer to Table 5.1 
00 
Oq 
Table A-5. Benefits l~ss s~parab1e costs--Case IV-A-d-(S2). 1 
1. Ben~fit 
2. Alternative Cost 
Justifiable Costs 
3. (Lesser of 1 or 22 
4. Separable Cost 
a. Project Works 
h. MclUant.ali Dam 
5. Remaining Bel)efit 
Irrigation 
Water Supply 
54,499 
10..325 
44.174 
Project Services 
Power 
I'roduction 
55.740. 
11. 849 
43.891 
6. Joint Cost Proportions (.50.2) (.498) 
7. Allocated Joint Cost 7.348 7.30.1 
8. Total Cost to Purpose 17.673 19.150. 
Note 1: For interpretati9n, refer to Table 5.1, 
Navagation Total 
14.741' 
88.0.65 
14.649 
14.741 51. 564 
eg 
Table A-6. Benefits less separable costs--Case IV-B-l-(S2).1 
1. Benefit 
2. Alternative Cost 
Justifiable Cost 
3. (Lesser of 1 or 2) 
4. Separable Cost 
a. Project Works 
b. Manantali Dam 
5. Remaining Benefit 
6. Joint Cost Proportions 
7. Allocated Joint Cost 
8. Total Cost to Purpose 
Irrigation 
Water Supply 
54.499 
8.280 
46.219 
(.525) 
8.895 
17.175 
Note 1: For interpretation, refer to Table 5.1. 
Project Services 
Power 
Production 
55.740 
13.894 
41. 846 
(.475) 
8.054 
21. 948 
Navagation 
12.696 
12.696 
Total 
88.065 
16.949 
Table A-7. Benefits less separable costs--Case IV-B-2-(S2).1 
Project Services 
Irrigation Power 
Water Supply Pro~uction _"Navigation Total 
1. Benefit 54.499 55.740 86.660 
2. Alternative Cost 
Justifiable Cost 
3. (Lesser of 1 or 2) 
4. Separable Cost 8.280 13.894 12.696 
a. Project Works 
b. Manantali Dam 
8 5. Remaining Benefit 46.219 41.846 73.964 
6. Joint Cost Proportions (.285) (.2,58) (.456) 
7. Allocated Joint Cost 4.835 4.377 7.737 16.694 
8, Total Cost to Purpose 13.115 18.271 20.433 
Note 1: For interpretation, refer to Table 5.1. 
Table A-8. Benefits less separable costs--Case IV-J-1-(S2)1. 
Project Services 
Irrigation Power 
Water Supply Production Navigation Total 
1. Benefit 54.499 55.740 
2. Alternative Cost 
Justifiable Cost 
1 
4. Separable Cost 8.280 6.434 10.792 
a. Project Works 
b. Mananta1i Dam 
\0 5. Remaining Benefit 46.219 49.306 95.525 
-
6. Joint Cost Proportions (.484) (.516) 
7. Allocated Joint Cost 12.608 13.446 26.058 
8. Total Cost to PurEose 20.888 19.880 10.792 
Note 1: For interpretation, refer to Table 5.1. 
~; 
Table A-g. 1 Benefits less separable costs--Case IV-J-2-(S2). 
Irrigation Power 
Water Supply Production Nav:igation 
1. Benefit 
2. Alternative Cost 
Justifiable Cost 
1. (Lesser of 1 or 2) 
4. Separable Cost 
a. Project Works 
b . Manan.tal i Dam 
5. Remaining Benefit 
6. Joint Cost Proportions 
7. Allocated Joint Cos.t. 
8. Total Cost to Purpose 
Unit Charge (Price) 
for Output 
54.499 
8.280 
46.211 
(.270) 
7.030 
15.310 
Note 1: For interpretation, refer, to Table 5.1. 
55.)40 86, .. 660 ._-
6,.434 10 .. 792 
49.306 75.768 
(.288) ( .442) 
7.501 11.527 
13.935 22.319 
Total 
171.285 
26.058 
51.564 
APPENDIX B 
THE COMPUTER MODEL OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM 
Description of Input for the Computer Program 
1. Table B-1 contains a description of input 
for the data processing program (pROG2) and Table 
B-2 is a description of input for the economic mod-
el (pROG 1). Most of the input for the economic 
model is read from a data file created by PROG2. 
2. Indices used in Tables B-1 and B-2 are de-
fined as follows: 
IA ::: index for agricultural crops 
IC index for countries 
1M index for minerals 
IT index for years 
The significance of particular values for these in-
dices is given in Table lILt. 
3. Standard subroutines are used to read one, 
two, and three dimensional arrays. No format is 
given in Tables B-1 and B-2 for arrays read by these 
subroutines. The format used is (2A5, 7FIO.O) in 
93 
which the first ten columns contain an identification. 
The index listed to the right (e.g. IT in CA (lC, lA, 
IT)) varies across the card. A new card is commenced 
whenever other indices are initialized. In the example, 
the index IA varies faster than the index IC. 
4. When IMAC is set equal to I mining activi-
ties are considered lumped for all countries. In this 
case arrays associated with the mini! g economic sec-
tor are read for only one value of Ie and not once 
for each country. The arrays affected by this op-
tion are indicated by an asterisk beside the card num-
ber in Tables B-1 and B-2. 
5. ''1/' symbol indicates blank ,:olumns in the 
computer input record. 
6. Numerical data must be rigllt-justified within 
each field. 
~ 
Table B-1. Input data and decision parameters for data processing program to set up development scenario 
files from raw data 
1. Initial input-card source 
1. D,_ NW, NC, NT, NTl, NM - Format (2AS, 7110) 
1-10 D 
11-20 NR 
21-30 NW 
31-40 NC 
41-50 NA 
51-60 NT 
61-70 NTl-
71-80 NM 
2. D, IMAC, ISEAS - Format (2AS,110) 
1-10 D 
11-20 lMAC 
21-30 ISEAS 
Card identification: "PROB\7DIMS\7" 
Number of card reader input unit 
Number of disk file to which data for development scenario con-
sidered is to be written: 
= 10 Beyrard-slow 
= 11 Bey.rard-moderate 
= 12 Bureau of Reclamation 
= 13 OMVS 
= 14 OMVS';"'modified 
Number of countries 
Number of agricultural crops 
Number of years for the development scenario 
Number of years for the OMVS development scenario (i.e. 35) 
Number of minerals 
Card identification: "0PTNSI7I7\7\7\7" 
= 0 Consider mining economic sector separately for each country 
= 1 Lump mining economic sector for all countries 
o Two irrigation seasons considered 
1 Only one irrigation season considered 
\f:) 
U\ 
3. D, (CFV(lA), lA = l~NA) - Format (2A5, 5F10.0) 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
etc. 
D 
CFV(IA) 
Card identification: "CFVVVVVVIA" 
Fraction of the valley used to grow each crop. These figures are 
based on two growing seasons and therefore, must equal 2.0 
when summed over lA. 
4. D, (CFD(IA), lA = 1, NA) - Format (2A5, 5F10.0) 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
etc. 
D 
CFD(lA) 
Card identification: "CFDVVVVVIA" 
Fraction of the delta used to grow each crop. These figures are 
based on two growing seasons and therefore must equal 2.0 
when summed over lA. 
5. D, (YLD(lA), lA = 1,NA) YREC, YDRY - Format (2A5,7F10.0) 
1-10 D 
11-20 YLD(IA) 
21-30 
etc. 
61-70 YREC 
71-80 YDRY 
6. YAF - Format (F10.0) 
1-10 YAF 
Card identification: "YLDSVVVVVV" 
Unit yield of each crop (tonne/ha) 
Unit yield of recession farming (tonne/ha) 
Unit yield of dry farming (tonne/ha) 
Unit yield of recession farming made possible by the artificial 
flood (tonne/ha) 
\0 
0\ 
7. D, (PR(IC), IC 1, NC) - Format (2A5,3F10.0) 
1-10 D 
11-20 PR(IC) 
21-30 
etc. 
8. D, WREQD1, WREQD2, WREQV1, 
1-10 D 
11-20 WREQDl 
21-30 WREQD2 
31-40 WREQVl 
41-50 WREQV(IA) 
51-60 
etc. 
II. Areas of farming input 
Card identification: "PRV'V'V'V'V'V'IC" 
Average price of crops from recession or dry farming (CFA) 
(WREQV(IA) ,IA = 1,NA) - Format 2A5,7F10.0/FlO.0) 
Card identification: "WREQSV'V'V'V'lJ" 
Unit irrigation water requirement for rice in delta during wet 
season (m) 
Unit irrigation water requirement for rice in delta during dry 
season (m) 
Unit irrigation water requirement for rice in valley during wet 
season (m) 
Unit irrigation water requirement for each crop in valley during 
dry season (m) 
(Card 9 is read once for each of the NTl years varying index IT) 
9. D, HAD (3 ,IT), HAV(3, IT). HAD ( 2.IT) ,HAV(2, IT) .HAV(l.IT) - Forma.t (2A5 ,5F10. 0) 
1-10 D Card identification 
11-20 HAD(3,IT) Area of delta irrigated in Senegal under the OMVS scenario (ha) 
'-'l 
--.l 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
HAV (3 , IT) 
HAD(2, 
HAV(2, 
HAV(l, IT) 
Area of valley irrigated in Senegal under the OMVS scenario (ha) 
Area of delta irrigated in Mauritania under the OMVS scenario (ha) 
Area of valley irrigated in Mauritania under the OMVS scenario (ha) 
Area of valley irrigated in Mali under the OMVS scenario (ha) 
(Omit card 10 if the development scenario under consideration is OMVS) 
(Card 10 is read once for each of the NT years varying index IT) 
10. D, HAD(3,IT), HAV(3,IT), HAD(2.IT), HAV(2,IT), HAV(l,IT) - Format (2A5,5FI0.0) 
1-10 D 
11-20 HAD(3, IT) 
21-30 HAV(3, IT) 
31-40 HAD(2,IT) 
41-50 HAV(2,IT) 
51-60 HAV(l,IT) 
Card identification 
Area of delta irrigated in Senegal under development scenario 
considered (ha) 
Area of valley irrigated in Senegal under development scenario 
considered (ha) 
Area of delta irrigated in Mauritania under development scenario 
considered (ha) 
Area of valley irrigated in Mauritania under development scenario 
considered (ha) 
Area of valley irrigated in Mali under development scenario con-
sidered (ha) 
(Card 11 is read once for each of the NT years varying index IT) 
11. D, HAREC(IT), HAAF(IT) , HADRY(IT) - Format (2A5,3FI0.0) 
1-10 D 
11-20 HAREC( 
21-30 HAAF(IT) 
Card identification 
Area of recession farming remaining under development scenario 
considered (ha) 
Area of recession farming made possible by the artificial flood 
under development scenario considered (ha) 
\C 
00 
31..,.40 HADRY(IT) 
III. Quantity and costs input 
Area of dry farming remaining under development scenario con-
sidered (ha) 
12. QNA(IC,l), (QNA(IC,I), I = 5,35,5) - Format (SF10.0) 
1-10 QNA(IC.l) 
11-20 QNA(IC. I) 
21-30 
etc. 
* 13. QM (IC, 1M, IT) 
* 14. QP(IC,IM,IT) 
* 15. QNM(IC, 1M, IT) 
* 16. QRM(IC,IM,IT) 
17. FIA(IC,IT) 
* IS. FIM(IC,IM,IT) 
19. FIN (IT) 
20. CAPHA(IC,IA) 
* 21. CM(IC, 1M, IT) 
22. CSN(IT) 
Navigation associated with the irrigation project sector in year 
1 (tonne-km) 
Navigation associated with the irrigation project sector in year 
I (tonne-km) 
Production of minerals (tonne) 
Power consumption for mineral production (kw-hr/tonne) 
Minerals transported by navigation (tonne-km) 
Minerals transported by railroad (tonne-km) 
Private investment in the agriculture economic sector (billion CFA) 
Private investment in the mining economic sec.tor (billion CFA) 
Private investment in the navigation project sector (billion CFA) 
Unit cost of agricultural production exclusive of water (CFA/tonne) 
Unit costs of mineral production exclusive of power (CFA/tonne) 
Separable costs to navigation project sector (billion CFA) 
'" 
'" 
23. CSA(IT) Separable costs to irrigation project sector (billion CFA) 
24. CSP(IT) Separable costs to power project sector (billion CFA) 
25. OMRN(IT) OM&R costs to navigation projp~t sector (billion CFA) 
26. OMRA(IT) OM&R costs to irrigation project sector (billion CFA) 
27. OMRP(IT) OM&R costs to power project sector (billion 
28. ClT(IT) Total joint costs to project (billion CFA) 
* See Note 4 at the beginning of Appendix B. 
-Q Q 
Table B-2. Input data and decision parameters for "Model for analysis of cost allocation policies for the 
Senegal River Basin" (PROG1). 
I. General input-card source 
1. (HRUN(I), I = 1, 12) - Format (l2A5) 
1-60 RRUN(I) Run heading 
2. B, NW, NR, NRDS, NRC, NRP - Format (2A5,5IlO) 
1-10 B Card identification: "I-OVUNITSV n 
11-20 NW Number of line printer output unit 
21-30 NR Number of card reader input unit 
31-40 NRDS Number of disk file for development scenario under consideration 
= 10 Beyrard-slow 
11 Beyrard-moderate 
12 Bureau of Reclamation 
= 13 OMVS 
= 14 OMVS-modified 
41...,50 NRC Number of disk file for cost data (=NRDS) 
51-60 NRP Number of file for price data (= 5, card reader) 
3. B, NT, NC, NA, NM, IYR - Format (2A5,5IlO) 
1-10 B Card identification: "PROBVDIMSV II 
11-20 NT Number of years for the development scenario 
21-30 NC Number of countries 
31-40 NA Number of agricultural ~rops 
-o 
41-50 NM Number of minerals 
51-60 IYR First year of the development scenario (e.g. 1976) 
4. B. R, RA, RM, RN - Format (2A5, 4FIO.0) 
1-10 B 
11-20 R 
21-30 RA 
31-40 RM 
41-50 RN 
II. Run options - card source 
Card identification: "DCT+INVRTE" 
Discount rate expressed as a decimal fraction 
Rate of return on private investment in the agriculture economic 
sector expressed as a decimal fraction 
Rate of return on private investment in the mining economic 
sector expressed as a decimal fraction 
Rate of return on private investment in navigation expressed as 
a decimal fraction 
5. B, IPJC, F, CF, IJCET - Format (2A5. no. 2FIO.0, no) 
1-10 B 
11-20 IPJC 
21-30 F 
31-40 CF 
41-50 IJCET 
Card identification: lip / J C'ii'OPTN'ii''' 
0 Read allocation of joint costs and calculate project prices 
1 Not used 
= 2 Read allocation of joint costs and project prices 
Ratio of the calculated project price of navigation for mining 
to the calculated project price of navigation for agriculture 
Factor to convert CFA to billion CFA = 10**9 (i.e. I.E) 
= 0 Ratios of joint costs between project services are read for 
each year 
1 Ratio of joint costs between project services is read once 
and used for all years 
-Q N 
6. B, IWP - Format (2A5,II0) 
1-10 B 
11-20 IWP 
7. B, ISEAS - Format (2A5,II0) 
1-10 B 
11-20 ISEAS 
Card identification: "WRDPRVOPTN" 
o Use separate commodity prices for each country 
1 Use Senegelese commodity prices for each country as an 
approximation to world prices 
Card identification: "SEAS'VOPTNV" 
o Consider two irrigation seasons 
= 1 Consider only one irrigation season 
8. B, lMAC, PPA, FNR - Format (2A5,II0,2FI0.0) 
1-10 B 
11-20 lMAC 
21-30 PPA 
31-40 FNR 
9. B, ISENS - Format (2A5,II0) 
1-10 B 
11-20 ISENS 
Card identification: "MINLPVOPTN" 
o Consider m~n~ng economic sector separately for each country 
= 1 Lump mining economic sector for all countries 
Assumed project price of power used to subtract cost of power 
out of cost of mining (CFA/km-hr) 
Proportion of total mining transportation (QNM tonne/km) that 
is carried bv rail 
Card identification: "SENSVOPTNV" 
= 0 No sensitivity study 
= ~J Sensitivity study on selected variables - not used 
-.;> w 
III. Output options -card source 
10. B, IECH, IECHl, lOUT, IEFREQ, ILINEP, ILINEE, IMFREQ - Format (2A5,7II0) 
1-10 B 
11-20 IECH 
21-30 IECH1 
31-40 IOUT 
41-50 IEFREQ 
51-60 ILINEP 
61-70 ILINEE 
71-80 IMFREQ 
Card identification: "OUPTVOPTNV" 
° Do not echo development scenario input (quantities and costs) 
1 Do echo development scenario input 
= ° Do not echo commodity prices, project prices, and joint costs 
input 
= 1 Do echo commodity prices, project prices, and joint costs 
input 
° Print only summary reports for the project and economic sectors 
(Tables P and E) 
= 1 Print summary reports and "all country" detail reports for 
project services and economic sectors (Tables P, E, Pl.O, P2.0, 
P3.0~ El.O, and E2.0) 
= 2 Print reports listed under lOUT = 1 plus country by country 
detail reports for each economic sector (excluding mining 
when lMAC = 1) (Tables P, E, P1.0, P2.0, P3.0, E1.0, ELI, 
E1.2, E1.3, E2.1, E2.2, and E2.3) 
Crop by crop details are printed every IEFREQ years in Tables 
E1.0, E1.1, E1.2, and E1.3. Totals for all crops are printed 
for every year. If IEFREQ is greater than NT then the mineral 
by mineral details are not printed for any year. 
Maximum number of lines to a page in Tables P, E, Pl.0, P2.0, 
and P3.0 (use ILINEP = 55) 
Maximum number of lines to a page in Tables E1.0, E2.0, E1.l, 
E1.2, E1.3, E2.1, E2.2, and E2.3 (use ILINEE = 45) 
Mineral by mineral details are printed every IMFREQ years in 
Tables E2.0, E2.1, E2.2, and E2.3. Totals for all minerals are 
printed for every year. If IMFREQ is greater than NT then the 
mineral by mineral details are not printed for any year. 
IV. Development scenario 
A. Quantities 
II. QA(IC, IA. IT) 
12. QW(IC, IT) 
13. QNA(IC, IT) 
14. QNAE(IC, IT) 
15.* QM(IC, 1M, IT) 
16.* QP(IC,IM,IT) 
17.* QNM(IC,IM, 
-<:> 
.j::. 18.* QRM(IC, 1M, IT) 
19. RDISP(IC,IT) 
20. RAF(IC,IT) 
21. FIA(IC, IT) 
22.* FIM(IC, 1M, IT) 
FIN(IT) 
B. Costs 
24. CA(IC,IA,IT) 
25.* CM(IC,IM,IT) 
26. CSN(IT) 
input - disk file input generated by PROG2 
Production of agricultural crops (tonne) 
Irrigation water used for agricultural production (m3) 
Navigation associated with the irrigation project sector (tonne-km) 
Agricultural products and inputs transported by navigation (associ-
ated with the agricu~ture economic sector) (tonne-km) 
Production of minerals (tonne) 
Power used for mineral production (kw-hr) 
Minerals transported by navigation (tonne-km) 
Minerals transported by railroad (tonne-km) 
Revenue lost by the displacement of recession and dry farming 
(CFA) 
Revenue from artificial flood (CFA) 
Private investment in the agriculture economic sector (billion CFA) 
Private investment in the mining economic sector (billion CFA) 
Private investment in the navigation (billion CFA) 
Costs of agricultural production exclusive of water (CFA) 
Unit costs of mineral production exclusive of power (CFA/tonne) 
Separable costs to navigation project service (billion CFA) 
-o 
VI 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
CSA( 
CSP(IT) 
OMR..>i(IT) 
OMRA(IT) 
OMRP(IT) 
CJT(IT) 
V. Commodity prices input - card input 
33. 
34.* 
3S.* 
PA(IC,IA) 
PM(IC, 1M) 
PRM(IC,IM) 
Separable costs to irrigation project service (billion CFA) 
Separable costs to power project service (billion CFA) 
OM & R costs to navigation project service (billion CFA) 
OM & R costs to irrigation project service (billion CFA) 
OM & R costs to power project service (billion CFA) 
Total joint costs to project (billion CFA) 
Prices of agricultural products (CFA/tonne) 
Prices of minerals (CFA/tonne) 
Prices of railroad transport of minerals (CFA/tonne-km) 
36. B, PN&~, PNMH - Format (2AS, 2FI0.0) 
1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
VI. Project prices and joint costs input 
(Omit cards 37-39 if IJCET 1) 
37. CJA(IT) 
38. CJP( 
39. CJN(IT) 
Card identification: "PNHV'V'V'V'VVV" 
Non-project handling charge for navigation associated with 
agriculture (CFA/tonne-km) 
Non-project handling charge for navigation associated with 
mining (CFA/tonne-km) 
card input 
Decimal fraction of CJT(IT) allocated to irrigation project service 
Decimal fraction of CJR(IT) allocated to power project service 
Decimal fraction of CJN(IT) allocated to navigation project service 
.... 
i 
t card 40 if IJCET = 0) 
40. B, CJAl, CJPl, CJNl - Format (2A5,3FIO.0) 
1-10 B 
11-20 CJAI 
21-30 CJPl 
31-40 CJNl 
41 . B, CSAl, CSP1, CSNI 
1-10 B 
11-20 CSAI 
21-30 CSPI 
31-40 CSNI 
42. B, CMS, CMJ 
1-10 B 
11-20 CMS 
21-30 CMJ 
Card identification: "JCET\7,,7'v\7\7\7" 
Decimal fraction of CJT(IT) allocated to irrigation project service 
in every year 
Decimal fraction of CJT(IT) allocated to power project service in 
every year 
Decimal fraction of CJT(IT) allocated to navigation project service 
in every year 
Card identification: "CSET\7\7\7\7\7\7" 
Decimal fraction of Manantali separable costs allocated in 
irrigation project sector 
Decimal fraction of Manantali separable costs allocated in 
power project sector 
Decimal fraction of Manantali separable costs allocated in 
navigation project sector 
Card identification: "MCET\7 \7\7\7\7 \7 " 
Decimal fraction of Manantali allocated to separable costs in every 
year 
Decimal fraction of Manantali allocated to joint costs in every year 
(Omit cards 43-46 if IPJC 0) 
Project price of water for irrigation (CFA/m3) 43. PH(IC) 
44. PNA(IC) Project price of navigation for agriculture (CFA/tonne-km) 
45. PP(IC) 1M) Project price of power (CFA/kw-hr) 
46. PNM( IC) 1M) Project price of navigation for mining (CFA/tonne-km) 
Note 4 at the beginning of Appendix B. 
-o 
..... 
~ 
i 
Program Listing of PROG 1 
c···· ~OOEL .O~ ANALYSIS 0. COST ALLJcATrON POLICIES FOR THE SENEGAL 
C RI'EA HASIN 
to"PLEX 3 
CO~MCU/~TIES/QA(3.5'451.QWI3.45'.QNA(!,45).QM(4.3.451.QPI4.3,'5), 
~hM(4,3,'51.;hAE(I.45I'QRM(4.3.4SI 
CUM~D"/REYNU/RClSP(3.'51.R.F(3.45) 
CO~MO~/I~WST/'IAII"51"I~('.3"51.FIN(45) 
lDMMO~/CJ5TS/CJA(45'.CJPr'51.CJNr'5),CJTI'51.CAr3.5.45I. 
CSNI'51.CSAI'~I.C5PI'5),nMRN(45I,OMRAI451.0MRP(45'. 
CM(~,3.45) 
CO~MONIPRICE/PAI3.51.P~13I'PNAIII.PM('.31.ppr3.31'PNM(4.31. 
PRMI',3I,PRrl, 
CO~~ON/GENAL/OFI'51.IC'RI'5I,T:141 
CO~~J~/JJTPI/TAB1Ill,45,2'."'.CT1(II.S,'1 
caM~aN/OUTP2/TA9'112 •• 5,21,cr2(12) 
COM~ON/TITLE/H~061121.HRUN(12).PS(4.11.CTRrI2.3).~RT(2).E5 ••• 2I, 
CR(~,6).MN{2"1.0>15.5) 
'SENEGf,'AL RI"'VER B','ASIN ','CoST ',tALLOC','ATION', 
,'YSIS 't' t f , '" '/ 
PS/·~AVIG·t·ATIO~·,· ''I' ','lRRIG','ATION'., I, 
•• tPO~ER'.' ',1 '.' 'I 
QATA 
.. 
DATA CT~YI'MALI t,' 't'"AU~I"'TA~IA"'SENEG"'AL ,/ 
DATA AST/' '.'.'! 
DATA ES/'AGRIC'.'U"TUR."E . ,. 
• ' I DATA CR/'RICE ',' 
,'L,eN ','FORAGt.'E 
DATA MN/'IRON ',' 
.' '/ 
t, ,TOMAT, • 'O(S 
'.'TOTAL'.· 
','Al.U"'I'.'NUIWI 
,.,MININt,fG 
',' '. 
'.'~KEAT •• ' ',tSOR.MI. 
'I 
.,'PHOSP'.'HATE '.-TOTAL', 
DATA OS/'BEl'RA,.'RO ... '"SLOw .,' '.' .,'8£YRA'.'RO ... t •• ~ 
.OOER ••• ~TE ft' ','suREA','U OF ','RCCLA','MATIO','N ·,·o~v 
.:::i ',' t,' tt' ',. '.'OIWlVS 't'· MOO.,'.LFI[i)',' 
.' t' 'I 
9800 FORMATl1~1.2'A51 
9801 FORMAT(lrl .120{IH.I) 
9802 FOR~hTIlrl .7HT~BLE P,Il,IM •• I1,15H: PROJ<CT SECTOR DETAILS 
.GE .I2.13X.25HUNITS: BILLIQNll~ •• 9, CFAI 
PA 
9803 FORMATl1rl .4711Ho).13X •• SHA: PARENTHETIC FI~URES ARE DISCOUNTED TO 
• 1976) 
9804 FORMATll~ .1&HPROJECT SECTvR: ,4A5.24X.39HS: OTHER FI~URlS ARE 8EF 
.ORE DISCOUNTING) 
9805 FOR~hT(lrl .9HCGUNTRY: .2A5) 
9806 FORMAT{lM •• 60X.24H.: COSTS EXC~EO REVFNuES) 
9808 FOR"ATllrl ,14.2H B.8.9.3,Al1 
9809 FORMAT(lrl .4x.3H A .1<IIHI.F7.~,IHI)1 
9810 FO~MAT{lrl ,20HPRESENTI197~1 WO~TH:/IH .5X.2HA .811H{.F7.3.1rlll,AlI 
9812 FORMAT{l" .76HrEAR COS T S R < V E 
• N U E TOT A L S/lHO.7K.71HSEPARABLE OMIR PRIVINVST JO 
.INT AGRICULTL MININi c~ST AEVENUE/lH .27X.33HRETURN 
NAVGTN NAVGTNI 
9813 FORMAT(lM .13HALL COUNTRIES) 
9814 FOR~ATIIM .'X.3H A ,8(lH('F7.3.1HI)) 
9815 FORMATI1H ,I4.2H 8.12F9.31 
9816 FORMAT{lM .2vHPRESENTI19761 wO~TH:/IH .5X.2HA .1211HI.F7.3.1Hlli 
9818 FORMATIIH .14.2H ~.5'9.3.Al1 
9819 FORMAT(IH .4x.3H A .5{IH{,F7.3.1H))) 
9820 FORMAT(lrl .20HPRESENTI19761 NO~TH:/IH 
982& FORMAT(IH .49HyEAR COS 
.0.7X.44rlSEPARAbL~ OM8R JOINT 
9828 FORMATIIH .I4.2H B.5.9.3.All 
9&29 FORMAT(lrl .4X.3H A .511Hf.F7.3.1Hl)1 
.5X.2HA .511HI.F7.3.1HI).All 
T S TOT A L 5/1 H 
CGST RE"e:NUE I 
9830 FDRMAT(IH .20HPRESENT{197b) wO~TH:'lH ,SI.2HA ,511HI,F7.1.1HII.AI) 
9832 FORMAT(lrl .45HTA8LE P: PROJECT SECTORS SUM~ARY PAGE .12.13X 
•• 25HUNITS: BILLION(10.*91 CFA) 
9834 FORMATIIrl .19HAL" PROJECT s~tT~RS.41X.39HB: OTHER FIGURES ARE BEtO 
.RE DISCOUNTIN~I 
9836 FORMATI 112H YEAR NAVIG_rION IRRIGATIO~ P 0 
• w E R ALL PROJECT SEcTORS J 0 1 ~ TeO S T S/1HO,9& 
•• 109HTOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTA~ TOTAL TOTA 
.L TOTAL NAVIGA IRRIGA POWER ToTAL/lH .10X.91rlCOST 
• REVENUE COST REVENUE COST REVENUE C05T REVENUE 
-TION -TLON) 
9837 FORMATIIrl+.24X,Al.3118X.Alj) 
9838 FORNATI!" .I4.2H 8,2F9,3.3tF10.3.F9.31.2X,4F9.31 
9839 FORMAT(lH .5X'lHA.4(lX.1Htt~7.3.2H)t,t7.3.1n))t2X.4(lH(.F1.3.1H))) 
9840 FORMATllrl .20HPRESENT(1976, wO~TH:.3X.Al.3(1ex.AlI1 
9852 FJ~Mhr(lrl .7HTA6L( <.Il.1~ •• 11.3SH: ErOND~rc SECTOR DETAILS 
.GE ,12.13X.25HUNITS: BILLIO~{lj*.9) C~A) 
p~ 
~ 
9854 FOR~ATIl~ ,17HECONOMIC <ERV1CE:.4A5,2~X.39H8: 
.F0RE CIS:OUNTIHGJ 
OTHE~ FIGURES ARE BE 
9655 FORMATIIH.,!") 
985b fOR~ATI1~ ,l15HYEAR CROP COS T 
, S REV E n U 
.1M .lOOX.15HAFTER EXTRA 
.NAVIGA JISPLACEOIRRIGATEO 
.TEOI IH .19X,96HRETURN noT 
TOT A L PROFIT COST OFt 
.19X.96HINVEST PROQUCTN ~ATcR 
ARTIF COST REVENUE INVEST "RElA 
~AT~R _TION PRODUCTN CROPS 
FlO~J 
98S8 f ORMAT( l~ 
9059 fORMATllri 
9SiC FOR"'AT!l, 
98&1 FOR~AT(H 
9866 F:'YATtlH 
RETURN ~AVIGTN) 
.~Xt2A5.1H8,11F~.3) 
,15x.2HA ,llllHt.F7.~.lH)'1 
.20HPRESENTI1976) ~O,TH:) 
,5x.2A5,2HA tl1IlH(,~7.3.1H))) 
.e~HYEAR ~1:(Ei\I\L COS 
• s TOT A L S 'ROFIT/1H .82X.5HAFTER/IH .19K.69HIN 
• VEST PROJuCTN Po_EN ,AVIGA RAILROAO CUST RE.ENU[ INVES 
.TtlH .11 •• 69HRET0R~ NOT P~.ER -liON TRANSP~RT 
RETURN) 
,15X.2HA t8(lHI,F7.5,lH)) 
,5x.2A5.2H_ ,eC1H(.F7.3.1fi)}) 
.45HTASLE E: ECOI,OMICSERVl~E SUIoIIo\ARY 
BILLIONII0 •• 9l CFAl 
PAGE d2.13X 
9874 F~R~.TI1' .~OHl\lL ECONOMIC 'ER~ICLS 
.GRE DISCO~~TING) 
.~O~.39H8: OTHER FIGURES ARE BEF 
9a7b FOR"ATt 117H YEAR AGRIcuLTUR o PROFlT AFTER INVEST RETURN kINING 
• PROFIT ~FTE~ INVEST RET~~~ CJST OF rXT~A AG-~ELATEO NAVIGATIONI 
.140.10X,!U2HMALI MAURI- SE~EG~l ALL MALI MAURI" Sl 
.;.EG~L ~LL MAll MAURr- SEI'.rG~L ALL/IH .l9X, 
.7bHIA',I. COu"TRIE~ TANIA COUNTRIES 
• TANIA COUNIRIESl 
9b78 FORMAT(l~ t5At2A~.lHB,9X,F~.3.~7X.F9.3) 
9879 FO~~ATll~ .15x.2HA .9Xtl~"F7ojtlHl.?7XtlH(.F7.3.1HIJ 
9~61 ;U~~~TI1~ ,5X,2A~t2HA ,9X11~(,:7.3,1~I)t27XtlHltF7.ltlH.) 
9Q9u FOR~ATI'Hl.~5HCALCULATED PROJE:T PRICrS/iH .2~(lHoll 
.1~O •• !H~4VIG.TID~ FOR MI~ING I:FA/TON~E_KMl •• Flu.~1 
.1~&t~3~\A~IGATIO;. FOR AGR1~0LTJ~E (CFA/TONrIL-KM) =,Fl~.31 
_1·iO,4!M~trl~ FO~ IR~IGATIO~ (C=A/M**3) =.FIO.31 
.1~0.4!HrlYJRO.ElECTRIC PO,lH IC;A/KW-HPI .FIO.!1 
9891 FaR~ATIl~1.60HCl\lCUlAIEU ALlOC~TION OF JOINT COSTS BETwEEN PROJECT 
• SECTORS/1~l .bOtlH.)/ 
.1~O.!2H~AVI&'TI0~ SlMVICE ICFA'IU'.9l =.F10.31 
.H0,32HA~RIC0~TURl SEHvlC(ICFAOlO"9l =.FlO.31 
.i~0.!2H·J.ER SERVICE (eFA.lO,'" •• F10.3) 
;,on fOR~AT(I~!.29H0PTlONS SELECT EO FOR TIlTS RU'4.31X.12A5) 
9893 'JR •• TI7~0IP~C =. 12.5SH CALCJLATE PRO~ECT PRICES. GIVEN ALLOCATI 
.:~ OF JJI~T CO~Tl/lH ,8.,77HIP~ICE OF NAviGATION FOR MINING = F • 
.PRICE OF I.VIG.TION FeR AG"ICU.TURE. F •• F'.3.lHll 
969" rOR~.TI7'0IP~C =. 12.8?H CALCJLATE AlLOCI\TION OF ~OINT COSTS BETw 
.£s~ DRO~!CT ~ECTORS. GIVC~ PRO~ECT PRrCES) 
989~ IJR'.117"DlpJC =, I2.51H &IvE. PROJEfT PRICES AND ALLOCATION OF J 
.~I'jT ccsT::,) 
ge9b ~G~ •• TI7~~I.~ :. 1~.47~ LIt SEPARATr LOM~O~lTY PkICLS FOR EACH C 
• j'IT~Y J 
9ti7 ~JAY~T{l~Or~p =1 1~ 
.~~JXl~ATJJ·. TO h~kLO 
ryd?C rJKv~T(7~vI~AC :.12, 
.:,:;>t\RIlTElY1 
L~[ ~E~EG.L·5E tO~MDDITY PRICES AS AN AP 
b FO. III cnUNT~IL5) 
~OH LDNS.DER MINI~G SEcTOR I~ EACH COUNTRY S 
9899 FORMAT(7HOIMAC =. 12.37H LuMP MINING SEcTOR FOR ALL COUNTRIES) 
9900 FORMATlIHU.6HISENS •• !2.21H ~o SENSITIVITy STUDY) 
9901 FORMAT(2A5.7F10.0/18FIO.O)) 
9902 FORM~TI2A5.7110) 
9903 FORMATI2A5.IIO,2FI0.0.II01 
990~ FORM~T(16A5l 
9950 FORMAT(lHO.Iox,30H CJIl CJP! CJNl/1H .2A5,3FIO.31 
9951 FORMAT(lH .10X.5LH ~_ ~p NROS NRC N 
.kP/IH .2A;.7IIOl 
9952 FORMATIIHO.I0x.50H ~T Ne NA ~M 
.YRtlH .2A5.5IIOI 
9953 FORMITIIHO,IOX.~OH R R~ RM RN/IH .2A5 
•• ~FI0.3) 
995~ FORMAT(lHO.IOX.40H IP~C F CF IJCETtlH • 
.2A5.IIO.FI0.3.ElU.3.110) 
9955 FORMATtlHO.IOX.IOH ISE~S/11 ,2A5.JIC) 
9956 FORMAT(lHO,lOX,7UH IEeH IECHI lOUT IEFREQ llIN 
.EP ILINEE IMFREQ/IH .215.7110) 
9957 FORMATIIH ,16A5) 
9958 FORMATIIHl.2011H*l/lH .1BrlyEAR DISCCUNT/IH .11X,brlFACTOR/IH • 
.20IlHo)) 
9959 FORMATIIH ,14.F16.31 
9'60 FORMAT(lM ,20(IH.)1 
9961 FORMATI1HO.IOK.30H IMAC PP' FNR/IH .2AS.II0. 
.2FIO.3) 
9'62 FORMATIIHO.10x.10H IwP/I, .2A5.TIOl 
C,963 FORMATIlrlO.6HISENS=.I2.21H~E~SITlvITy sTuOy uN .~A5) 
9964 FORMAT(1~O,23HDEVELOPME~T SCENARIO : .5A~l 
9965 FOR~ATllHO.10X.1GH ISE~S/l, .2A5.IIOl 
,966 FORMATIIHO,10X.30H CSAl CSPI CSN!/IH .2AS.3FIo.31 
9967 FORMATIlHO.10x.20H CMS CMJ/IH .2AS,2Flo.3) 
9968 FORMATIIHO,6H!SEAS=.12,23H TWO IHRIGATIeN SEASONS) 
9969 FORMATIIHO.6HI5EAS=.I2.27rl ONLY ONE IRRIGATION 5E"50NI 
9970 FORNATIIHO.IOX.2UH P~AH PN~~/l~ .2A5.2Flu.3, 
C ... INPUT 
C •• GEN[RAL INPUT 
• "UN HEADING 
REAO(5.9904) 
.RHEI6,geOUI 
I).I·l.l~1 
I) .1=1012) 
C • 1-0 UNIT NUMBERS 
READI5.1902)B'N~.NR.NROS.NRC.N~P 
"RITEtN~.9951lB.NW,NR.NR05.NRC,NRP 
• ~R08LEM DIMENSIONS 
REAOIMR.990216.NT.NC.UA.NM.IYR 
.RITEINW.9952)B.NT.NC,NA,N_.lY~ 
° DISCOUNT AND INVESTMENT R[TU~N RATEs 
NR,9901)B.RtRAtl~M.RN 
(N~t99~3)8tR,RAtRMtR~ 
•• RUN OPTIO';S 
-
-o 
C • PRoJECT PRICES/JOINT COSTS CAL:ULATION OpTION 
REAOlNR,9903lB,IPJC,F,Cr,IJCET 
.RITE(Nw,9954IB,IPJC,F,CF,lJCET 
C • OPTION TO USE S(NlGALESE P~ICE$ AS WORLD PRICES FOR ALL COUNTRIES 
~EAQINR.990216,I.P 
.RITEIN •• 9962IS,lwp 
C • OPTION TO CONSIDER ONLY ONE IR~IGATI0N SEASON 
REAOINR.9902IB,ISEAS 
.RITEIN.'~9b516.ISEAS 
IFllSEAS.EQ.OIGOTO 50 
NROS"'lROS+xO 
NRC:NRC+IO 
C • ~INING OPTION - LUMP ALL COUNT~IES 
50 kEADINR,"03IB.IMAC.ppA,FNR 
.RITEIN •• 99clIS.IMAC,PPA.FNR 
C • SENSITIvITY OPTIONS 
READCNR.3902IB.ISENS 
~RITEIN •• '955IS.ISENS 
C •• UUTPUT OPTIONS 
READCNR.990218.IECH.IECHl.IOUT.IEFREQ.ILINEP,ILINEE.I~FRE~ 
.RITEIN •• 9956IS.IECH.IECHl.IOUT,IEFREQ.IL1NEP.ILINEE,IMFREQ 
C 
C 
•• DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO INPUT 
A. ~UANTl TI ES 
CALL ~IN3(QA,NC,NA.NT.NRDS.IECH.3.5.q5) 
CALL MI~2IQw.NC.NT.NRDS.IECH.3.~51 
CALL MIN21~NA."C.NT.NAOS.IECH,a,.5) 
CALL MI_aIQNAE.NC.NT.NRDS.IECH.5.~51 
IFtIYAC.tQ.lINRQS:-NRDS 
CALL ~I~3IQ~,NC.NM.NT.NRDS.IEC~.4.3.4~1 
IFIINAC.tQ.I)NRDS=~NROS 
CALL MI~3IQP,'C.NM.NT,_RDS,IEC1.4.3.q!) 
IFII.AC.t~.IINROS=·NRDS 
CALL ~I'3IDNN.NC,NM.NT.NRDS.IE:H.4.3,45) 
IFtINAC.t~.ll~ROS:-NROS 
CALL .1 ~3 I QR~ .,·C .N~. NT. NIlOS ,IE:H. q. 3. ~51 
00 7U IC=I.NC 
,,0 65 I~=l.N" 
GO 60 IT=I.NT 
~RMIIC.IN'ITI=QN~(IC.I~.IT)*FN~ 
~NNIIC'I~'ITI:~N~IIC'1~'ITI.11.-FNRI 
60 corHINUE 
65 COrHIIJUE 
70 CONTltWi: 
CALL "I~<IRulS".~C.~T,NRDS,IECrl.3,~5) 
tiLL .1~2IRAF.~C.NT.~RDS.IECH.3~45) 
~C·=~C-l 
IFII.AC.~E.IIGCTQ 130 
PRll)=l&OOO. 
PR(21=12DOD. 
PRI31=35GOO. 
00 90 IT=l.NT 
II:Cl=II:C-l 
00 80 lC=l.NCl 
ROlSP(IC.lTI:RDISPIIC.ITI·PR(31/P~IICI 
RAFIIC.ITI=RAFIIC. IT I.PRI31/PRIICI 
80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 
00 120 lC=loNC" 
00 110 1~"l.N" 
00 100 IT:l.NT 
Q"IIC.l~.ITI=O. 
QPIIC.IM,lTl"O. 
QNMIIC.I~,ITI:O. 
FI"IIC.I~'ITI=O. 
100 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
C "" INVESTMENT AMO~NTS 130 CALL MI~2(FIA.NC.NT.NROS.I(CH.3,~51 
IFII"AC.EQ.IINROS:-NRDS 
CALL MIN3(FIM.NC,NM.NT.NRDS.IE:H.~.3.~51 
CALL MINIIFIN.NT.NROS.IECH.451 
C a. COSTS 
* PRODUCTION COSTS EXCLUSIVE OF _ATER 
CALL MIN3(CA,NC.NA.NT.NRC.IECH.J.5.~51 
IF(IMAC.EQ.IINRC=-NRC 
CALL "IN3ICM.NC,NM,NT.NRC'lECH.Q.3.4S) 
CALL MI~IICSN.UT.NRC.IECH.451 
CALL MINIICSA.NT.NRC,IECH.~51 
CALL MINIICSP.NT.NRC.IECH.451 
CALL MINIIOMRN.NT.NRC.IECH,451 
CALL ~IN1(OMRA.NT.NRC.IECH.~51 
CALL MINIIOMRP,NT.NRC.I.ECH.45) 
DO 132 IT=I.NT 
CSNIITI=CSNIITI/NC 
CSAIITI:CSA(ITI/NC 
CSP(ITI=CSPI1T)/NC 
uMRNIIT):OMRNIITI/NC 
OMRA(IT)=OMRAIITI/NC 
OMKPIITI=OMRPIIT)/NC 
132 CONTINlIE 
C * TOTAL JOINT COSTS 
CALL MINl(CJT.NT.NRC.IECH.451 
C *. COMMODITY PRICES AND NAVIGATIO~ HANDLING C~ARGES 
CALL ~IN2IPA.NC.NA.NRP.IECHl.3,5) 
IFCINAC.EQ.lIN~P=-NRP 
CALL MI~2IPM.NC.NM.NRP.IECH1.4.31 
IFII~Ac.ca.lINRP:-NRP 
LALL "IN2(PRM,N~.NM.NRP.rECH1.'.31 
-
-
-
REAO(NR.9901IB.PNAH.PNMH 
IFIIECH1.tQ.IIWRITtINW.9970IB.PNAH.PN~H 
PNAH=PNAH/CF 
PN"4rl=PN",,-i/CF 
• USE SENEGALESE PRICES AS WORLD PRICES IF IWP;:1 
IFII.P.E~.OlGOTO 142 
CO 1"0 IC:l.NCf.I 
CO 133 IA=l.NA 
PAIIC.IAI=PA(3.IAI 
13~ CONTI NUE 
DO 13& I~:loNM 
PMIIC.I~I:PMI3.IMI 
136 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 
C ** PROJECT PRICES AND 
142 IF(IPJC.E~.lIGOTO 
• ,",~IIH COS TS 
IFtIJC[T.EQ.llGOTO 1 .... 
COSTS INPUT 
CALL ~I~1!CJA.~T.NR.IECH1.45l 
tALL Ml~I(CJP.~T.~R,IEChl.'+5l 
CALL MI~1ICJN.NT.NR.IECHl,"5l 
GOTO 146 
1.... REAUINR.9901IB,C v Al.CJPl.CJNl 
IFIIECH1.[Q.11~RITEINw.995bIB.:JAl.CJPl.CJNl 
REAOINR.9901IB.CSA1.CSPl,CSNl 
IFIIECH1.E;.11~RITE(NW.9~&6IB.:SA1,eSPl.CSNl 
READINR.99011B.C~S,CMJ 
IFIIECH1.EQ.IIWRITEIN •• 996711.:MS.CMJ 
U~ 145 ·H=l.NT 
CJA I IT l ::JAI 
CJPI ITI =CJPI 
CJNI IT 1 =CJNl 
145 CONTINUE 
1'+& CO I,+e IT=I.~T 
CJAIITI=CJAIITl*CJTIITloCMJ/NC 
tJP(ITl=CJPIITI*CJTIITI*C~J/NC 
CJN(ITl=CJNIIT)*CJTIITl.CMJ/NC 
IFIIT.GT.9IGOTO 147 
CSAI!T)=CSAIITl+CJTI!T)*CMS*CSAI/NC 
CSPtITI=tSPIITI+CvTIITl*CMS*CS-l/NC 
CSNIITI·CSNI!TI+CJTCITl.C~S'CS'l/NC 
GOTO He 
1~7 OMRAIIT)=OMRA!IT)+CJTIITloCMS* SAI/NC 
QMRPIITl=O~RP(IT)+CJT{ITI.C~S* SPliNe 
Q~RNIITI:O.R~lrTI+CJT(ITI.tMS* SNl/NC 
l .. e CONTlNUE 
IFIIPJC.EQ.OIGoro 1&5 
C • PROJECT PRICES 
150 CALL MINIIP •• Nc.NR.IECH1.~l 
CALL ~!~IIPNA.HC.NR.IECHl.3) 
IFIIMAC.(Q.IINR:-NR 
CALL Ml'2IPP.NC.N~.NR.IECrll,3.31 
IFIIMAC.E~.ll~R=.NR 
CALL MIN~(PNM.NC.NM.NR'IECHl.~.31 
IF(IPJC.EQ.2IGOTO 165 
DO 160 H=l.NT 
CJAIITI=O. 
CJPIITIJlO • 
CJN(IT):O. 
IbO CONTINUE 
C ** PRINT DESCRIPTIONS OF RUN OPTIJNS USED 
165 WRITECNW.98921IHRUN(II.I=1.121 
WRITElNW.96011 
NROS1;:NROS.9 
IFINRDS.6T.18INROSI=NROS.19 
~RITEINW.99G4110SCI.NROSll.I=1.51 
IPJC1=lPJC+l 
GOTOI172.174.1761.1PJCl 
172 WRITEINw.9893IIPJC.F 
GOTO 178 
174 WRITEINW.9894IIPJC 
GOTD 178 
176 .RITEINw. 989511PJC 
178 IWPl=IWP+1 
60TOI160.1821.IWPI 
180 .RITEIN •• 9896II~P 
GOTO 184 
182 wRITEIN~.98971IWP 
184 1 MAC l::hAC +1 
GOTOI186.1881.IMACl 
186 WRITEINW.9898IIMAC 
GOTO 190 
168 .RITEIN~.98991IMAC 
190 IFIISENS.GT.OIGOTO 192 
WRITEINw.9900lIStNS 
GOm 194 
C192 ~RITEIN •• 996~lIStNS.SHOG(ISENSI 
192 CONTINUE 
19~ IFIISEAS.EQ.IIGOTO 198 
~RITEINW.9968lISEAS 
GOTD 199 
196 WRITEINw.99G9IISEAS 
199 WRIT!: I NW. 98011 
.0* INITIALISATION 
• DISCOUNT FACTORS 
OFlll:l.Q 
uF(2)=I./11 •• RI 
OFT=DF I 11.0F I" I 
DO 200 IT=a. NT 
uF(IT1=~FIIT-11/(1.+RI 
[)FT::DFT+JF{ITI 
200 CONTINUE 
• YEAR 
DO 210 IT=I.NT 
ICYRI!T):IYR-l+IT 
-N 
210 tONTlNUE 
• PRINT DISCOUhT FACTORS 
"R liE I Nw. 9958 1 
CO 220 IT=l."T 
,RITECN •• 9959ITtYRIITI,DF l ITI 
220 C01HINUE 
•. RITE I N •• 99&0 
c • SE~E~AL 
~Al=~A.l 
1.14V::Utohl 
C .*. I PJC=O 
C !PJC=l 
C I PJC=2 
PROJECT PRICeS. GIV,N ALLOCATION OF JOINT COSTS 
ALLOCATIC] O' JOINT CesTS. GIVEN PROJECT PRICES 
~I.l~ PROJLCT PRICLS I'D ALLOCATIO~ OF ~OINT COSTS 
•• PROJECT SE.RVICE::NAVIGAT!O:' 
• C~LCULATE AND AS~IGN CD~T 3REA400WN T~ PROJECT DETAIL TASLES 
Ti.lli~A=O • 
TQN~=O. 
vO 290 IC;l.NC 
rCIICl=O. 
;>90 COIHINUE 
JJ 31;0 IT=l,r'JT 
('0 330 IC=I.I,C 
TA31II.IT.l.l.IC1=CSN,ITl 
T.31(I.rT.2.1'ICl=CSh(ITI·~F(ITI 
TAalI2'IT.l.l'lCl=DMR~IITl 
TA31c2.IT.2.1.ICl=OMRh(ITI.QF(ITI 
TAal(!,Il.1,ltlC)~RN.FI~ClT) 
TABI13.IF.2.1'ICI=RN'FINIITI·D"IITI 
TASl Ph I 1,1,1 t 1 ~) =CJ:H IT) 
TA~11-.IT.2.1,ICI=CJNIITI·GFII11 
l UM=U. 
SO 300 I:l.~ 
CUM.OUM.TABlII.I1.1.1.ICI 
300 LO:HINUE 
TAalI7.IT.l.l.ICI=OU~ 
TABlI7.IT.2.1,IC1=DUU.OFCITI 
TC!I'I=TC!ICI·OUM*OFIITI 
IFIIPJC •• T.OlG0TO 330 
TQNA:TQNA.QNA,IC.IT'.OFIITI 
GO 310 IM=I.I,M 
TONM=TONM.QNMIIC.IM.ITI.OF,ITI 
31Q CONTINUE 
330 CONTINUE 
3-D LONTINUE 
TCI_l=TClll+TCI21+TCI31 
IF(lPJt.GT.OliOTQ 385 
• CALCULATE PNA.PNM 
PNA1=TC(41/IT'~A'F*TgNMI 
co 3&0 lC=I.NC 
PNA IIC) .PNAl 
360 CONTINUE 
PNMl=F.PNAl 
00 380 Ie=I.NC 
(,;0 370 I~=I.NM 
PNMI IC. I~I=PNMI 
370 CONTINUE 
380 CONTINUE 
C • CALCULATE AND ASSIGN REVENUE B.E.KDOWN TO PROJECT oETAIL TABLES 
385 CO ~OO IT=l.NT 
00 396 IC=I.NC 
DUM~PNA(ICI*QNAIIC.IT) 
TAB1IS.IT.l.l.IC,=OUM 
TAB1(S.IT,2.1.ICI=OUM.DFIITI 
OUM=O. 
00 3"'0 I"'''l,NM 
CUM=DUM+PNMIIC.IMI*QNMIIC.l~.IT) 
3'30 CONTINUE 
TA6116.IT.l.l.ICI=DUM 
TA6116.IT.2.1.ICI=DUM.DFIITj 
00 393 10=1.2 
TA6118.IT.ID.l.ICI=TABI15.1T.I).1.ICI+TABI16.IT.10.1.1Cl 
393 CONTINUE 
396 CONTINUE 
~OO CONTINUE 
IFIIPJC.NE.IIGOTO ~~3 
C * CA~CULATE CJN 
OUM=O. 
00 "10 IC::l,NC 
DO ~05 Ihl.NT 
aUM=OUM+TABlI8.IT.2,1.ICI 
~05 CONTINUE 
HO CONTINUE 
C~Nl~IDu~-TCI"I)/DFT 
DO ~30 TT=l.NT 
CJNIITl::CJNl 
00 ~20 IC:l.NC 
TABl'~.IT.l.1'ICI=CJNl 
TAB11~.IT'2.1.ICI=C~Nl*DFIITI 
~20 CONTINUE 
~30 CONTINUE 
C • 
~~3 
~q6 
~50 
Q60 
~70 
,,80 
CALCULAT~ AND ASSIGN TOTALS TO PROJECT DETAIL TABLES 
00 ~SO 1=1.8 
DO q~6 IC=l.NC 
CHII.l,ICI=O. 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUe: 
DO 480 IT:l.!>;T 
00 470 1=1.8 
00 ~60 IC=l.NC 
CT1CI.l,ICI=CT1CI.1,ICI+TABI(I.IT.2.1.1CI 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
• SUM OVER COUNTRIES AND ASSIGN TO PROJECT DETAIL TABLE 
-w 
00 510 1=1,8 
00 500 IJ=l,2 
co ~90 IT=I,NT 
TABl(I,IT,!O,l.~I=O. 
490 CONTINUE 
500 CO'HINUE 
CTlfI,1,4):C,. 
510 C;ONTINUE 
520 
530 
00 550 1=1,8 
00 540 IC=l.Ne 
00 530 !J=1.2 
DO 520 IT=I.NT 
TAal{I,IT.ID.I.~I=TABlII.IT,ID.l,41.TAB!II.IT,ID.I,ICI 
I.1.~I=CTlII,I.ql+CTIII,l,lC) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
• ASSIGN TOTAL COSTS AND TOTAL REVENUES TO PROJECT SUMMARY TABLE 
CO 580 1=1.2 
CO 570 1;)=1,. 
00 IT=I.NT 
TAB2( .IT.IDI=TAB1{I+6,IT.ID.l.QI 
TA8'(9.IT.IDI=TAe1(~.IT.ID.1'~1 
CD"TINUE 
CONTIr;UE 
CT2(1)=CT1(1+6.1.41 
580 CQ,HINUE 
CT2(9)=C11(4,1.41 
• PRINT PROJECT SERVICE OETAIL TA3LES • NAVIGATION 
ISECT:! 
IF(lOUT.EJ.OIGDTO 750 
NCl=~ 
:0 740 H=NCl.4 
ICl=IC 
IFIIC.EQ.4IIC1=0 
!Tzo 
IPAGE=O 
690 IPAGE=IPAGE+l 
ILINE=l. 
.RITE(N~"8001(HJOB(II'I=1.121.IHRUNltl'I=1.121 
.RITElN •• 98011 
N."802IIsECT.ICl.IpAGE 
Nft,98031 
N •• ge041(PSII.ISECTI,I:l.4) 
IFIIC.EQ.4IGOTO 700 
.RITE(N •• 980SltCTRYII.ICI.I=1.21 
GOTO 110 
700 ~RITE(~~.1115) 
710 .RITEIN •• iI061 
~RITE!N".9801) 
riRIT((N •• 981~1 
.RITEIN •• 98011 
720 IT:I HI 
IAST:l 
IFITABlI7.IT.l.1,ICI.6T.TABlI8.IT.l,l.ICIIIAST=2 
~RITEINW.9806IICYRIITI'ITABIII,IT.I.I,ICI.I=l,al,AST(IA5Tl 
kRITEINw.98141(TABIII,IT.2,l,ICI.I=1,81 
IUNE=ILINE+2 
IF(ILINE.LT,ILINEPIGOTO 730 
WRlTE(NW,9S01i 
GOTO 690 
130 IFIIT.LT.~TIGOTO 720 
I AST"l 
IFICTl(7,l,ICI,GT,CTlI8,l,ICIIIAST:2 
WRITEINW. 98011 
WRITEINW,98101ICTl(I.l,ICI,I=l,81.AST( IASTI 
wRITEINW.911011 
740 CONTINUE 
750 CONTINUE 
C 00 PR~JECT SERVICE: IRRIGATION 
• CALCULATE AND ASSIGN COST aREA~DOWN TO PROJECT DETAIL TABLES 
TQ=O. 
DO 1290 IC=I.NC 
TCIICI=O. 
1290 CONTINUE 
DO 1330 IT:l' NT 
DO 1320 IC:l.NC 
TAB111.IT.l.1,ICI=CSAIIT) 
TABlI1.IT.2.1.1CI=CSAIITI*OFIIT) 
TAB1(2.IT.1.1.1CI=OMRAI1TI 
TAB1(2.IT.2.1.ICI=OMRAIITI*OFIITI 
TAB113.IT.l.l.ICI=CJAllTI 
TA8113.IT.2.1.1CI=CJA(ITIOOFIIT) 
DUM=O. 
DO 1300 1"1.3 
DUM=OUM.TAB1(I,IT.l.1.IC) 
1300 CONTINUE 
TABlI4.IT.l.l.ICI=OUM 
TA8114.IT,2.1.ICI=DUM*OF(ITI 
TC(lC)=TC(ICI+DUMOOF(ITI 
IF(lPJC.GT.OIGOTO 1320 
T~=T~+QftIIC.ITI*OF(ITI 
1320 C.ONTINUE 
133~ CONTINUE 
TC(41=TC(11+TCI2)+TCI3) 
IF(IPJC.GT.OIGOTO 1355 
C ° CALCuLATE PW 
PW1=TCI~I/TQ 
DO 1350 IC=l.NC 
PWIIC/=P"l 
1350 CONTINUE 
C ° CA~CULAT£ AND ASSIGN REVENUE B~EAKOO~N TO PROJECT DETAIL TABLES 
1355 DO 1366 IT=l 
;;0 1363 lC=l 
DUM=PWIICI*QWIIC.ITI 
TAB115.IT.l.1,IC)=OUM 
TABlI5.IT,2.1.ICI=OUM.DFIITI 
... 
~ 
c 
1363 CONTIriUE: 
1366 CONTINU~ 
IFIIPJC.~E.lIGOTO l QOO 
1370 
1375 
,IT.2.1,ICl 
CJAl=CDU~-TCI411/DFT 
DO 1390 IT:l,NT 
CJA(lTl=,CJAl 
DO 1360 IC=l.NC 
TABlt3,IT,l.1.ICI:CJAl 
TAB113.IT.2,l.ICI=CJAl*DF(ITI 
1380 CONTINUE 
1390 CONTINUE 
C • CALCULATE ANO ASSIGN TOT~L~ TO PROJECT DETAIL TABLES 
1400 DO 1406 1=1,5 
00 1403 IC=I.NC 
CTlCI,I.ICI=O. 
lQ03 
1'106 CONTINUE 
DO 1'130 IT=l.NT 
DO 1'120 1:1.5 
DO 1~10 IC:l.NC 
CTl(I.1.1CI=CT1(I.l,ICI+TA8111.IT,2.1,ICI 
1410 CONTINUE 
1420 CONTINUE 
1430 CONTINUE 
• SUM OVER COUNTRIES AND ASSIGN 10 PROJFCT UErAI~ TABLE 
DO 1460 1=1.5 
00 h50 10=1,2 
DO l'1QO IT=l.NT 
TA91tl,IT,10.l.'I1=0. 
1"40 CONTINUE 
l450 CONTINUE 
CTl(1,l,41=0. 
IH.O 
DO 1500 1=1.5 
DO 1490 lC=1 
JO h6il 0= 1 
DC lQ70 .T=1 
TABlll.IT,IO.l.41=TA8111.11.1D,1.41+TAB11 1 ,IT,10.l.lCI 
l470 CONTINUE 
1480 CONTINUE 
CT 1 Il,I.41=CT 1 II,l.'II+CTIII.I,lC) 
1490 CONTINUE 
1500 CONTlIIUE 
• ASSIGN TOTAL COSTS A~O TOTAL REVENUES TO PROJECT SUMMARY TAB~E 
DO 1530 1=1,2 
CO 1520 1"=1.2 
00 1510 I hl.NT 
TAe2(I+2.IT.IOI=TAS1(I+3.IT.ID.1.q) 
TAe2110,IT.IDI=TAS1(3.IT.ID,I,~) 
1510 CONTIriUE 
1520 CONTINUE: 
CT2(1+2)=CTltI+3,l.~1 
1530 CONTINUE 
CT21101=CT1(3,l.QI 
* PRlriT PRO~ECT StRVICE DETAIL TA'LES • IRRIGATIOri 
ISE:CT=2 
IFIIOUT.EQ.OIGOTO 1750 
NCl:Q 
00 l1QO IC=NCl,q 
ICl=IC 
IF(IC.E~.qIIC1=0 
IT=O 
IPAGE=o 
1690 IPAGE=IPAGE:+1 
1100 
ILINE=12 
WRITEINW,3800)1~~OBIll.I=I.12I,tHRUNITI,I=1.121 
'RIHINJI,980l) 
WRITEINJI,98021ISECT'IC1,IPAGE 
"RlTEPh.,98031 
.RITECNw.980QICPSII,ISECTI.I=I,ql 
IFIIC.E:Q.qIGOTO 1100 
ICTRYII.ICI·I=1.21 
1710 wRITEIN*,98061 
lliRITE:IN .. ,98011 
wRlTEIN .. ,98261 
~RlTEIN",980l) 
1120 IT"n+l 
IAST=1 
IFITABI1 4 ,IT,l.1,ICI.GT.TA9115.IT,l.1,ICIIIAST=2 
.RITEINw.9818IICYRIITI,tTABltl,IT,I,I,IC).I=I.51.ASTIIAST) 
"RITE(N .. ,9819)ITAB1(I.IT,2.1,1~I.I=l,~1 
ILINE=ILINE+2 
IFIILINE.LT.I~IN~P,GOTO 1730 
.RITEIN ... 96011 
GOTD 1690 
1730 IFIIT.LT,NTIGOTO 1120 
lAST=1 
IFICT114.1,ICI.GT,CTlI5,l.ICIIIAST=2 
.RITEIN •• 9601 I 
WRITEIN ... 9820)ICTIII,l.lCI.1=1.SI.AST(IASTI 
.. RlTEIN.,98011 
17'10 CONTINUE 
1150 CO~ITINUE 
•• PROJECT SERVICE: POWER 
* CA~CuLATE AND ASSIGN COST BREA~DOWN TO PROJECT DETAI~ TAa~ES 
TQ=O • 
00 2290 lC=l,Ne 
TC (IC 1=0. 
--\r. 
2290 CONTINUE 
;;30L 
,,0 2330 IT=I.NT 
DO 2320 IC=l.~C 
Il.lT.I.I.lC)=CSPIITI 
tl.!T.2.1,\C,=CSPtlT,*DFtIT) 
TA61(2.IT.I.l.rC):O"RPIIT) 
TABI(2.IT.2.1.IC)=O"RPtIT).DFtlT) 
TA91{3.1T11tllI~l:CJP{IT) 
TA8113'IT.2.1'ICI=CJPIIT,*DF tlll 
lJLlIo4;::O. 
"0 2~OQ l=l.~ 
CU~=JuM.TABlil,IT·l'l.IC 
TASl(4,IT.l,1.rc 
TA81(~tIT,2,1.IC)=DUM.OF(lTJ 
TCiIC)'TCIIC'·~UM·OFI1T) 
IFiIPJc.;T.D)GCTO 2320 
UD 2310 1~=1."" 
r;'-:=TQ+\.IP(lc.l"l:,ITh:DF(IT) 
,,310 CONTHIUE 
252:; 
23.lU 
• CAI..CULATi" pp 
""1=TC(41ITJ 
2.31tc-
,Q 2350 le.1.Ne 
~o 23"0 1~=l.N' 
2350 CO~T!tjUc 
3J 
•• A~CuLAT~ A~J .S~IGN REvr~uE 8~EAKOO~' 10 PNDJEcT oETAIL TA8~ES 
2~6l "J 23'0 IT'I,~1 
~:; 233ij I:::::::l,'H 
j'JM~O • 
237& 
238'J 
2390 
. J 2':>70 I"'=l,·,j\· 
~u~=DUM~~PtICtI~}·QPIIC.I~.IT) 
C. O~H I ~nJ~ 
fA31i5.IT.l.l.IC)=OU. 
lA31(5.IT.2.1,IC)=OU~*OFiITJ 
l vt, T FlUe 
U'lIPJC. lIGCT~ 244C 
~iq,.C:JLAT::' c....iP 
,J"=C. 
....,0 2:.j.l0 IC::l,NC 
cD 2400 IT=l,'IT 
~J~=JU~ TA5115.ITt2.1,ICI 
2"*00 CuNTH"U 
241J ~0~Tl'j\; 
l0Pl:ID ~-TC(4))/OFT 
... 0 2~3!J lr:::.l,'~T 
~JP(ITl 
'iO 21l2Q ,'Ie 
TA6113.1T.l.l.IC):CJPl 
TA61i3.1T.2.1.1CI=CJP1*OFIITI 
2420 CONTINUE 
2430 CONTINU!: 
C • CA~Cu~AT~ AND ASSIGN TOTA~S TO PROJECT OETAI~ TA6~ES 
2440 UO 2460 1=1,5 
DO 2450 lC=l,Ne 
~Tlll.l.lCJ=O. 
2450 CONTINUE 
2;460 CONTINUE 
2HO 
2480 
2490 
LJO 2490 !T=l.NT 
DO 2480 1=1.5 
QO 2470 IC=l.NC 
tTlil.l.ICJ=CTltl.l.ICI+TA61tl.IT.2,l.lC) 
* SU" ovE~ CUUNTRIES AND ASSIGN TO PROJECT DETAI~ TAR~E 
DO 2520 1=1.5 
DO 2510 10=1.2 
DO 2500 1 hI. NT 
TI6111.IT.IO.l.4)=0. 
2500 CONTINUE 
2510 CONTINUE 
CTlil.l.4)=0. 
2520 CONTINUE 
DO ,560 1=1.5 
00 2550 IC=I,NC 
~O 2540 1~=1.2 
00 2530 IT=loNT 
TA61(I.IT.IO.l.4)=TASl(I.IT.ID.l.4)+TAB1(I.IT.10.1.ICI 
2530 CONTINUE 
2540 CONT!NU~ 
1I,I.4)=CT1(I.l.41.CT111.1.1CI 
2550 
2560 CONTINUE 
* ASSIGN TOTA~ COSTS AND TOTAL R~VENUES TC PROJECT SUMMARY TAB~E 
00 2590 1=1. 2 
2570 
2580 
DO 2580 IJ=l 
00 2570 IT:l 
TAB2II+4.1T.IO)=TABl(!+3,IT.10,1,4) 
TAB2(11.IT.IO)=TAB1(3.IT.IO.1.41 
CT2(I+~I=CTliI+3,1.4J 
2590 CONTINUE 
CT2(111~CTl(3.1.41 
C *. CALCULATt AND ASSIGN TOTA~S TO PROJECT SUM~ARY TABLES 
00 2790 10::1,2 
DO 2780 IT=l.NT 
TAB2(7.IT'IO)=O. 
TAB2(8.IT.IDI=O. 
-
-Q\ 
2780 CONTINUE 
2790 CO'llTINUE 
CT2(7),'0. 
CT2(8)=0. 
UO 2820 1=1.3 
J=2*11-1I 
CO 2810 1"=1.2 
UO 2800 I hI. NT 
TAB217.IT.IDI=TAB217.IT.IDI+TA'211+~.JT.IOI 
TAB2(a.IT.ID)=TAB2(5.IT.ID)+TA3212+~.JT.IO) 
2800 ~ONTINUE 
2810 CONTINUE 
CT2171::T2(71+CT~ll+J) 
CT2(9)::T218)+CT212+JI 
2820 CONTI NUE 
C121121=0. 
ClO 2830 IT:I. NT 
DUM:ICJ~(IT)+CJAIITI+CJP(ITII*~C 
TAB2(12.IT.ll=OU~ 
TAB2(12.IT.2)=OU~*DF(IT) 
CT2(12)=Cr2112)+DU~*DFIIT) 
2830 CONTINUE 
• PRINT P~OJECT SrRvlCE DETAIL TA~LES - POWER 
ISECT=3 
IF(IOUT.~~.OIGOTO 3050 
tJC l=~ 
00 3040 IC:NCl.4 
I1C.E~.'+IICl=0 
IT=O 
lPAGE=O 
2990 IPAGE=IPAGE+l 
lUNE=12 
.RITEIN •• 9BOO)IHJOB(!).1=1.121.IHRUNIJI.J=1.12) 
.RITE IN".9801 J 
.RITEINW.9S02IISECT.ICl·IPAGE 
N •• 9503) 
NII.9s04) (PSlltiSECTld=1.4) 
IC.EQ.'+)GOTO 3000 
.RITEINw.98051ICTRYI!.IC).1=1,21 
GOTO 3010 
1000 wRITEIN •• 9S111 
1010 wRITEINw.9B061 
"RIT((lJw.YBOll 
"RITEIN",982&) 
wRITEIN •• 9S01) 
3020 IT=IT+l 
IAST:l 
IFITABl(4.IT.1.1.IC).GT.TA8115.IT.1.1.ICIIIAST=2 
wRIT[IN".9a28IICYRIIT),ITAB1II.IT.1.1.ICI.I=1,51.ASTI1ASTI 
wRITE(N •• 98291ITABIII.IT.2.1,I:),I=1.~) 
ILIN£=ILINt+~ 
IFIILINE.LT.ILINEP)GOTO 3030 
>I'IITEINw.9aOll 
GOTO 2990 
1030 IFIIT.LT.NTIGOTU 3020 
IAST:l 
IFCCTlI4.1.ICI.6T,CTlI5.1.ICIIIAST=2 
wRITE INW.98011 
WRITEIN •• ge301ICTICI.1.ICI.I=1.5),ASTIIASTI 
IoiRITEINIoi.980l) 
3040 CONTINUE: 
C * PRINT P~O~ECT SERV4CES SUM~AR1 TABLE 
3050 n=o 
IPAGE=O 
3060 IPAGE=IpAGE+l 
ILINE=12 
WRITECNw.9800)(HJOBIII.I=1.lZI.CHRUNC J I.I=1.12) 
WRlTECNII.98011 
wRITEINw.ge32)JPAGE 
WIUTE:IN •• 98031 
IoiRITtINW.9S341 
wRITEINII.9813) 
ItRlTE(Nw.9aO&) 
wRITEINw.980Il 
wRITEIN •• 9831io) 
ItRITEIN.,geOl) 
3070 IT=IT+l 
ASTl-ASTI 1) 
AST2=ASfl 
AST3=ASTl 
AST4=ASTl 
IF(TAB211.IT.l),GT.TAB2 12.IT.IIIAST1=AST(2) 
IF(TAB2(3.IT.l).GT.TAS2(~.lT.ll)AST2=6STI2) 
IFITAB215.IT.ll.GT.TAB2IG'IT.11IAST3:::AST(21 
IFITAB2(7.IT.1).GT.TAB2(S.IT.1)IAST4=AST(21 
WRITEINw.983S)ICYRIIT).ITAB2II.IT.11.r=1.121 
~RITEINw.9837)AST1.AST2,.Sfl.AST4 
WRITEIN •• 9839)(TAB2(I.IT.2).1=1.121 
I LUIE= I LX Nt + 2 
IFCILINE.LT.ILINEPIGOTO ~080 
wRITE(Nw.9801) 
GO TO 30£00 
3060 IFIIT.LT.NTIGOTO 3070 
ASTl=AST 11) 
AST2:::ASTl 
AST3=ASTl 
AST4=ASTl 
IFICT2111.GT.CT2(ZIIASTl=ASTI21 
IFICT2111.GT.CT21~))AST2=AST(21 
IFICT2IS).GT.CTlI6))AST3=ASTI2) 
IF I CT217).GT .CT21 81IAST-~:AST I 21 
wRIT£(I'j,.,geOll 
_RITtIN,..98~0IASTl.AST2.AST3.AST4 
wRITE(NW.9839)ICT2II).1=1.121 
"RITEIN •• 98.011 
.*. CALCULATt PROFIT TO ECONOMIC SECTORS AFTER RETURN ON INU[Sr~lNT IS 
)oIET 
C *. [CONOMIC SECTOR: AGRICULTURE 
-
--...I 
C • CA~CULATE INC ASSIGN COST A~O ,EVENUE BREAKDOWN TO ECuNO~IC DETAIL 
C TABLES 
DO ~290 I=l.ll 
~o ~280 IA=I.NAI 
00 ~270 IC=l.NC 
CT1[I.IA.ICI=O. 
4270 CONTINUE 
~280 CONTIilU£ 
CT2(11"0. 
~290 CONTItlUE 
00 ~330 IT=I.NT 
DO ~320 le.l.NC 
T2=0. 
T6=0. 
DO 4300 IA=l,NI 
uUM=CAlIe.IA,ITI/CF 
TABll2.IT,l.IA.ICI=DU~ 
TASlI2.IT.2.IA.ICI=OU~.DFIIT) 
T2=T2+0U~ 
CTll2.I~.IC1=CTI12,IA.ICI+OUM.)FIITI 
DUM=PAlle.IAI·GAIIC.IA.IT 
TABl(~.IT.l.IA.ICI=DUM 
TASlI6.IT,2.IA.ICI=DUM*OF(IT) 
T6=T6+0u~ 
CTlI6,IA.ICI=CTI16.IA.IC)+wUM*JFIITI 
4300 CONTINUE 
Tl=RA·FIAIIe.1T1 
TABIII,IT.l.NA+l.ICI=TI 
TABI\1.lT.2.NA+l.IC1=Tl.oFIITI 
CTlll.NA+I.ICI=CTIII.NAol.ICloTI*OFIITI 
TABI12.IT.I.MAol,ICI=T2 
TAaI12.IT.~,NAol.ICI=T2*OFIIT) 
CTI12.NA+l.ICI=CTl I2.NA+l.IC)oT2.0F(I T I 
T3=PwIIC).QWIIC.ITI 
TABI13,IT.l.NA+l.ICI:TI 
TABl\3.IT,2.NAol.ICI=TI.oF 
CTl\3.NAol.ICI=Cl113.~A+l.1CI+Ta.OFIITI 
T~=IPNAlICloPN.HI.QNAE(IC.ITI/12 •• *ISFASI 
TABll~.IT.l.NAOl.ICI=T4 
TA9l(4.IT.2.NA+l.ICI=T~.DFIITI 
CTll~.NAol.ICI=CT11~.NAol.lCI+T4*DFIITI 
T5=ROISP(IC,ITI/~F 
TABI15.IT,l.NAol.ICI=T5 
TABlIS.IT.2,NAol.lCI=TS*OFIITI 
CTlI5,N,ol.ICI=CTlI5.~Aol.ICIOT5*DFIITI 
TABlI6,IT,I.NA.l.IC>=T' 
TA6116.IT.2.~Aol.ICI=T&.DFII'1 
CTII&.NA+1.ICI=C111 6 ,NAol.ICloT&*DFIITI 
T7=RAFIIC.IT)/CF 
TA6117.IT.l.~Aol.ICI=T7 
TA81(7.!T.2.~A+l.ICI=T7·DFIITI 
CTlI7.NA Ol.ICI=CTlI7.NA+l'ICI·17.DFCITI 
T8=Tl+T2+T30T~oT5 
TA3118,IT.l.~A+l.ICI=T6 
T.al(a.IT.2.~Aol.ICI·la.DFIITI 
CTIIB.NA·1.ICI=CTIIB'~'ol.IC>oT8.DFIITI 
T9=T6+T7 
TABIC9.IT.l.NAol.ICI=T9 
TASlI9.IT.2.NA+I,ICI=T9*OrIIT) 
CTl(9.~AOl.ICI=CTl!9.NAol'ICI+T9*OF!ITI 
TI0=T9-TB 
TABIClO.IT.l.NAol. IC I=T10 
TABIClO.IT,2,NAol.ICI=T10*WFC111 
CTIII0.NAol,IC,=CTI110.NA+1.ICIOTIO.OFIITI 
Tl1=PNAIICI*IQNAIIC.ITI-QNAEII:.ITII 
TASlll1.IT.l.NA+l.I CI=Tll 
TABl lll.IT.2.NAol,ICI=TI1*OFIIT) 
CTl(11.NA+l.ICI=CTlI11.NA+l.IC,oTll.OFIITI 
• ASSIGN TO ECONOMIC SUMMARY TAB~E 
TAB211C,IT.ll=Tl0 
TAtl2IIC,IT.21=TIO*DFIITI 
TA82IIc+a'IT.ll=Tll 
TAB2(IC.6.IT.2)=Tll*DFIITI 
~320 CONTINUE 
~330 CONTINUE 
C * SU~ OVE~ COUNTRIES AND ASSIGN TO ECONO~Ic DETAIL TABLE AND SU~MARY 
C TAB~E 
DO ~170 IA=l,NAl 
DO 4360 1=1.11 
DO ql50 W=1.2 
DO ~340 IT=l.NT 
TAB1II.IT.IO.IA,~1=0. 
~340 CONTIt~UE 
q350 CONTINUE 
CTllIoIA,41=O. 
~360 CONTINUE 
Q370 COt.!TINUE 
00 ~*20 IA=I.NAl 
DO q~10 ICol.NC 
00 ~qOO 1=1.11 
DO q390 lO=1.2 
DO ~380 IT=1. NT 
TAB1II.IT'IO.IA.~)=TAalII'IT.I).IA.ql+TAB1II.IT,IO.IA.lei 
q380 CONTINUE 
~390 CONTINUe: 
CT1II.IA.41=CTIII,IA,ql+CTIII.IA,ICi 
~~OO CONTINUE 
HI0 CONTINUe 
4420 CONTI NUe: 
• PRINT ECONOMIC SECTOR DETA1~ T~aLEs - AGRICULTURE 
ISECT=1 
IFIIOUT.EQ.OIGOTO q750 
NCl=1 
IFIIOUT,EQ.1INC1=4 
DO ~740 l[=NCl.~ 
ICl=IC 
lFIIC.E~.~IICl=O 
n=o 
IPAGE=O 
vEFREQ=IEFRE" 
IFIIEFRE~.GT.t.!TIJEFREG=O 
-
-00 
4bOO IPAGE=IPAGE+l 
ILINE=12 
~RITE(n~.9800JlrlJOB(II'I=1.12).IHRUNlrl'I=1.12) 
.RlT(IN •• 98011 
~RITl(N •• 98521ISECT.ICl.IPAG( 
)1(Sli.lStCT).l=l."1 
lC.E~.4IGOTC 4610 
• RITE{N •• '805)ICTRTII.ICI·I=1.~' 
GOTO '+620 
4blO .RITEIN •• 98131 
462C .~ITiIN~.'BOII 
wRITEIN •• 985bl 
.RITEIN •• 3dQll 
IFIIT.G(.~TIGOTO 4725 
4630 IT=IT+l 
~EFREQ=Jt:FRE~+l 
I+b50 
'f7at.. 
.. 710 
472G 
4725 
4730 
4740 
475Q 
IFt~EFR~ •• "T.IEFREQIGoTa 4700 
~EFRE:l=O 
),) '+&50 lA::1,!jfl. 
~RITE(~~t981e)lcRtI'lA)'I=1.2).(TAB1(t'IT,1'I~'lC),I=~ ,6,'+J 
IF(IA.E,.II.~ITE(Nw.98551ICYR(IT) 
~~ITE(N~,q879)fTABliI.IT,itlAtlC),I=2,6t4) 
cc.rHIrJUS 
• q I T( I N •• 98501 I CR I I • ,jAl1 • I = 1.21. tT AB1! I • IT .1. I,A I. I C 1.1 =1.111 
.qIT[I~ •• 98591IT.B111.IT.2.~Al.IC).I=I.111 
ILIrJE=ILl~E+2*(1A+l) 
'+7H N". %5811 CR (l",Hll ';=1021. I TABI (l.n .l.NA+1.IC 1.1=1.11, 
.98551ICYR(!T) 
.ge531(TA8111.IT.2.~A+I.IC'·I=1.11' 
IU"E=IU'(E+2 
'FtILII'~.LT.ILI~EE)GOTC 472D 
... 4:ITEtfJIi.98iJl) 
SOTO 4&00 
I""T.LT .'ITIGOTO 4630 
"RITElfj •• geOll 
... RIT£.(N,If,9B60) 
;:'0 4130 IA=l.~JA 
wRIT£(N~.9SH1)(CR(I.IA •• I=1,2~,(CT1CI,IA,IC1tI=2,6.~. 
CO!lTH,tJE 
.RITl(! ••• 98611 (CRll""l) .1=1.2). (CT1II.NAl.ICI.I=I.lll 
.RlT~(l1 .98011 
COfHlfW 
CONTjflU 
•• ECONO~I: SECTOR: MINING 
C • CALCULATE '~D Assl6~ COST AND ~EV[NuE BREAKDOWN TO ECONOMIC ~ETAIL 
TA3LES 
tJCl=l 
IF(I~AC.E~.11~Cl.3 
DO 5290 1=1.7 
DO 5280 I~=1,',"l 
IJO 5270 lC=l,"te 
CT1II.r'"olCl=O. 
5210 CONTINUE 
501S0 CONTINUE 
50190 CONTINUE 
DO 5330 IT=I. NT 
DO 5320 IC=Nel.NC 
B:D. 
T2:0. 
T3=0. 
T~:O • 
T5=0. 
n;=~. 
T7=0. 
TB:O. 
DO 5300 1I4=1.NM 
OUMl=O. 
OUM=RM*FIMIIC.IM.ITI 
TAB1Il.lT.I.IM.ICI=DUM 
TA6111.IT.2.IM.ICI=DUM*OFIITI 
Tl=T1+DU~ 
DUMl =OU,~ l+DUM 
CT1(1.I~'ICI=CTI(1.IM.ICI+DUM*jFIITI 
DUM=(CMIIC.IM.ITI*QM(Ic.rM.ITI·PPA*QPIIC.I~.ITIJ/CF 
TA6112.rT.l.lM.IC)=DUM 
TABl(2.1T.2.I~.ICI:OUM*OFIITI 
T2=T2+0UII 
OUM1=DU~I+DUM 
cTlI2.IM.ICl=CT112.IM.ICI+OUM*)FIITI 
DUM:PPIIC.IMI*OPIIc.IM.IT) 
TABlI3.IT.I.IM.ICI=OUM 
TABlI3.IT.2.IM.ICl=OUM*DFIIT) 
,:eTl 
Ie.IIot)+ 
TABlI4.IT.l.lM.IC):OUM 
TABlI4.IT.2.IIo!.ICI=OU~.OF{ITI 
T"=H+OUM 
DUMl=DU~l+DUM 
CTll~.I~.IC'=CTl( ... lM.IC'+OUM.JF(ITI 
DUM=PRIo!IIC.I~I.QRMIIC.IM.IT)/C" 
TABl(~.IT.l.lM.IC,=OUM 
TABl I5.IT.2.IM.ICI=OUM*OFIITI 
T5=T5+0U~ 
OUM1=OU~1+0UM 
CTll~.I •• ICI=CTlI5.1M.lc'+OUM*)FIITI 
TA8116.IT.l.IM.IC,:DUMl 
TABlt6.IT.a.IM.lcl=DUM1*OFIITI 
T6:T6+DUMl 
CTlI6.1 •• ICI=CT116.1M.IC)+OUM1.0FCITI 
DU.=PMIIC.I~I*QMIIc.lM.IT'ICF 
TABl{7.IT.l.I~.IC'=DUM 
TABlI7.IT'2.IM.ICI:DUM*OFI,T) 
T7=T7+DU~ 
CTlI7.1~.IC)=CTlI7.IM.ICI+DuM.JFIITI 
OUM=DUM·OUMI 
TAB1IB.IT.l.IM.IC 
TA81I S .IT.2.1M.ICI:DUM*OFIITI 
TS=T8+0UM 
-'D 
CT1(6.I~.ICI:CTlta.IM.IC)+OUM.JFtIT) 
5300 CO~TINUE 
TA81Cl.IT,l.~M+l,IC)=Tl 
TA81Cl,IT.2.NM+l,IC)=Tl.0FIITI 
CT1(I.N~01.IC)=CT1(I.NM+l.ICIOT1.DFtIT) 
TABlt2.IT.l.NM+l.IC)=T2 
TAol(2.IT.2.N~01.IC)=T2.DFIIT) 
CTlt2.N~+I,ICI=CT1(2.NMol'ICI+r2.0F(ITI 
TABI13.rT.l.NMol,ICI=r3 
TAB1(3.Ir.2.~Mol.ICI=T3.DFtIT} 
CrlC3.N~01.ICI=crl(3.NM+l.ICIOT3.0FIITI 
TAB1C 4 .IT.l.NMol.ICI=T4 
TAolC4,IT.2.NMol,ICI=T4.DFCITI 
CT1C4.N~01.ICI=CTlt4.NMol·IC}Or4*DF(ITI 
TA81f5.IT.l.NMol.ICI=T5 
TABI15.IT.2.NMol.IC}=TS*DFIITI 
CT1IS.NM+l.ICI=CTI15.NMol·IC)OrS*DFIIT) 
TA81(o.IT.l.NMol.ICI=r6 
TA8ICb.IT.2.NMol.ICI=T6.0FtiTI 
CTlf6.N~01.ICI=CT110.NMol.ICIOTo.DF(ITI 
TA811 7 .lr.I.NMol.ICI=T7 
TAB1(7.IT.2.NMol.ICI=T700FtITI 
CTl(7.NMol.ICI=CTIC7.NMol.ICIOr7.0FIITI 
TA8118.IT.l.NMol.IC):T6 
TABlI8.IT.2.NMol.ICI=TSonFIITI 
CTI18,N~01.ICI=CTI16.NMol.ICIOTa.DFIITI 
• ASSr&N ?ROFITS TO ECONOMIC SUM~ARr TARLE 
ICI=ICo. 
IF(I~AC.E~.I)ICI=a 
TAB2IICI.IT,1'=T6 
TIB2(ICI.!T.2'=T8*DFIITI 
CONTINUE 
CONTINuE 
• SUM OVE~ COUNTRIES AND ASSIGN ro ECONOMIC DETAIL TABLE AND SUMMARY 
TABLE 
ClO 5~70 I~=l.NMl 
00 5360 1=1.8 
00 5~50 10:1,2 
00 5340 IT=I. NT 
TA81II,IT,IO,lM.~1=0. 
5340 CO"lTiNUE 
535C CONTI'lUc 
CT1II.I~.~)=O. 
~3bV CCri.T IN:U[ 
5370 CONTINuE 
CO 5420 1~=I,N~l 
DO 5410 lC=NCI,NC 
DO 5400 1=1.8 
cO 5390 !i):I,Z 
00 53eO 1T:I.NT 
TABIII,IT.ID,I~,4).TIB1(1.IT.IJ,IM.4)oTAB1II,lT.ID.I~,ICI 
5380 CONTINUE 
5~90 CONTINUE 
CTllr.I~.41=CT1(I.IM.41oCT111.IM.IC) 
5400 CONTINUE 
5410 CONTINUE 
5420 CONTINUE 
C •• CALCULATE AND ASSIGN TOTALS TO ECONOMIC SU~MARY TAblE 
DO 5800 1:~.12.4 
IFII.EQ.6.AND.IMAC.EQ.1160TO 5aoo 
00 5790 IT=I,NT 
DO 5780 lil=I.2 
TA82II.IT.IOI=0. 
5760 CONTINUE 
5790 CONTINUE 
5600 CONTINUE 
IFIIMAC,EQ.OISOTO 5605 
DO 5804 1=5.7 
DO 5803 IT=I.NT 
DO 5802 10=1.2 
TA9211.IT,IOI=0. 
5802 CONTINUE 
5803 CONTINUE 
5804 CONTINUE 
5805 DO 5820 IT=I,NT 
DO 5810 l=h3 
TA8214.IT.ll=TI8214·IT.ll oTI9211.IT.l1 
TAB2(12.IT.ll=TA62112.IT,110TA32(loa.IT.11 
IFIIMAC,EQ.11GOTO 5810 
TA8218,IT,I)=TI8218.IT.II 0TI821104.IT,I) 
5810 CONTINUE 
TA8214.IT.21=TA8214.IT.l)OuFIIT) 
TA82(12,IT.2)=TA82112.IT.l1.0F (IT) 
IF(IMAC.E~.lIGOTO 5820 
TA82(8.IT.2)=TA82Ia.IT·ll*OF(ITI 
5820 CONTINUE 
00 5830 1=10 12 
CT211)=0 • 
5830 CONTINUE 
00 5650 1=1.12 
00 5840 IT::I.NT 
CT2(II=CT2tl)oTAB21I,IT.21 
5840 CONTINUE 
5850 CONTINUE 
C • PRINT ECO~OMIC SECTON DETAIL TABLES - MINING 
ISECT=2 
IFIIOUT,E~.O,GOTO 6750 
Nel"l. 
IFIIOUT.EQ.IINC1=4 
IFII~AC.£Q,IINC1=4 
DO 6740 IC=~Cl,4 
ICl=IC 
I F I Ie. E Q • 4.) I C 1= 0 
IT=O 
IPAGt=O 
JEFREQ=I~FREQ 
IFII~FRE •• GT.NT)~EFREQ=O 
bOOO IPAGE=IPAGEol 
ILlNE=12 
-N Q 
C 
wRITECN.,98001(H~OBCII,I=l.l2).(HRUN(TI.I=1'l21 
.RITE C N •• 96011 
~RITE(N.,9as2)IS[CT.IC1,IPAGE 
wR.ITECN.,9a031 
.RITEcN.,98S4ICES(I.ISECTI,I=1,41 
IF(Ic.Ea.4IGOTO 6610 
wRITE(N •• 98051(CTRYCI,ICI.I=1.21 
GOTO 6620 
6610 wQITE(N'.98l31 
6620 MRITEIN.,'aOll 
iORITECNW.986&1 
WRITE I Nfl .98011 
IFIIT.6r.NTIGOTO 6725 
6630 IT=IT+l 
..IEFREQ=JEFREQ+l 
6&50 
6700 
6710 
&720 
6725 
6730 
&740 
6750 
6760 
IFIJEFRE •• ~T.IMFR£QIGOTO 6700 
..IEFREQ=o 
DO 6650 I~=l.NMl 
~RITE(NW.9858ICMN(I.IMI'I=1.21.(TABl(I,lT.1'I~.ICI.I=1.al 
IF(I~.E~.1IWRITE(NW.9855)ICYR(ITI 
~RITE(N •• 986'IITA81CI.IT,2.IM.1CI.I=1.81 
CONTHHJE 
I~INE=I~INE+2'(NM+l1 
GOTO 6710 
~RITE(N •• 98581IMNII.NM+II.I=1.21.(TABl{I.IT.l,N~+l,ICI.1=1.81 
.RITEIN •• ,e55IICYRIITI 
.RITE{NW,98691ITABICI.IT.2,NM+1.ICI.I=1.81 
I~INE=Il.I"E+2 
IFII~INE.~T.I~INtEIGOTO 6720 
wRITEtN,;.98011 
GOTO 6600 
IFIIT.~T.NTIGOTO 6630 
"RITEIN •• 98GII 
wRITE INw.98601 
00 &730 IM=I.NMl 
WQ ITE I Nli' 98711 I MN I 1'114 I • 1=1.21 • I C T lC I • 1M. 1 C 1.1 =1.8 I 
CONTrr~UE 
.RITElr. •• 98oll 
CONTINUE 
PRINT ECONO~IC SECTORS SU~MARY T.8~E 
IT=O 
IPAGE=O 
IPAGE=IPAG[+l 
ILlNE=12 
.RITE.IN •• 980DI\KJ06tII.I=1.121,{HRUNIll.I=1.121 
"RITEIN •• 9aoll 
.RITEtN •• 9872IIPAG£ 
.RITEIN •• 98031 
.RITEIN.;98741 
.RIT E (t,.~. 98131 
.RITUNw.98011 
·,.'tIT(t>11l.9876·) 
.iUTEIN~.98011 
6770 IT=IT+1 
,;RITEIN •• 9815IICYRtITI.IT Ab2II.IT,ll.J=1.121 
.RITEIN •• 98091ITA82II.IT.21.I=1.121 
IUNE=IUNE+2 
IFtILIN~.LT.I~INtElGOTO 6780 
WRITEIN •• 96011 
Goro 6160 
&780 IFIIT.~,.NTIGOTO &770 
WRITE (N./1980 II 
wQITE{N.,981&IIC T2 t I I. I =1.121 
.RITEIN.,98Dll 
•• PRINT CALCU~ATEJ PROJECT PRICES 
PNAl=PNAhCF 
PN~l=PNMhCF 
PWl=PWl.CF 
PP1=PPloCF 
IF {IPJC. E,j. 0 I wRITE I N. ,·9890 I PNAl. PN",l. pwl.?Pl 
.. PRINT CALCU~ATEO BREAKDOWN OF JOINT CnSTS B.ETwEEN PRO..lECT SECTORS 
IFIIPJC.EQ.IIWRITEINW,'S91 ICJNl'CJAl.CJPl 
9500 STOP 
END 
-N 
SU3J.«,UTI 'Ilt.: \lJ.!';1(A.r~tl,R.I:::tl-<t,\1) 
c**.* TO ~~AD IJ ARR~Y 
CO'lPLE< :l 
t.: I '~E.")SI::::'- f\ (, .. ) 
~901 ~J~~hT(iA~t7Fl:·.~/Cl~x,7r1L.pj, 
:J<)~"l VJRwt.T(l-{ t2fl~!7l1v.,~/(111 .11lX1'7l1r.~}) 
;',[AQI'IRt3301):;t IA(l) ,1=1, ,) 
l tlt(.I;.i.",.1)~tJITEt6t'39511bt{All} .1=1,",) 
~U~kJ'JTl"fC: ~·'i.'~t'I:,.iJ1,' i:::,' :.Ift1,1.·1.fl.2l 
:::."' .... 1::' "";;"iiu ~j 1I1"'~1'''f 
C. {j""~';LE. x 
~) I "'~' ,S l:"'~ i, ( ", 1, .::: i 
9~01 rG~~lIT~2A5t7Flr.~/'1~x.7cl~.CJj 
~~Sl ~OR~~rC11 t2A5,7~1~.3/(1~ .lJX.7flO.3)1 
II=' (';'I.,l,l.;J it,- i:-
1.>4.;:;; ... ..J 
;:;;'/1 
CTO 7 
=l 
J l~ 11=~,fJ1 
"'I[A 0 ( I-<1'79f11);:;. (A(I1,12}'.l.G:l, \I~) 
! I=' ( J. ~ f'1. t:. ~ • 1 ) ... i I 1£. { 6 I ~ 9:'1 I r. , ( A l I l • 12) tI c:: 111 1~2 ) 
l'.J L:J • r 1 (J:-
kET :,;!.'tl 
["J;) 
SUSKQUTI 'liE "11~2dA, IH. N:~. t J. '~R, ,ECH. li1. ~2 ,M3) 
c •••• TO READ 3D A~RAY 
COMPLEx d 
0I~ENSIJ~ A(~1.~~.~3) 
9901 FORM.TI~A5,7FIC.(/II0.,7rl~.OII 
9951 F0RMATIIH ,2A5,7l10.3/IIH ,l&X.7fIO.3'1 
IFINR.bT.O)GGTr ~ 
~R=-~R 
~=Nl 
GOIO 7 
N=1 
DO 20 Il=N,Nl 
CO 10 12::1.N~ 
PEADI~R,~'Ollb.(nIIl,12.!3j.13.1,~31 
IFIIlCH.E •• 1).PlIEI6.9951IK.(A\II.12,J3I,13=I,~31 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINue 
RETuRN 
['ji) 
-N 
N 
Program Listing of PROG2 
c •••• PR0GRA~ TO SET UP OEVELOP~tNT 5CEN.RI~ FILE FROM RAW QATA 
c 
tO~PLEX 
tO~MON/.TIES/QAI3.5.4SI'Q.13'~~I.QNAI!,"SI.QMI".3,"51.QPC'I.3.'ISI. 
QNMI'.3.~51.Q~AEC~.'51.QPMI'I.3;'SI 
tO~MDN/.EVNU,ROISPl3.'5).RAF(3,~51 
CO~MON/1~VST/FI.'3"51'FI~I'.3'·51'FINI4SI 
ca~.JN/~I~ES/HAvC3"5).HA~l3.'~I.HATtl"51.HATI3'~SI.HAOMVS(3.4S1. 
HAREC,'SI.HAOHYI'51.HAAF(45) 
.YLOISI.PRI31.wREWVCSI 
;"MRAI'I5I,OMkNI4SI.eSP(4$I'cSAt'SI. 
,GAI3'~"SI.CAPHAI3.51 
FOR~ATll~ .1DHQNA 7& BY5,8LIO.~1 
FOR~ATll~ .2A5,lOFIO.2) 
9652 FORMATCI~1.2A5~7110) 
9853 FORYATll~ ,2AS,7I10) 
•• l:HTlAL l'~P,~T 
•• 
kEAO(5.3ID2)D.~R,W.,NC,Nft.~T,NT1.NM 
• RITEl6"IS210,NR'NW'NC,Nft.NT,I,i,NM 
READl5,'~u2)D,I~AC,ISEAS ' 
.RITLI6.3S5310.1MAc.lSEAS 
kEAD!NR.'~~i)O,lCFVIIAi,IA:::I.N~1 
.RITEI&,i~511D.lCFV(IAI.IA~1.Nil 
~EAO(NR.~80lI0.(CFOllAI.IA=1'N~1 
.RITEI6.'85lI0,ICFO(IAI.lA=I,N~1 
KEAD! riR. 'SUllO, I ILDl lAI ,-lA=ltN~i,. ~Rtt. YuRY, Y:AF 
.I'll TE 16. ,asil 0,' IYLD IIA I tl A=l,N~ I" y~C .'VORY. YAF 
Re:ADINR,'lSOHO'lpRIICI.IC=l.NCI '. 
.RITE(6.~151Ia.IPRlIc;.rc=l,NCI 
NR.II01IU.WkEQD1,WREQ02'~'E;."IWR[QV(tA~.11=1.NAI 
(6.la5110.wREQDl.WR[QU2.W'EQV1.tWR'Q~II.,.IA=,.NAI 
IF ISlAS=l 
lGOTO 200. 
•• ARtAS 0" F'1.RIoIIN(, INPUT 
C • UMVS SCE~ARIO 
200 DO 2&0 IT=I,~Tl 
hAJll.'HI=O. 
kEAD l IIR.160 11 O. HAUl.3, IT I. HAV (3",H I,. HAr(2 ,IT I.H'IV,12,. IT hHAV H. IT I 
.RITCI6.9851)0.HAOI3.1T).HAVI3.1T)'HAOI2.1T).HAVI2.1T),HADI1.IT). 
HAVI1,IT) 
260 CONTINUE 
00 300 IT=l,NT 
DO 2110 le=l,NC 
HAOMVSCIC.ITI=HAVIle.ITI+HAOII:.lT) 
IFIIT.GT.NT1)HAOMVSIIC.ITI=HAO~VSIIC,TT-1) 
280 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
C • OEVELOP~ENT SCENARIO 
C 
C 
IFINw.EQ.13.0R.NW.EQ.23)GOTO ~~O 
DO 'lao IT=l,NT 
HAOIl.NTI=O. 
REAOINR.ge0110.HAOc3.IT).HAVI3,IT).HADc2.ITI.HAVc2,IT,.HAVIl.ITI 
wRITEI6.9S5110.HAOI3.1TI.HAVI3,ITI.HArC2.1TI,HAVI2.ITI.HAJIl.II). 
HAV 11.1 T I 
~80 CONTINUE 
4~0 00 500 IT=l.NT 
READ(NR,9801)O,HARtC( 
WRITC(6,~85110,HARECI 
sno CONTINUE 
• QA-TONN!:S 
00 900 IT:::l, NT 
HATe t 1"=0 • 
900 CONTINUE 
.REQDS=wRE:Q01+wRlwU2 
IFCISEAS.EQ.IIWRLQDS=~REQ02 
00 1000 IT=l.NT 
00 990 IC=l.NC 
00 980 IA=l,NA 
QAtIC,IA,ITI=IHAWIIC,IT)*CFV(IAI+HAO,TC.IT)'CFOlIAII'YLOIIA) 
980 CONTINUE 
HATIIC,ITI=HAVllt,lTI+HAOIIC,IT) 
HATC(ITI=HATC(IT,+HAt(IC,ITt 
• QW-"' •• 3 
Q_IIC.IT.=lHAVIIC,jTI.CFVllt'W,EQVl+HAOllC,!TI.CFC(lIO.RLw~S)·l.E .. 
DO 965 IA=2,NA 
QwtjC.lTI=Qw(lc.lll*~AV(IC.ITI.CFV~IAt'WREQVlrAI'I.E4 
985 C()NH'NUE 
990 eO.NTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE' 
C •• QUANTITJ[S AND C'OSTs INPUT 
C • wNA-TONNe:-K~ 
00 1.040 IC=l:.NC 
REAOINR, 9S0111 QNA (·I,c .11. {GIIIAI IC .11.1.=5 •. 3::',:>1 
wRIIEl6.9S5atQNA.IC.II,IQNAIIc.II,r=5.35.51 
QQ=(QNAIIC.5J-QNAIIC.III/'. 
00 1010. 1=2.," 
~NAltc.r)=QNA(!C.t-ll+OQ 
1010 CONTINUE 
DO 1030 ... =1.1' 
.,1.,1=1.,1+1)·5 
-~ w 
C 
O~:IQNAtlC.JJ,_Q~AIIC.JJ_511/5. 
Jl=,",J-~ 
v2.JJ-I 
CO 1020 ",2 
QNA,IC.I, IC.I-l)+uO 
CONTINUE 
DO 1060 IT=I.NT 
DO 1050 1C=I.NC 
IFIHAOMVS(IC.IT).LT.O.OOOOlI60TO 1045 
~NAIIC,IT)=QNAIIC,IT).HATIIC,lrI/HAOMVSIIC.'T/ 
GOTO 1050 
1045 IFIHATI1C.ITI,LT.0.00001)Q~A(I:.ITI=0. 
1050 LONTINUE 
1060 CorHINUE 
• QNAE-TO~NE-~M 
00 10&4 11=1.15 
00 1062 IC=I.NC 
QNAEIIC,IT)=2.5.HATIIC.ITI+II.5.+IIT-1).7.51 
1062 CONTINUE 
106~ CONTINUE 
DO 1066 IT=16,NT 
00 1066 
"i~AE IIC. IT) IC' IT '* (250.+1 IT-lSl>3. 51 
1066 CONTINUE 
106b CONTINUE 
_ QM-TONNE 
lFOHAC 
CALL 
• (lP-Kw-HR 
IF(I"'AC.E~.l 
CALL Ml~3(~P 
• "N"'-TaN~t:-KIo\ 
IFIIMAC.E •• IINR=-NR 
1,'t,3,'+S} 
CALL MI~5tQN'~.I,C.NM.rlT.HR.l.4.3.451 
• "'RM-TON'JE-KM 
IFIIMAC.Ew.lINR=-NR 
CALL MI~j(QR~'~ICtNM'!~T,~Rtl.~,5,qS) 
• HoISP-CFA 
DO 1080 IT=I.NT 
UO 1070 IC=l,NC 
R=HATlr~,ITI/MATlIITI 
H01SPII~.ITI=11130000.-HARlCIITII.R_'PECt(75000.-HAOk,IITII.k 
,YO'YI+PRIlCI 
IFIISEA5.E;.11~~ISPIIC,ITI;O. 
• kAF-CFA 
RAFIIC.ITI=HAAFIITIOR.YAF·PRII:1 
1070 CONTINUE 
1080 CONTINUE 
C • FIA.CFA.I0 •• 9 
C CALL MIN2IF1A.hC.NT,NR,l.3.'51 
C • Fl~·CFAoI0 •• 9 
C IFIIMAC.£ •• I/NR=-NR 
C CALL M1N~(FIM.NC.NM.NT.NR.l".3.451 
C • 
C 
C • CA-CFA/';A 
CALL MIN2ICAPHA.hC.NA.NR.l.3.51 
00 1200 .NT 
00 U80 • NC 
00 1160 lA=I.NA 
CAIIC.IA.ITI=CAPHAIIC,IAI-I~AV(IC,ITI'CFVIIAI+HADIIC.lT)'CFoIIA)) 
1160 CONTINUE 
1180 CONTINUE 
1200 CONTINUE 
C • eM-eFA/TONNE 
IFIl~AC.Ew.lINR=-NR 
C 
C 
CALL MI~5ICM.NC.NM.NT,NR.l.'.3"5J 
00 1500 IT=l.I>4T 
lFICMI3.1.ITI.LT.O.01)GOTO 1500 
C~13,I'lr)=eMI3.1.ITI-150G. 
1500 CONTINUE 
• CSN-CFA.10_.9 
CALL ~1.1(eSN.HT.NR.l.451 
1,'5) 
• CSP-CFulO •• \! 
CALL MI~1ICSP.NT,NR.l.'51 
_ OMRN-CFA*lo._9 
CALL MIN1(OMRN.NT.NR,1 •• 5/ 
_ oMRA-CFA-IO,·\! 
CA~L MINIIOMRA.NT.NR,l.4S) 
• UMRP·CFA.IO •• 9 
CALL MINIIOMRP.NT,NR.l •• SI 
• CJT-CFA.IO.'~ 
CALL MI~1ICJT.~T,NR.l.~51 
C •• • RITE UE~ELOPMlWT SCENARIO ~IL~ 
B='QA 
CALL MWR!lgA,NC.NA.NT.N~.3,5.~~.H/ 
-N 
"'" 
6='ww 
CALL M~~2(Q~.~C.~T,N~13.45,~1 
;=';Jr:A 
tALL MIff~2:(QP..Atl.C,Nl,N .... 3,1.i5t:1) 
E:;=·~~A( , 
tALL ~6~2CQNA£,Nt.NT'Nh,3,4S'BI 
d:'wA' 
IFII~AC.~~.I}r~h=_N~ 
Mw~~,JM.!Jc,r4M.NTtN~.1.i,3,1.i~.8) 
:t='i.iP 
IF{I~AC.~~.lJ~~=-N~ 
CALL VN~jt~P,·~C.~~MttJT,N~tl.it3.1.i~le) 
n='t;.)'tN' I 
IF(I~~C.El.l)~~=·Nw 
tALL V~~3(~~~,·.C,N~,r:T,r~~t~13'~~t8) 
t.!='~r!'fI 
1F( t¥·AC.~"'.l.:'#f= .. f"~ 
L ALL IrIIIN~3 t t;J{~ .t.C, t~'" ,tJT t t .. ,1 t 't, 3 t ~5. B} 
~;= t ,,:J I S;;. t 
tALL ~~~~tR;)1~Pt',CtNT'~~.ISl't5':J) 
~.=' 4f\f 
CALL M .. ~(:{RA~,·.c,rlT.r ••• 3,4!:.t~) 
S='~UI, 
LALL M.~~,r:lh,·,C.'''~T,i.w..3,It;teJ 
~='Flv 
IF(I~ACt~~.llr.~=.N~ 
C,I\LL "-w1:!IfFI" r"/C,flMtbT,;~l'(t't,3t~5,fq 
... = t1=' 11. 
tALL '141'>~lll="lr .. ! T,thnIt5.f:U 
:-::tCA 
tALL Vh~j{CA,r~C.·~AtNT,rJ~,3tStq~,B) 
::.=t:" 
F(l·~At .. ::. ... l)I'fI= ... tl. 
I\I..L .. ,.~':'lCfrll.·IC.~.t,I.NTttlr.:tq,3.'+J.e) 
=. t S~j 
... fH .. L ~>\;:;l(CS~HI.T ':iw,q~.el 
,;;::;;' C~A 
lfll..L Y6~i(CSA.t'Tt;.,j.t'+5,B) 
,='CSP 
\..f,LL "h~4 (CS;'-, . T ,lj ... It~.tH 
:: :'OMkf'.. ' 
l'.~lL \f>\ql(vI4Ft~ •• 'JY.Nfi,45':3J 
:3= I (,\I.::H~ • 
CALL Mw:oPl(:::""';"'A.n ,'j.,4~hS) 
~,Hl {Ollk? ~iT I 'ii'l' .,+5.81 
:,=·C..;T 
tALL '-II'> ~ 11 :: ... 1,'. T ,1",'111 It 5. e l 
STU? 
t:"i:" 
SUB~UUTl~E ~.R1IA.N.N~'M.al 
c •••• 10 .~IT£ 1D ARRAI 
OI~~r."IO'\I AIMI 
9901 fOR~AT(A5.5X.7(1~.3/(IOX.7[10"11 
9951 FOR~AT('~ .A5.5x.7~10.3/(IH ,lU •• 7El0.3)1 
wMITE("~,Y'Ol)~.tACI),I=l'~) 
wRlr[I •• 9i51IB.(A'1),1=1.~1 
k£TUR~J 
tNO 
~UBROUTrN~ MwR2tAtNl.N2,NW.~1,~2,g) 
c ••• * TO WHIT~ lO ARRAY 
DIMEWSION "~l.Mil 
9901 FOR~'T(A5,5X.7£1~.3/(10X.7EIO"11 
~'51 rOR~'T'l~ "5,5X.7~lO.3/flH .IUX,7EIO.!I) 
5 
7 
10 
IF(N •• GT.O)GvTO 5 
rJ.=-~" 
N=Nl 
~OTO 7 
(-.1:1 
iJO Ie ll= 
WRITl(q~"901)E.(A(Il.I2)'11=1.N2) 
~RITE(6.9'51JB.(.(Il.I21.1~=,.~21 
CONTINUE 
HETURtJ 
ENu 
-N 
<JI 
SU8ROUTI~~ M~R3(A.W11N2,'13tN~'~1,M2.M~.bl 
c**** TO "KIT' ~D ARHAT 
OI~EhSIaN A(Ml,~2,M31 
9901 FORMAT(AS.5X.7E10.3/(lDX.1EI0.311 
9951 FOR~AT(l~ ,A5.5X,ltl0.3/(lrl ,l~X.1E10.311 
IF(~ •• ~r.O'iUTW 5 
N .. =-l"jW 
N=Nl 
GOTO 1 
5 N=1 
1 DO 20 Il=N.Nl 
10 
20 
DO 10 I~=l.N.I 
.RITEIN*,3901'B.IA(II.I2,13,.I3=1.N31 
~RITE(6.99511e.(A(Il.I2.I31.13·1.N3' 
RETUkN 
EN~ 
SU8ROuTI~E ~INl'A.N.~k.lr(H.MI 
C**** TO READ 10 ARRAY 
COMPLEX 
DI~ENSIJN A(~l 
9901 FORMIT(2IS.7FIO.b/llox.7>lO.011 
9951 FO~MAT(lH .2A5.7El0.3/11~ .10X.1tl0.311 
REAO(~R.9901)B.IA(II.I=I.~1 
IF(IECH.E~.I).RITE(6,9951)6.{A(II.I=I,NI 
RETUR" 
E~O 
SU6RCUTIhE MIN2(A,Nl.N2,"~,I[C~.~1.~21 
c •••• TO READ 2D ARRAT 
('OMP~EX 3 
OIMEN510~ A(M1,M~J 
9901 FORMATI2A5.1Fl0.u/(ICX.7F10.0JI 
9951 FORMAI(lH .2A5,7Eld.3/llH .IOX.7fI0.311 
IFINR.GT.UIGGTO 5 
NR=-~R 
N:Nl 
GO TO 7 
5 N=1 
7 00 10 Il=~.Nl 
REID(~R.9901IB.(A(Il.12).I2=I,'2' 
IF(IECH.E •• ll.RITE(&,9951Ib.(.(Il.12).I2=I~N21 
10 C.ONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUB~OUTINE ~IN~(AtNl,~2tN3,~R.IECH.Ml.~2.~3) 
C-•• _ TO READ 3D ARRAY 
COMPLEX d 
LI~E~SION A(~1.M2.M3) 
990l FOkMAT{2A5.7F10.U/(luX.7'1~.OI) 
9951 F~R~AT(lrl .~A5.7£lU.o/ll~ .lGx.7E10.311 
IFINR.GT.DIGOTG 5 
NR=-I\jR 
r;=N1 
Goro 7 
5 !'i=1 
DO 20 I1=~.Nl 
GO 10 12=1."12 
READINH.9901,B,.III1.12.13)'I3=I,NII 
IF{IECH.Ea.1)WRITEI6,195116.{AI11.12.I3),I3=I,N3, 
10 CONTINUE 
2u CONTINU!: 
PETUR~ 
E~D 
Sample Input for PROG 1 
CMVS B~SELlI~t. 
1.0 UNITS b 5 13 13 5 
PI10S DIMS 35 3 0; j 1'376 
O~T+IN RH. .1 .1 .1 .1 
P/J: OPT'" 0 1. 1.(9 1 
"'''OPH OPTN 1 
Sf AS OPTN 0 
~IN~P OPTN 1 ~.92 O. 
S.NS OPT~ 0 
ouPt OPT~ 0 1 2 lOU 55 ~" 100 
pA Cl A 2~20;o 10;000 27500 1600U 560 
P~ :2 /1 61500 20000 25000 25000 875 
P/1 C3 A ~1500 15000 <;5000 3500U lno; 
PM ~c /II 7600 0 0 
PR'", ,At M 
P~IH 1.5 0.1.1 
JeEr 0 0 0 
seET o. o. G. 
!'ell o. 1. 
126 
Sample Input for PROG2 
opns 0 BrYSLW1971 2e5~ 2611 1826 1613 1011 
CFV lA 1. 0.02 0.5 0.3 0.18 BnSL W1978 4332 4265 2772 2448 1535 
CfO lA 2. O. o. o. O. enSI.W1979 5844 5754 3740 3302 2071 YL Os 4.5 32. 3.8 3.5 100. O.~ 0.2 8rYSl.W1980 7391 7278 4730 417& 2619 
D.4 BfYSI. W1981 8974 8838 5743 5071 3180 pp Ie 16000 1200D 35000 8EYSI.W1982 10595 10434 6781 5986 3755 
.R(JS 0.849 1.204 0.835 O. 0.015 0.237 0.187 I'lfYSI.W1983 12253 12067 7842 6924 4342 
0.193 BfYSI.W1984 13951 13738 6928 7863 4944 CMVS 1976 42 7u 330 3000 440 0 BnSI.W1985 15688 15448 10040 8864 5560 a~vs 1977 8120 1230 4~00 1100 40 eEYSI.W1986 17465 17199 11178 9868 6190 r: .... vs 1978 13770 1690 4800 1100 80 BEYSI.W1987 19284 18990 12342 10896 &834 CVVS 1979 191 70 3190 7800 2000 120 BEYSI.W1988 211 4 6 2D823 13533 11<;148 74<;14 
G"VS 1980 2217 0 6590 10800 2801i 720 BrYSI. W1989 23051 22699 14752 13024 8169 
cWVS 1%1 22170 10190 13400 5660 1320 8EYSLW1990 25000 24619 16000 14126 6860 
C'··VS 1992 22170 13190 16000 7900 2120 BEYSI.W1991 25000 26579 16000 16530 9567 
C"VS 1983 221 70 1&290 16000 12200 2120 8EYSLW1992 25000 32631 16000 189<;10 10291 
C-VS 1984 221 70 19590 16000 15700 2120 BrYSI.W1993 25000 36778 16000 2150 8 11031 (,'1\1$ 22170 219~0 IbOOO 19200 2120 ensI.W1994 25000 ~1022 16000 2"080 11789 
c'"VS 25000 26160 1(;000 22700 3620 BEYSLW1995 25000 45365 16000 26722 12565 ~flVS 1957 25000 33160 16000 26200 5120 8EYSLW1996 25000 49810 16000 29420 13359 C-VS 1968 25000 401bO 16000 29700 6620 BEYSI.W1997 25000 5,,359 16000 3218~ 14171 C'-VS 1989 25000 471bO 16000 33200 8120 BEYSLW1998 25000 5901" 16000 35005 15002 O"VS 1990 25000 54160 16000 36700 9620 BEYSLw1999 25000 63777 16000 37900 15853 C"vs 1991 25000 61160 16000 40200 11120 8EYSLW2000 25000 68652 16000 40860 16723 
cvvs 1932 25000 68160 16000 43700 12620 8EYSL W2001 25000 74200 16000 44228 17714 
c.-vs 1933 25000 75160 16000 47200 1'+120 BEYS~W20 02 25000 79748 16000 475<;17 18704 
C"'VS 1934 25000 82160 16000 50700 15620 BEySLw2003 25000 85296 16000 50965 19695 
rvvs 1995 25000 89160 16000 54200 17120 8nsLw20 0'1 25000 908 .... 16000 5"334 20686 C'-'VS 19% 25000 16000 57700 18620 !;lEYSLW20Q5 25000 96392 16000 51702 21677 
-
(lvVS 1937 25000 16000 61200 20120 BEYSLW2006 25000 101939 16000 &1070 22667 t--) G~VS 19% 25000 110160 16000 64700 21620 enSLW2007 25000 107487 16000 64439 23658 -.l C"VS 1999 25000 1171&0 16000 6820U 23120 8EYSI.W20 08 25000 113035 16000 &7807 24~49 O"VS 2000 1241b0 11>000 71700 24620 BEYSU/2009 25000 11~583 16000 7117b 25639 
O~VS 2001 132244 1&000 7!>930 26158 PrYSL W2010 25000 124131 16000 74544 261;30 CYVS 2002 2~000 140328 IbilOO 80160 27696 enSI.W20 11 25000 13311& 11',000 78928 2811& 
C"VS 20C3 25000 148412 1&000 84390 2923" PrYS~W2012 25000 142102 16000 83312 29&01 
cwvs 2004 25000 15&49& 16000 86620 30772 PfYSI.w2013 25000 151057 16000 87696 31087 
c~~vs 2Qu5 25000 164550 1&000 92850 32310 Ens~w2014 25000 160073 16000 92080 32572 
c~vs 20u6 25000 172&64 16000 97080 331148 ervSI.W2015 25000 169058 16000 96464 34058 cvvs 2007 25000 180746 16000 101310 3538& 130SI.1<2016 25000 178044 16000 1008 .. 8 35543 O¥V$ ;:008 25000 1&000 1055,,0 66924 PEYSLW2017 25000 187029 1&000 105232 37C29 
c""vs 2%9 25000 1&000 109770 38 .. 62 BEYSLW2016 25000 196015 16000 109616 3S514 iC¥VS 2010 25000 205000 1&000 114000 "0000 BEYSI.W2019 25000 ,,05000 16000 114000 40000 8,YSLW1976 1411 1383 903 797 500 SfYSI. W1976 125000 0 75000 
119S84 0 
114647 0 
snSI.W1979 109288 0 75000 
9(YSL"'1990 10380 .. 0 75000 
PEYSLW1981 98192 0 75000 
eOSLW1'lB2 924 .. S 0 75000 
~rYSLWI9S3 86571 0 75000 
8EY51.W198" s0556 0 75000 
Bty51.W198~ 7 .... 00 0 75000 
80SLw1986 68100 0 75000 
enSLw1987 &1!i.53 0 75000 
enSLWI9&S 55056 0 75000 
8nSLW 1989 48304 0 75000 
Bns~w1990 .. 1394 v 75000 
enSLw1991 34323 0 75000 
8rYSLW1932 27087 0 75000 
BnS~W1993 19682 0 75000 
BrYSLw1994 12103 0 75000 
pnSLW1935 4347 75000 
enSL w1936 0 71410 
enSL W1997 0 632S8 QI'M3 97-03 0 0 0 0 0 0 
enSLW1998 0 54975 QPM3 04.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
eEYSLW1999 0 0 40469 QPM3 11_17 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P,YSL.2000 0 0 377f,3 QI'0I3 18-19 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"£YS ... 2001 U 0 0 ONMl 76·82 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RrTS .. W2002 V 0 0 QNM1 83-89 0 0 5.000E9 3,OOOE9 3,OOO( 3,OOOE9 3,OOOE9 
PEYSLW20a3 0 0 0 0'IM1 90.9& 4.&&7(9 4,&67E9 4,&0:.1£9 4,&&7(9 4,&&7E 4,&&7E9 4,&&7E9 
8EYSL W2004 0 0 0 0""1 97_03 4,&&7(9 4,6671:9 4,6&7(9 4,&67E9 4,667( 4,667(9 4,6&7E9 
BEYSL W2005 0 0 0 QlIlM1 04.10 4,6&7E9 4.667£9 4,667E9 ",&&7E9 4.&&7E 4,&&7(9 4.6&7E9 
e[YS""200& 0 0 0 0",1'11 11.17 4,6&7E9 4.&&7E9 4,661£9 4,6&7E9 4,6& 7E 4.&67(9 4,&67E9 
BrYS .. W2007 0 0 0 QNM1 18.19 4.&67E9 ",&67E9 4,6&1£9 ",&67(9 ",667E 4,&67E9 4,667E9 
eEYSLW2008 0 0 0 QNM2 76.62 0 0 0 0 0 0 
enSLw2009 0 0 0 ON"2 83_89 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ens .. w20l0 0 0 0 QN0I2 90-% {I 0 0 0 0 0 
gnSL.2011 0 0 0 GrlM2 97_03 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Brys,-W2012 0 0 .0 QN~2 04-10 0 0 0 (I 0 0 
SEYSLW2013 0 0 0 ON!!2 11_17 0 0 0 {I 0 
erYSL w2014 0 0 0 QNM2 18_19 0 0 0 0 
PHSL·2a15 0 0 0 QNM3 7.6_82 0 U C 0 0 
erys,-W2016 0 0 0 ON'43 83.89 0 0 0 0 0 
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